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Executive Summary

hina is making a major transition to a socialist
armarket
economy with the intention of being a
middle-income country by 2020, while monitoring and promoting social development and cohesion.

Educationstrategy
To reach its economic and social goals, China needs an education system that:
* produces high-quality results in a flexible manner,
* uses resources efficiently, and
* is sufficiently equitable to maintain social cohesion.
To do this, there needs to be:
* effective governance structures at all levels and
* adequate resources.
We suggest a two-part education strategy: one part is to
ensure that there are adequate resources for the weakest parts
of the system, especially in the poor rural areas, in order to
provide increased access to high-quality basic education to all;
1

the other is to encourage the strongest parts of the system, especially in the urban and coastal areas, to
increasetheir quality to grow and prosper as fast as possible. Such a strategy would enhance equity while
responding to the imperatives of an increasinglycompetitive economic environment. Implementation will
require leadership and resources.
We recommend that the Government act on a number of short-, medium- and long-term priorities. The
most immediate priority is to provide increased funding
for the poorest parts of China to increase accessto quality basic education for all of China's poorest children.
The second priority is to increase the efficiencyof the
use of current government expenditures at all levels.
Increased efficiency will ensure the current funds are
spent wisely while increasing the quality of education.
The third priority should be the introduction of more
effectiveoutcome indicators to assure the government
that efficiencieshave been achieved by the restructuring
of the education system. Once effective outcome indicators are in place and efficienciesare being achieved,
the medium- to long-term priority of substantial
increased funding for the whole education system can
be carried out with some assurance that these new
increases in funding will achieve improved educational
outcomes. The long term priority is to address the substantial and widening educational disparities among
regions and areas to promote greater equality in the
education system.
Our main report first discusses these as matters of
general principle and then under separate headings for
schools, for higher education and for vocational education and training (VET). Our recommendations are
highlighted throughout the main report, and at the end
of the report, a smaller number are identified as appropriate for early action. This summary follows the structure of the five themes mentioned above.
High-quality results
In our view, the content of what is taught should be
reformed and up-gradedfor the 21st century.At all levels, there is too little emphasis on problem solving and
practicalskills and too much on theory and on learning
what the books and the teachers say. This suggests the
need for a major cultural change in the classroom and
in the teachers-many of whom will need retraining.
2
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The curriculum in higher education is also too narrow
as there needs to be much more scope for students to
study across subjects. Basic foundation courses in the
undergraduate curriculum, especially in the sciences
and engineering,need to be strengthened. In VET,there
needs to be more emphasis on general competencies and
less on job-specificskills.We suggestthat, over the next
20 years, the proportion of separate VET secondary
schools be substantially reduced according to local conditions. Additionally, we suggest that the VET curriculum content in comprehensive, general and diversified
secondary schools be reduced over the long-run with
parallel development of a two-year post-secondary
vocational provision instead. We also recommend that
individuals take more responsibility for their own job
training and companies producing training plans for
their employees.
There is a more general point on content. Higher
national productivity and growth are becomingincreasingly dependent on knowledge and information.The 21I
century will be one of ever faster change and the education system,at all levels,will needto develop and adapt to
meet the changingneeds. This will require more versatile
people, more initial emphasis on general skills, greater
flexibilityin the curriculum and greater responsivenesson
the part of institutionsto adjust their provision. We think
that this is best able to be achieved if institutions have
more pedagogicalautonomy of decisionmaking about
what and how they teach-to respond to local needs-as
well as more managerialautonomy to arrange the provision in the most effectiveand efficientway.
The current approach to the assessment of quality is
done mainly by reference to the levels of inputs; we
think this is misguided, but it is also unhelpful in that it
hinders the search for efficiencygains. The quality of
education is best judged by assessments both of its
results and of the processes that produce those results.
We think it will be vital both to produce output indicators of quality and to develop a means of observing and
judging the education processes themselves. Such quality assessmentprocesses will need to operate at the level
of the individual institution (school, university,etc.); at
higher tiers in the governance structure, there will need
to be a quality assurance approach which checks that
the lower tiers operate effectiveassessmentprocesses.
We are also convinced that the volume of education
provision needs to increasesignificantly by 2020. China

has made good progress toward introducing universal
nine-year basic education; but for 2020 we suggest that
China move toward 12-year universal education. The
participation levels in higher education are also well
below those needed for China's goals. We believethat
significant expansion of higher education can and
should be achieved with little extra cost through
increasing the efficiencyof provision. For the 21st century, there will also need to be a significant increase in
the volume of provision for life-long learning (at all levels of education).

for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
countries by providing block funding to institutions (at
all levels)and allowing considerable managerialautonomy to decide how the funds are to be spent (e.g., on
staff numbers)-with accountability based on results
and on a quality assurance system. This would provide
not only the means for the search for efficiency,but also
the pressure to do so. It would require major changes in
institutional management and streamlining of many of
the administrative processes.

Equityand socialcohesion
Efficiency
There are considerable inefficiencies in the use of
resources in education; it will be important to find ways
of reducing them.
We are convinced that considerable efficiencygains
can be made by improving the overall governancestructure through a reduction in the number of bodies
involved, with their overlapping responsibilities and
duplications. We deal with this below. Changes in governance structure would also facilitate some rationalization in the provision itself and should produce
improvements in economies of scale-for example,
through merging the three separate systems of vocational secondary provision and through broadening,
merging or closing higher education institutions hitherto associated with line ministries or their state-owned
enterprises (SOEs).
There are considerable inefficiencies at the level of
the individual institution too; for example, in the numbers of nonteaching staff (at all levels), in the staffstudent ratios in higher education and in the
arrangements for some of the social support-which we
suggest should be divested from education institutions.
We think there is scope for a considerable increase in
student numbers in many higher education institutions-perhaps by as much as 50-100 percent-with
only limited extra resources and no real danger to quality (as long as quality is not measured by inputs; see
above).
More generally,there are no pressures to search for
efficiency at the institution level-almost the reverse.
The best place to identify the scope for efficiencygains
is at the level of the institution itself,so we propose that
China should follow the example of many Organisation

Universal access to nine-year compulsory education is
clearly a major component of equity; unfortunately it
has not yet been achieved in all the poorer Provinces.We
think the current arrangements for intergovernrnental
transfers of funds are not adequate to address the
inequitiesof need and of resources, as they rely too much
on the local areas producing matching funds. If education is to be a driving force behind economic development, there must be higher levels of fund transfers
earmarked for the provision of compulsory education.
Inequities are growing at the local level too, particularly in some urban areas, with the growth of private,
fee paying schools often created by privatizing public
schools. We think that this risks social division if it continues unchecked-although we think that the private
provision of higher education should be encouraged.
Inequities of access to compulsory education between
those who can and those who cannot afford to take
advantage of what is perceived as superior education
run the risk of damaging social cohesion. For similar
reasons of equity, we think that student loan and grant
arrangements for higher education should generally be
made by the Province and not the institution.
Governancestructure
To deliver high-quality education, efficientlyand in an
equitable manner, requires a streamlined and effective
governance structure. This is not yet in place. Although
there have been some changes toward rationalization at
the national level,they do not go far enough. In essence,
we think there should be fewer public bodies involved
with education at almost all levels.We propose considerable rationalization at the national level with the
Executive Summary
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transfer of education responsibilities from line ministries and their SOEs to the Ministry of Education
(MOE) (with their current funding) with MOE clearly
taking the lead role on national issues. We also suggest
a single national body at the center with overall policy
responsibility for VET.
Belowthe national level, we think there are too many
tiers of government involved with primary and secondary education and suggest removing education
responsibilitiesfrom any tier below the county level for
schools. Public universities should belong either to
MOE, if they are national universities, or to the relevant
provincial or municipal authority. Each tier's resulting
responsibilities should be aligned to their access to the
funds available to deliver those responsibilities. This
will require major restructuring and redefiningthe roles
of the tiers of government. The emphasis should be on
decentralizing responsibilities to the lowest tier to
which it is practicalto do so. As well as improving efficiency,such delegation increases the system's flexibility
to respond to local needs-especially at the institution
level (see above).
The result would be a clearer and more efficientgovernance system that required fewer resources for administration and thus enabled a higher proportion to be
spent on teaching and learning. For the system to work
effectively,there alsoneeds to be more effective planning
and budgeting at all levels that sets priorities, allocates
resources accordingly and then implements the resulting
plans. We suggestthat each province should be required
to produce a strategicplan for its education provisionincluding a properly thought-through role for private
provision, particularly in higher education and VET.
Each province also needs to recognizethat it will need to
make and to implement its own laws to give effectto its
plans. We propose that one province might be invited to
developa pilot for this purpose.
Funding levels
None of this can be achieved without adequate funding
and China's current expenditure on education as a proportion of gross domestic product (GDP) is one of the
lowest in the world. There are clearlya number of major
challenges in educational financing: (1) difficulties of
poor areas in achieving nine-year compulsory education; (2) significant inefficienciesin the utilization of

existing resources; (3) insufficient resources to support
expansion and quality improvement; and (4) substantial
and widening disparities in education. Achieving efficiency gains should be the first step to increasing the
funds available for teaching and learning. We also propose bringing the various current levies,surchargesand
fees into the tax base, thus making them available for
more equitable distribution. Further we have no doubt
that private sources of funds for public institutions are
likely to grow-and should be encouraged, especially
for higher and VET levelsand for research which, in general, should only be undertaken at full cost.
But even with all that, we doubt there will be sufficient funds within the system to meet China's needs for
the 21st century. While efforts to improve efficiency
should persist, a substantial increase in government
education spending is needed after the initial efficiencyrelated reforms called for by the National Education
Working Conference. A regularized intergovernmental
grant system in education with greater central and
provincial transfer to lower levels should be developed
to assist poor areas, assure a minimally adequate funding level for all areas and maintain regional disparities
within a socially acceptable level.
Settingtargets for educational spending is an appropriate strategy because it focuses attention and affirms
priorities in providing resources for education; provides
a stimulus for the difficult task of mobilizing political,
social and financial resources; and ensures a process for
monitoring and assessing long-term achievements. We
support the Government's effort to raise government
education expenditure (total of budgeted and out-ofbudget education expenditures made through the government's financial system) to 4 percent of GDP in the
near future and encourage the Government to set incremental and higher targets for the year 2005 and for fiveyear periods thereafter. We further recommend that the
Government consider a three-leggedstool approach of
setting these goals, which takes into consideration the
indicators of efficiency (using funds wisely), equity
(increasing participation and quality) and economic
development (relative speed toward a socialist market
economy). We recommend that the Government set
these five-yeartargets taking into consideration actual
and current circumstances such as the relative speed of
China's movement toward a market economy, rate of
the GDP growth, changing demographic and education
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participation rates, regional comparators on educational spending and achievement, special areas of equity
that must be addressed such as gender and minorities,
and the changing needs of the labor market.'

bility. This report is based on the firm belief that the first
path-tbat of excellence, equity and flexibility in education-is
fully within the reach of the Chinese
Government, and that pursuit of this goal would be in
the long-term interests of the country and society.

Implementation
NationalEducation
Conference
China is a large country with different levels of economic development in different provinces. These differences must be taken into consideration in any reform
plans pursued by the Government. The recommendations in this policy note represent a massive agenda for
change, even without the extra complexities of a country the size of China. The date of 2020 seems a reasonable target by which it should all be achieved-and we
are sure an incremental approach is right. In terms of
phasing, we suggest that the most urgent tasks are to
increase the inztergovernmental transfers to the poorest
areas, to improve the current levels of efficiency, and to
develop quality instruments that are based on outputs.
Managerial and funding changes at the institutional
level to encourage flexibility and the search for efficiency can be planned and piloted quite quickly.
Structural changes will take longer, but a program of
the changes and their timing should be prepared. Once
all this is done, the need for additional public funds and
the routes for their injection can be reassessed with confidence that such extra funds will be well spent in helping to achieve China's goals for 2020.
Rapid technological change, open and competitive
economies, and knowledge-based industries will be the
hallmarks of the coming century. In this environment,
stable countries, with well-educated and healthy people, will realize the most rapid progress. A strong education system can help create a "virtuous circle" of
increasing economic growth and growing social capital
in China. The importance of this should not be underestimated. More people must have access to highquality education, and educational institutions must be
flexible enough to provide it at key points in people's
lives. The alternative scenario is not attractive. It is one
where large numbers of people are undereducated or
very narrowly trained, and in effect "unemployable" in
the emerging economy. The low level of human capital
becomes a drag on economic development, and the
unequal distribution of opportunities to learn and to
achieve upward mobility becomes a threat to social sta-

The National Education Working Conference was held
in Beijing on June 15-18, 1999. At the end of the meeting, the Central Committee of the Communist Party
and the State Council issued the Decision "Furthering
Education Reform and Carrying Forward QualityOriented Education" (a brief summary of this Decision
appears in Annex 7). This important meeting and the
Decision that was delivered by the central government
on education came in the last stages of the preparation
of this policy note.
Tested against the principles that we have established
in this policy note, we find that several points in the
Decision indicate that the government is moving in the
right direction. There are a number of structural changes
that the Decision recommends that coincide with recommendations made in this policy note, especially the further decentralization of the education system and the
development of two- and three-year tertiary level institutions at the provincial level. Increased emphasis on the
new curricular areas of creativity, teamwork, and problem solving is an important element of the Decision, as is
the increase in tertiary education enrollments, although
both these development areas have substantial resource
implications. The increased flexibility in the structure of
VET, with greater emphasis for such education placed at
the tertiary level, while decreasing the emphasis at the
senior secondary level, is an important decision and one
that fits well within the specific recommendations of this
policy note. The move to support the development of private education will provide for increased access and
resources for senior secondary and tertiary education
and therefore is a step forward. The central government's
decision to continue the compulsory education project in
the poor areas after 2000 and to increase support for the
poor and minority areas fits squarely with the recommendations of this report and the World Bank's primary
mandate of poverty reduction.
Several of these policy decision will have substantial
resource implications for both national and provincial
Executive Summary
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governments. These decisions include the massive
expansion of senior secondary and particularly tertiary
enrollments and the restructuring of the VET system
over a short period of time. This expansion of the
human resources necessary to support rapid economic
and social development, again, coincides with the
World Bank's goals of eliminating poverty.
It will be important to monitor carefully efficiency
gains that are expected to result from the expanded
enrollments and structural reforms identifiedin the government's decision and be ready to modify policies if
necessary to ensure that these efficiency gains are
achieved. The Bank stands ready to continue its assistance in this process as it has done with the Economics
of Education Network.
Additionally, there are a number of areas in which a
continuing dialogue between the Bank and the government may well be fruitful. These would include expand-

It is evident from reading the Decision that the
Chinese Government recognizes that their social and
economic development challenges in the 21st century
will be great and the response to these challenges will
have to be substantial and sustained. It is also clear that
the Chinese Government sees education as playing a
central and critical role in answering these challenges
and enabling China to become a middle-income country by the middle of the 21st century. Implementing
these education policy changes will take a combination
of political will, strong leadership and large amounts of
human talent and financial resources. We are confident
that China will rise to the challenge.

ing and strengtheningthe curriculumin the areas of

GDPto be spent on education by the year 2020. This analysis and ref-

skills for competitivenessand ensuring that all children
in senior secondary schools have access to world class
curricula.

erence recommendation is contained in Annex 5 and takes into consideration where Chinese education expenditures should be in 2020
compared to other countries in the region that have similar or more
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Note
1 The Bankteam,using an Chnese anda
anternational

comparative

data, has prepareda referencerecommendation
on the optimal level

advanced levels of economic and social development.

4a.

Study Background

_ uchprogresshas beenachievedin China'seducation
systemover the lasttwo decadessincethe start of the
"Open Policy."However,much progressstillmust be made. For
instance,recentOECD data showsthat China lagsbehindmany
other countries in the expectednumber of years that a Chinese
student will completein their educationcareer (seeFigure 1). By
2020, China aims to reach the levelof a middle-incomecountry.
Educationhas a centralrole to playin achievingthisgoal. In this
policy note, the World Bank, with assistancefrom the Ministry
of Education (MOE), set forth strategic goals for education,
with the hopes of making an effectiveand efficientcontribution
to economicgrowth and socialstability.
Context
The 21stcentury will bring new challenges for the education
system. Rapid technological change, open and competitive
economies, and knowledge-based industries will all be features of the next century. Economic progress will be most
7
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rapid in countries where people are well educated and
healthy, and where stability is ensured. For China, a
high-quality, equitable and flexible education system
will be needed to help create a "virtuous circle" of
increasing economic growth and growing social development. The importance of this should not be underestimated. Education and knowledge must be accessible
to a wide range of people, and educational institutions
must be flexible enough to provide it at key points in
people's lives.
In addition, China's whole social structure will continue to be affected by the transition from a centrally
planned economy to a socialist market economy. As in
other countries making this transition, inequalities are
rising, diversity is increasing and people are becoming
unemployed-many
of whom will have only low-level
or narrow skills. These are the results of, for example,
rural migration to urban areas, new entrants to the
labor force, and state-owned enterprises reducing their
surplus workers. Unless actively addressed, the resulting problems may damage social cohesion as well as
limit economic development.
8
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Education needs to be a major force in addressing
these issues.
People already have expectations for changes in the
education system. For example, many parents want a
higher quality and better teachers but without undue
costs to themselves-in particular, the poor can reasonably expect to have equal access to high-quality, affordable education. Many parents now expect their children
to have access to secondary and even to higher education, and look for choice in the type and amount of education their children receive. Many teachers recognize
their need for new materials and new methods; they
also want better pay and living conditions. Many
school and university managers look for greater flexibility and autonomy for their institutions. Students
would like relief from the pressures of a highly
examination-driven system. Employers will increasingly look to the education system to provide people
with core skills who can adapt to change.
These are all reasonable expectations. Responding to
them will help economic as well as social development.
But is the current education system able to deliver them?

Will it be able to bring China into the ranks of middleincome countries? Wethink that the answer is "not yet."
Within the current system, the curriculum is fairly
rigid and designed more for a planned economy; further, teaching does not develop problem-solving abilities or creativity but prepares students for competitive
examinations. At the same time, resources for education are short, with the financial burden increasingly
fallingon parents, and there are significant disparitiesof
provision, expenditure, quality and access-which are
still growing (see Annex 1). While students in the best
schools now enjoy a high standard of education, a
much larger number are in schools with poorly trained
teachers, few materials and greater difficulty in continuing their education beyond the ninth grade.
Many of the disparities arise from inequalitiesin the
educational finance system. If such disparities grow further, they could lead to increased social tension and discontent among the disadvantaged, both individually
and in whole areas.

Thestrategic role of education
There is clear evidencethat education affects labor force
productivity and economic growth. That link is
strengthening with increasing globalization, competition for markets and dependence of economies on
knowledge and information. Skillis replacing other factors as a basis for competitive advantage in the global
economy; the economic strength of a nation will
become more dependent on its ability to develop, utilize
and manage its human resources.
For education's contribution to economic growth,
the Government's policies are not wholly consistent.
There seems to be confusion as to whether economic
development must precede increased investment in education or whether education is a basis for economic
development. We feel that China's education policy
should not wait for economic growth, especiallyin the
more remote, poor areas, to provide the revenue to
improve education. Investment in education in these
areas needs to be made at the same time as investment
in the more developed areas. This fundamental issue
needs more thought and analysis in order to develop a
single,coordinated and consistent policy.
Education is also a main driver for social development. It helps people build productive lives and a cohe-

sivesociety.To do this, children need to be in school and
to be receivinggood-quality education, teachers need to
be well educated and equipped with good materials.
There are aspectsof the Government's social policieson
education that are also inconsistent; in particular the
increasing transfer of funding responsibilityto parents
when coupledwith more freedom of choice for the selection of schoolsis not consistentwith a policyintention of
equity of access.Freedom of choice for the selection of
schoolscan mean that those familieswith more resources
may make it more difficultfor students with fewer financial resources to enter the best schools.Again, we think
that the policiesneed more thought and analysis.
For the education system to deliver these economic
and social goals it needs to be equitable, efficient and of
high quality; it also needs to be better funded. Equity
means that high-quality educational opportunities
should be open to all regardless of income or location.
Efficiency means that public and private resources
should be used wisely and effectively to provide the
highest possible benefit. Quality means that the education system should provide students with academic
achievement,with social skills and with preparation for
employment. Better funding requires a higher level and
more equitable distribution of government investment,
both to make up for investment deficienciesin the past
and also to meet the demands of the 21t century outlined above.
At its most fundamental, we suggest a two-part
strategy: the first part would be to ensure that there
were adequate resources for the weakest parts of the
system in order to provide high-quality basic education
for all; the second would be to encourage the strongest
parts of the system to grow and prosper as fast as possible. Such a strategy would enhance equity while also
responding to the imperatives of an increasinglycompetitive economic environment. To implement it will
require leadership as well as resources.
In carrying out this strategy, the Government must
recognize and act on a number of medium- and longterm priorities. The first and most immediate priority is
to provide increased funding for the poorest parts of
China to address the problems of inequality in the education system and to increase access for all of China's
poorest children. The second priority is to increase the
efficiencyof the use of current government expenditures
for post-basic education, especiallyby restructuring the
Study Background
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tertiary level.Increased efficiencywill ensure the current
funds are spent wiselywhile increasingthe quality of education. Coupled with these priorities should be the introduction of more effectiveoutcome indicators to ensure
that efficiencieshave been achieved by the restructuring
of the education system. Once effectiveoutcome indicators are in place and efficienciesare being achievedin the
post-basic education system the final long-term priority
of increased funding for the whole education system,
especiallyat the post basic levels,can be carried out with
some assurance that these new increases in funding will
achieve improved educational outcomes.
In order to provide guidance for the role of education
in the 21st century, there are three aspects of this strategy that recur as themes throughout our report. The
new education strategy must:
* face the world: an education system that captures
global knowledge, provides a world-class curriculum
and enables China to compete in an international
knowledge-based economy;
a face the people:an education systemthat ensuresequitable access to high-quality learning, provides people
with choiceabout the type and amount of educationthey
can receive, and develops people's skills to build a successfuleconomy and a tolerant and diversesociety;and
* face the market: an education system in which educational institutions adapt to changing economic needs in
order to provide learners with skills that allow them to
succeed in an evolving and changing labor market and
that promotes the free flow of information to enable the
markets to work and decisionsto be well informed.
In the chapters that follow we present some of the
key issues that need to be addressed: changes in the
structure and responsibilities for educational provision,
changes in levels of funding and its distribution between
areas, adjustments in the volume and the content of
education and the more efficient management of
resources.
The purpose of our report is to help provide
policymakers with a framework for further discussion.
We do not try to provide a complete set of recommendations becausemany of the necessaryreforms are already
recognizedin China. Instead, we focus on those aspects
of strategic reform for which we think there needs to be
more thought or development;we provide suggestionsas
to how such work might proceed.

10
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The remainder of this chapter discusses briefly the
labor context within which the education system has to
operate. Chapter 2 deals with general principles of policy at the national and provincial levels. Chapters 3, 4
and 5 then discussmore specificpoliciesin the three subsectors of education: schools, higher education and
vocational education and training. Chapter 6 outlines
some early steps that the government could take as it
movesits education reform agenda forward. Finally,our
report includes a number of appendices that augment
the analysis and recommendations in the text. In particular, there are two matrices showing how various
OECD countries and Eastern European transition
economies have attempted to address issues similar to
those now faced by China. The latter matrix on transition economiesincludes useful comparative information
on the experiences of these countries as they reshape
their education policies and structures to accommodate
the moves from central planning to an economy more
driven by the market (Annexes 2 and 3).
Labor market context
China's education system needs to be more market
focused to deliver the goals of economic and social
development. For the economic needs of the country,
the market that the education system needs to face is
primarily the market for labor. It is difficult for the education system to be market-facing unless there is a real
labor market for it to face: producing flexible, adaptable graduates (from schools, universitiesor vocational
training) will only lead to their frustration-and to the
frustration of education providers-unless they are able
to find work in a flexible, adaptable labor market.
We have identified four rigiditiesin the labor market,
each of which is beyond the immediate concern of the
education system, but each of which is important for a
successfuleducation system. The first three are:
* the relative lack of sufficient wage differentials to
encourage individuals to acquire more skills;
* the arrangements that supply housing, social support
and pensions as an integral part of a job package, which
make it very difficult for individualsto change jobs; and
* the residentialrestrictionsof the hukou systemlimiting
accessto social provision such as schools-which further
adds to the difficultiesof people trying to change jobs.
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We think that Government has made some recent
progress in reducing each of these rigidities but the
movement remains relatively slow. These rigidities must
be substantially reduced as a condition for a successful
market economy for the 215'century.
The fourth rigidity is the one most directly relevant
to the education system: the current occupation classification system, which also defines the qualifications
needed for each of the large number of narrowly defined
occupations. There are two fundamental problems with
the current system: first, the classifications are far too
narrow with too many occupations; flexibility is not
achieved by adding a new occupation to the list whenever one is identified-as happens at present. Flexibility
is achieved by broadening the job descriptions and
making them less detailed and specific. The second
problem is that the classification system is used too
rigidly to designate specific qualifications as requirements for each occupation; it is much too restrictive to
require each job to be filled only by someone who holds
the designated qualification. Recently announced
reforms in the job classification scheme may add some
flexibility but it is still too soon to judge the success of
the implementation of these reforms.
An important negativeconsequenceof the current system is that it conditions job expectations of graduatesespecially those from higher education. Graduates
should be able-and should expect-to take any job that

they are capable of doing, irrespectiveof its classification.
Of coursesome graduates have strong ideas about which
jobs are "suitable" for them (e.g.,in terms of status) but,
as the higher education system expands and as the economy develops, such expectations must change. Career
guidance coupledwith some form of publicity campaign
will be needed to change graduates' attitudes as to what
are suitable jobs for them; but a prior need is to change
the occupation classificationsystem.
To serve the labor market, education providers will
need information both about the economy's needs and
about the demands of society, in order to counterbalance the "supply-driven" approach that can be
observed as a tendency among academics (in OECD
counties too). To be able to respond to such information, education and training providers need sufficient
autonomy to do so. The theme of greater autonomy and
delegation runs through much of this report.
Severalcountries in Central Europe are in the process
of making changes in their economies from central
planning to a market orientation. Their education systems have also been changed to reflect the new orientation of these economies. The OECD has studied the
experience of these transition economies in the area of
education reform and has presented its findings on the
difficulties faced by these transition economies. The
findings are presented here in summary (Box 1) and in
Annex 4 of the report.

BOX1

Findingson difficultiesfacing educationreformin transitioneconomies
disand teachertrainingcollegesappearto be largely
• Changesin educationare takingplace in the contextof severe * University
economicconstraintsand highly dynamic-in some casesengaged from change in general secondaryeducationand
politicalsituations.
appearto be barriersratherthan constructiveforces
for change.
* Having enacted lawsstressing decentralizationand school * Thecollapseof highlyspecialized,rigidvocationaltrainingprogramsis placingnew and largelyunresolvedpressureson genautonomy,a numberofcountriesare nowdebatinghowto redefinenationaland regionalresponsibilitiesin education.
eral secondaryeducation.
* Three
traditionaland legitimate
nationalconcernsarethe source * The needsto reassertnational identityand to strengthenianof tensionin mostof these countries:nationalcurriculum,
stanguage and culturaldistinctivenesspresent specialchallenges
dardsand examinations,and the cultureof state oversight.
for countriesthat also seekto developa Europeandimension
* The reality of "decentralization"does not match the initial
withintheir generalsecondaryeducationsystems.
expectations,especiallywith regardto responsibilityfor cur- * The availabilityof material-textbooks and other important
resources-remainsa criticalissuethroughoutthe region.
riculumand pedagogy.
* In virtually everycountry the status of teachersand lack of * Two areas-civic education and environmentaleducationshouldhavea strongerand moreVisiblepresencein the curricincentivesfor them to participate in the changesaremajorbarula of thesecountries.
riers to improvementin generalsecondaryeducation.
1996.p. 13-16.
Education
Systems
in PHARE
Countries:
SurveyandProjectProposals,"
Source:"Secondary
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In suggesting that China may benefit from studying
the experience of these transition economies(seeAnnex
2 for specific details), we are not recommending that
China follow the path of any specificcountry or groups
of countries. China's own history and culture as well as
its current rate and direction of economic and social
development argue for China following its own path in

education reform. China's overall reform strategy of
gradualist, step-by-step piloting of new ideas and direction seems to us to be the wisest direction. This gradualist approach allows for experimentation and
modification of ideas and policies without risking the
collapse of efforts to ensure increased quality and continuing equity in the education system.
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General Principles

y 2020, China will need a flexibleeducation system that can respond quickly to changing economic and social demands. International experience suggests
that to make this a reality there should be fewer bodies
involved in the policymaking and delivery of education,
greater clarity in the roles of those bodies and a greater level
of decentralization within the system.

Structure
In terms of overall structure, we think there is currently confusion (and overlap) between the main tiers of government
and that there are too many tiers involved. We suggest that
the chain of responsibilityfor schools,1 and for their funding,
should be: national, province, county (municipal), school,
with no involvement of Townships or any other tier below
county level-except perhaps as agents for the collection of
local taxes (funding is discussed in the next section). We recognize and support the important role that local villagers
13

play in providing both financial and material support to
primary schools and recommend that this link remain
strong. For higher education, we suggest the chain
should be national, province, individual institution.
To reduce confusion and overlaps further, we also
think there should be fewer public bodies involved with
the provision of education. We suggest that there
should be no provision of school education by stateowned enterprises, nor by line ministries (other than
MOE), nor by other similar public bodies (e.g.,
Universities). All such schools should be transferred
(together with their funding) to their county or countylevel municipality. Similarly,public universities should
belong either to MOE ifthey are national universitiesor
to the relevant provincial or municipal authority. All
line ministry universities(with the possible exception of
a few highly specializedones such as for defense studies) should be transferred to the provincial or municipal
authority (again together with their funding).
We think that there also needs to be some rationalizing and streamlining of responsibilities at the national
level as between various national agencies such as:
MOE, the Ministries of Labour and Social Security
(MOLSS), of Personnel, of Finance and the State
Development Planning Commission. We have not
examined in detail the current division of responsibilities between these ministries, but there would seem to
be considerable scope for rationalizing responsibilities
both to ensure better consistency of policies as well as
to secure improved efficiency.Overlapping responsibilities between MOE and MOLSS for the provision of
vocational education and training is, we think, a clear
example of the need for rationalization.
For a more decentralized system, we think there
needs to be more decentralization of decisions and
responsibilitiesfrom one tier of government to the next,
and also more delegation from government authorities
to the education providers themselves (schools and
institutions). What the appropriate level of delegation is
requires considerable analysis and should be related to
fund-raising powers; this will be different for schools,
higher education and VET and is discussed in the relevant Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
All the above will require a major restructuring and
redefining of government arrangements for education.
The analysis needed before final decisions can be taken
must also include the need to match the responsibilities

for policy to those for access and control over the funds
to implement the policies.
At each government level there also need to be
reforms so that: (a) all educational institutions, with
minor exceptions, should be managed by educational
bureaucracy; (b) one education budget for all educational institutions to be allocated by the education
bureaucracy; (c) the total size of the education budget
should be determined by the Government and approved
by the People's Congress; and (d) decisions regarding
the utilization of the education budget should be made
by the educational bureaucracy based on a set of
ag'reed-upon outcome indicators that accurately measure the quality of education provided.
These structural changes will also need to be reflected
in improved management at the level of the individual
school, college and university-a skill that has been little required in education institutions in the past. In short,
what is needed is for education institutions to operate in
a more "businesslike" manner. This means they will
need to recognize and respond to the markets represented by employers and students (as "customers"),
develop plans and budgets, monitor the results and
ensure that they use resources in an efficient way.
We also think that the whole education system needs
better planning and budgeting mechanisms that are
capable of setting priorities and implementing plans at
the national, provincial and county levels. Our report
gives many examples of policy shortcomings that show
that this capacity is not currently adequate. It is critical
that the education system develops the capacity to
gather and analyze accurate financial and other data so
that policymakers will be able to target policies and
financial resources to priority problems-for example
shifting funds to priority areas of concern. Data are also
needed for monitoring not only the implementation of
educational programs but also the effects of the uses of
educational inputs such as investments, teachers and
textbooks.
These management requirements will be significant;
while they are needed for the 215t century, many are also
needed now. Developing new management approaches
will take time and is likelyto need external assistanceat both the national and the local levels. There is a
shortage of good management practice in education in
other countries, within the region, as well as in OECD
countries, they often need external help too.
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Employers, students and parents have an important
role to play too. For their influenceto be constructive,
they need relevant and timely information to be able to
express demands to the system and/or to make decisions that would influenceit. This includes information
about an institution's quality and its performance, but
also more general information to provide guidance
about job prospects to individuals when making deci-

potentially pose a severerisk to social stratification and
polarization. At the primary and lower-secondary education level, there does not appear to be a strong case
for increased privatization of the education system. It is
the Government's continuous obligation to provide the
fundamental support for basic education necessary for
China's sustained economic and social development.2

sions about their future-for example,by means of

Efficiency,outputsand quality assurance

some form of career guidance.
The above has concerned public provision; with
China's aim for a socialist market economy, there are
likely to be increasing numbers of private providers of
education. We recognize that in the current education
policy environment the term "private education" is
open to a number of different definitions and interpretations. This is understandable during the current
debate on the subject. We think that Government needs
to have clearerpolicies about the relative roles of public and private provision of education. Clarity is essential if the benefitsof a more diverse provision are to be
fully realized while also retaining sufficient equity to
avoid social polarization and confusion-and also to
avoid future unexpected claims on public resources.
The policies may be different at different levels of education and so are discussed separately in the three relevant Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
We see that the growth of private education is both
inevitable and, at the tertiary level, desirable. At the tertiary level, enrollment could be allowed to expand considerably while bringing in substantial new sources of
financing for the sector.While there is a strong case for
increased private provision of tertiary education, along
with an effectivequality assurance mechanism to ensure
the soundness of the system, more caution is warranted
for private senior secondary education. Current evidence in some urban areas of China indicates that
access to some of the better senior-secondaryschools is
increasingly available to those who can afford to pay
substantial tuition. In a sense there is an informal auction of places in prestigious senior-secondary schools.
Additionally, there is evidence of pressure to privatize
facilities created by expensive government investment
in plant and people. The strong impulse to raise funds
to provide quality education has, in some cases, led to
second- and third-best financial solutions, and could

Before increased funding for education can be effectively used to increase education quality, the current
system must be made more efficient. Funding and organizational structure must be arranged in ways that produce pressures for increased efficiency.At present, there
are no such pressures and much of the system operates
inefficiently.One of the most effectiveways of encouraging efficiencyis for institutions to have the autonomy
and the incentives (e.g., through being able to retain
savings) to make more efficient use of the resources
availableto them. Neither the autonomy nor the incentives are currently present. We discuss this in more
detail in each of the sector chapters (3, 4 and 5).
It will be important to ensure that the search for efficiency improvements does not risk quality. This
requires a strong quality assurance process-but one
that focuses on education processes and outputs rather
than inputs. It is primarily the education process that
determines the quality of the students' learning
experience-although some indication of quality can
also be provided by considering inputs (e.g., the provision of library facilities or laboratories). We think the
emphasis on processes and outputs as the basis for
establishing quality should be increased, not least as it
will then provide scope to increaseefficiency in the use
of input resources.
Quality assurancechecksare needed as part of a more
general approach to establish better accountability for
the use of public funds, especiallyif there are increasesin
institutional autonomy. In a more decentralized system,
the concept of a "quality audit" should be used by the
higher-leveltiers: this involveseach tier checkingthat the
tier below has effectivequality assurance processes,but
does not involve checking what the lower tier actually
does. In fact, the direct assessment of quality is needed
only at the level of the institutionsthemselves.
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Levels of funding
China needs to substantially increase its government
expenditure on education3 in the coming years to: (1)
address educational deficiencies as a result of a long
period of low educational investment in the past, (2)
meet the current educational needs of an expanding
economy; and (3) develop a comparative advantage in
human resources so that China can more effectively
compete in a knowledge-based global economy.
Given the increasing link between education, skills,
productivity and economic growth, it is worrying that
government expenditure on education in China has been
low for many years and has been decliningas a percentage of GDP. It is low by international standards both
when compared with OECD countries and with other
countries within the region (Table 1). The low level of
government investment in education underlies problems
such as delays in payment to teachers, poor equipment,
substandard facilitiesand the severe difficultyin achieving nine-year compulsory education in poorer areas.
China's 1997 current education expenditure/GDP
ratio of approximately 2.5 percent has not changed
much over the years, despite the general recognition
that it is too low and needs to increase over time; thus
the current target of 4 percent by year 2000 has credibility. Progress toward achieving this target, however,
has been limited because of inherent weaknesses in the
way revenues are being generated and the overwhelming claims on expenditures China currently faces. These
claims reflect the fact that the appropriate role of
Government is still evolving; many activities are being
funded that should not be funded and many that should

be funded cannot be accommodated. These fiscalpressures are unlikely to ease in the coming years with a
slowdown in growth and increased pressures to address
the social dimensions of the restructuring that is going
on in the enterprise sector. In these circumstances, the
priority in the near term must be to ensure that funding
for the poorest groups and regions for compulsory education is met-and fortunately the cost of doing so is
attainable (see Annex b). The case for increasing funding for the rest of the education system is also very compelling but to increase the credibility and broaden the
support for such funding increases, a major and prior
reform/restructuring of the various systemsis needed to
ensure that any additional funding will be efficiently
used.
Setting targets for educational spending is an appropriate strategy because it focuses attention and affirms
priorities in providing resources for education; provides
a stimulus for the difficult task of mobilizing political,
social and financial resources; and ensures a process for
monitoring and assessing long-term achievements. We
support the government's effort to raise government
education expenditure (total of budgeted and out-ofbudget education expenditure made through the government financial system) to 4 percent of GDP in the
near future and encourage the Government to set incremental targets for the year 2005 and for five-yearperiods thereafter. We further recommend that the
Government consider a three-legged
stool approach of
setting these goals, which takes into consideration the
indicators of efficiency (using funds wisely), equity
(increasing participation and quality) and economic
development(relative speed toward a socialist market

TABLE1

Government
educationexpenditurein Eastand SoutheastAsianeconomies,1980-94
(percentage of GNP)
Chinaa
HongKong.China
Indonesia
Japan
Korea,Rep.of
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

1980

1985

1990

2.5
2.4
1.7
5.8
3.7
6.0
1.7
2.8
3.4

2.8
2.8
5.0
4.5
6.6
1.4
4.4
3.8

2.3
2.8
1.1
4.7
3.5
5.4
2.9
3.1
3.6

a.China's
dataarebased
on"budget"
spending
andtherefore
notstrictly
comparable.
Source:
World
Bank,
Education
Statistics
(version
2.0),Washington,
D.C.
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1991
-

4.7
4.0
2.9
-

1992

1993

1994

2.0
2.8
2.2
3.6
4.2
5.5
2.0
3.2
4.0

1.9
2.8
1.2
3.8
4.5
5.2
2.4
3.1
4.1

2.6
-

1.3
-

3.7
5.3
-

3.3
3.8

economy). We recommend that the Government set
these five-yeartargets taking into consideration actual
and current circumstances such as the relative speed of
China's movement toward a market economy, rate of
GDP growth, changing demographic and education
participation rates, regional comparators on educational spending and achievement, special areas of equity
which must be addressed such as gender and minorities,
and the changing needs of labor market.4
In setting out to achieve the goal of the reform of a
current dysfunctional education finance system, we
propose that the Government should strengthen the
budgetary resources available for education by converting educational levies, surcharges and fees (except
tuition fees at the institutional level) into taxes; these
could be collected at the township level but should be
transferred and managed at the county level,which will
allow for some distribution of funds across the county
to make up for spending deficiencies.
China should be aware that government expenditure
on education actually suffered a decline during the former SovietUnion's transition to a market economy; this
was mainly because the educational services of the
SOEs, after privatization, were transferred to the
regions and the resulting costs amounted to too a great
burden on the poor regions-and on poor families-as
a result of which expenditure dropped.5 There is a risk
that this might also happen in China; education spending lost as a result of the reform of the SOEs will need
to be balanced by increases from national- and
provincial-levelfunding.
Funding mechanisms
Giventhe current economic inequalities between areas,
a funding policy that requires local funds to match
intergovernmental transfers should be considered as a
short-term measure. Further, we argued in Chapter 1
that the poorer areas should not have to wait until their
economy develops before there is increased investment
in education; such investment should be planned to lead
economic development. Hence, we think that the central and provincial governments should provide more
assistance to poor areas to promote economic development; equalization funds from central and provincial
levels should be made an integral part of the educational finance system.

The greater levels of decentralization mentioned in
the previous section will require the development of
better funding mechanisms between tiers of government. The greater the extent of decentralization, the
more unequal will be the resources available to the
lower tiers and thus the greater will be the need to
equalize resources at the lower level. Such equalizing
will be needed between provinces, between counties
within a province, and between individual schools (and
institutions) within a county. The redistribution mechanismswill need to take account, separately,of three factors: greater need for resources in some areas, more
limited access to resources of their own in some areas
(often it will be the areas with the greater need that are
also those with lower levels of their own resources) and
the fiscaleffort of recipient governments in education.
We develop the arguments about funding mechanisms, and make our recommendations, in Chapter 3.
Examples of different funding mechanisms used in several OECD countries are shown in Box 2. (Similarcomparative data on other education issues can be found in
Annexes 2 and 3.)
Implementing mechanisms
As the system becomes more flexible for the 21t century, Government will need to develop better levers to
implement its policies and to influence the various
players. Funding mechanisms such as those discussed
above, together with the availability of special funds
for specificpurposes, are highly effective ways of influencing the overall direction of the system. The other
main mechanism is through legislation. Further development in education reform should take place within
the existing and planned framework of education
laws.
Legislation will be needed to deliver many of the
above changes, for example those of decentralization,
funding, increased autonomy and quality control.
Currently the time taken to make laws or regulations is
so long that it is difficult to deal with practical needs in
a timely way. Further, economic and social change are
likely to be faster in the future, so we think it will be
important to speed up the process of deiveloping,refining, passing and implementing legislation. Provincial
governments too will need to be more active in making
local laws and regulations to match their new responsiGeneralPrinciples 17

OECDfundingmechanisms
UnitedStates:In almostall states, public schoolsarefundedby centageof childrenfrom parentsof a non-Englishspeakingbacklocal real estate taxes that are divided betweenschoolson the ground). Issues:As with the UnitedKingdom.
basisof pupil numbers.In somestates,public schoolsalsoreceive Republicof Korea:Centralgovernmentprovides85 percentof
support from the state, often targeted at underfundedurban funding for schools;the remaining15 percentis providedby local
schooldistricts that lacka strongtax base.Someschoolsarealso government
andparents.(Tuitionfeesarechargedin urbanmiddle
supportedby local corporationsandfoundationsconcernedabout andhigh schools).Centralgovernment
fundsaredistributedto the
the qualityof public education.Severalstatesareexperimenting regionalauthoritieswhich then allocateresourcesto individual
with the use of "vouchers,"which permit individualstudentsto schools.Fundsareallocatedona line itembasiswith tight controls
selecta publicor privateschoolandapplya givenvalueof public whichdo not providemuchscopefor autonomous
decision-making.
tax dollarsto the cost of their education. Issues:Widevariations Netherlands:Centralgovernmentfunds are paid directly to the
in per-pupilexpenditurebetweendistrictsresultsin long-standing schoolboardswith the exceptionof primaryaccommodation
costs
tensionbetweenmoreaffluentsuburbanand poorerurbanschools. which are paid to the local educationauthority. Fundsare alloJapan:Local educationboardsprovidefunding to schoolson a cated according to the same criteria for public and private
line item basis-with funding parity at the national level main- schools. The school boards are required to distribute funds
tained through national subsidies.Privateschools(whichrepre- betweenindividualschoolson a per pupil basisaccordingto a
sent 1 percentof primaryand 5 percentof secondaryschools) nationalfundingformula.In 1996,a blockgrantsystemwasintroreceivesubsidiesdirectlyfrom centralgovernment.
ducedfor fundingsecondary
schoolswhichallowsschoolsa higher
UnitedKingdom:Over70 percentof schoolfinanceis providedby degreeof discretionas to howthe budgetis spenton staffingand
centralgovernmentvia localauthorities.Underlocal management operationcosts. Primaryschoolsare still funded on the basisof
of schools(LMS),local educationauthorities allocate funds to ear-markedbudgetsbut are preparingto makethe transition to
schoolson a per-pupil basisadjustedfor factorssuchas size of blockgrants. Issues:Limitedcapacityfor municipalities(or school
schoolandsocioeconomic
deprivation.Thereis no nationalfund- boards)to redistributefunds accordingto local prioritiesdue to
ing formulaand, in principle,local authoritiescan allocatefunds national fundingformula.
accordingto their own priorities. Since1988,a smallminorityof OtherEuropean:
In manyEuropeancountries,a largeproportion
schools(knownas Grant-maintained
schools)have receivedper- of funds fromcentralor regionalgovernmentarepaid directly to
pupil funds directly from central government.Issues:Needfor schools(or to schoolstaff) and bypasslocal authorities (e.g.,
pupil fundingsystemto besufflcientlyflexibleto reflectcostdiffer- Germany,
Austria,Italy, France,IrelandandSpain).In othercounentials associatedwith individual pupils (e.g., costsrelated to tries, local governmentplaysa moreimportant role in distributlearningdifficulties).
ing resources(e.g., Sweden,Finland). In Sweden,some local
Australia:StateEducationDepartmentshavefinancialresponsi- authoritiesoperatea pupil funding systemsimilarto the United
bility for schooleducationand generallydo not receivesubsidies Kingdomandhavealsoexperimented
with the useof vouchers.In
from central government.Theytypically fund schoolson a per- Germany,funding mechanisms
vary betweenprovinces,someof
pupil basisadjustedfor indicatorsof increasedneed(e.g., per- whichare movingtowardthe useof global budgets.

bilities; in the past they have tended to wait for instruc-

ing of them as a means to providing

tions from central government.

services to the public. In effect, the concept

In addition to their own

laws, they will need to pass local laws and regulations
that apply the central or national laws and regulations
at the provincial level.
Until now, many of the provisions of laws and regulations have been vague and lacking in procedures for
implementation. We think that the development of the
education legal system needs to put more emphasis on
implementing sensible laws which are now in place: for
the "rule of law" to become established, there need to
be checks that the law is actually being observed and
implemented. This requires a change in philosophy
from thinking of laws as administrative tools to think18

better education
of "rule by

law" can establish the rights and responsibilities of the
participants in the education system-including
the
government-in a clearer and more rigorous way, thus
making success more likely.
In many countries, educational goal-setting takes
place primarily at the national level; however increasingly in more decentralized political systems, regional
or local authorities tend to have greater discretion in
modifying and interpreting national education goals to
meet local demands. Furthermore, the more consultative the political systems, the more likely it is that
responsibility for policy development will be shared
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outside the executive branch, for example with
nongovernmental organizations and lobbying organizations. As China's system become more developed, so
it can be expected that these other organizations will
play a increasing role in its future.

Notes
Notes
1. In this report the term "schools" is meant to includeall pre-higher
education institutions. In other wordsthe term coversall institutions
that are included in the Chinesedefinition of Basic Education.
2. Theroleof privatizationin China'seducation system is a topic that
needs to be more fullyexploredand discussed and could be the topic
of a more detailed note producedby the Bank.

government
in-budget
educationexpenditureincludes
3. Government
educationexpenditureplus that portion of off-budgeteducation
financialsystem.It
expenditurethat goesthroughthe government's
educationexpenditure.In particall theoff-budget
doesnot include
The
tuitionandfeesandsocialcontributions.
ular,it doesnot include
off-budget expenditures included are: education and surcharges,
spendingon educationby state enterprises,and other smalleritems
within the financial system.
4. The Bank team, using an analytical approach similarto that laid
out above, and using both Chinese and international comparative
data, has prepared a reference recommendationon the optimal level
GDPto be spent on education bythe year 2020. Thisanalysis and reference recommendationare contained in Annex5 and take into consideration where Chinese education expenditures should be in 2020
compared to other countries in the region that have similar or more
advanced levels of economicand social development.
4
5. WorldBank,"Russia:RegionalEducationStudy,"October1998, p. .
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Strategies for Schools

:'-e have argued as a general principle that
school provision should cease to be a responsibility of bodies such as SOEs, universities or line ministries
(other than MOE). The chain of responsibility for schools
would then be very simple: MOE, Provincial Education
Commission, County Education Bureau (or county-level
Municipal Education Bureau), School. This would mean
transferring the ownership, responsibilities and funding for
their current schools away from SOEs and the other bodies
to the relevant County or Municipal Education Bureau. We
have also said that we think that the township level should
not be involved in school provision-except perhaps as tax
collection agents for the county, under the rule of law. There
would need to be an explicit transfer of funds, by means of
intergovernmental transfer, to enable counties to take on
these extra responsibilities(see next section).
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Structureand responsibilities
Within this chain of responsibility,we think that the
requiredlevelof flexibilityand efficiencyis best deliveredin a systemin whichresponsibilityfor servicedeliveryis decentralizedto the lowesttier in the chain.Many
OECDand other countrieshave been movingtoward
decentralizingeducationresponsibilities.
Undersuchan
arrangement,MOE would retain only those policy
responsibilitiesthat were strictly necessary at the
nationallevel;thesewouldinclude,for example,setting
the frameworkof responsibilitiesfor the other tiers,
definingthose aspectsof the core curriculumneededat
the national leveland making adequatearrangements
for sufficient(and fair)intergovernmentaltransfersof
funds.
In manycountries,the principleof decentralization
is beingextendedto delegationof responsibilities
to the
individualschool (see OECD matrix in Annex 3 for
details).In part this is becauseit is believedthat the
school is in the best position to know what is most
appropriatefor its pupils,and in part becauseflexibility
and efficiencyare increasedif schools have sufficient
autonomy to be able to make their own changes.
Severalcountrieshavetransferredmost of the managerial responsibilitiesto the individualschool, together
with a singleblockof funds for the school to use as it
wishes-within a policyframeworkset by the county
(orequivalent).
Such schemes are furthest developed in the
Netherlandsand theUnitedKingdomin whichvirtually
all managementresponsibilitieshave been transferred
to the school, including decisionsabout how many
teachersto employ,abouthiring(anddismissing)teachers, aboutwhat otherstaffto employand their pay,and
about what other facilitiesto provide: Government
responsibilitiesare then limitedto broad policymaking
and to creatingthe rightconditionsfor the provisionof
good-qualityeducation.Many other countriesare following this direction too-for example, the recent
reformproposalsin the Republicof Korea.The experienceofdecentralizationshowsthat strongmanagement
capacityis needed-both at the county levelto understand the conceptof delegation,and at the schoollevel
to take on the new responsibilities.
There are examples
of countrieswhere delegationhas run into difficulties;
for example,as a result of political pressuresat the

schoollevel-as in the UnitedStates,partly becauseof
the power of the teachers'unions.
Increasedefficiency
In additionto providinggreaterflexibility,delegationto
schoolsprovidesincentivesto schoolsfor using their
resourceswith greater efficiency.There are currently
few such pressuresin China. For example,by international standards,therewould appearto be an excessof
nonteaching staff in China's schools, which use
resourcesthat could be better spent in the classroom.
Undera delegatedsystem,eachschoolwoulddetermine
such matters for itself,with a developmentplan and a
budget,to show how it intendedto make effectiveuse
of all of its resources.
We think that China should start to move in the
directionof delegationto schools;it shouldnot attempt
to reach this position quickly as such development
requiresmuchanalysisand carefulplanning.This will
be a large,complicatedand ongoingundertakingwith
substantialeffortsneededto train educationalauthorities are all levelsto take on thesenew responsibilities.
Wesuggestthat developmentalwork shouldbe undertaken now with a view to identifyingintermediate
stagestoward delegationthat wouldprogressivelyyield
the benefitsexperiencedelsewhere.
Suchdevelopmentalwork would need to consider
arrangementsto transfermoneyto schoolsand other
legal changesthat would be needed to enable school
committees or school principals to manage money.
Monitoringper-studentspendingwould be needed,not
least to ensure that equity was achievedand did not
diminishover time (evidencefrom the United States
showsthat this can be a problemin decentralizedsystems).Again,we recognizethat this will be a largeand
difficultundertakingbut one wellworth the effortto
ensurethe efficientuse of scarceeducationalresources.
Theaboveconcernspublicschools,but therearealso
privateschools,the numbersof whichcan be expected
to increaseas parentsseek greater choice.The growth
of private schools-we are not referringto private
funds being channeledto public schools-raises an
important policyquestion for Governmentabout the
overallstructure of the school system.The growth of
privateschoolsalongsidea dominantpublicschoolsystem clearlyincreaseschoicefor those parentswho are
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able to pay, but it can also produce inequities, especially
if private schools are of higher quality than the public
ones-as is often perceived to be the case. Of course
such inequities exist within the public system despite
efforts to reduce them (e.g., the United States has also
not been able to overcome wide variations in per-pupil
expenditure between different school districts).
Experiments with voucher systems have had little
impact on this problem and often result only in the
transfer of some public funds to private schools (e.g., as
in Japan, the United Kingdom, Australia).
In addition to new private schools, the growth of privatization' of senior-secondary schools, especially in
urban areas, is also likely to increasesocial stratification
and accentuate differences in access based on income
rather than, for instance, ability (e.g., as happens now
to some extent in the United Kingdom). On a more
practical level, in some urban areas, privatization
results in the state losing valuable assets, both personnel and physical infrastructure, without any assurance
that the Government's earlier investment will be recovered. This loss of highly valuable assets needs better
control and oversight from the state.
The policy questions for Government are: what role
it wishes private schools including private kindergarten
to play in the education system; how any resulting negative aspects of equity can be minimized; and how private schools can be regulated in order to ensure they
provide at least a minimum education standard. We
think that the Government needs to give more thought
and analysis to these issues involving private schools in
order to produce coherent and consistent policies.
Levels of provision and funding
Nine years of compulsory education is a minimum target for a middle-income economy. Most OECD countries providearound 12 years and we think that this
should be the longer-term goal for China too. Some
believe that moving to 12 years provision too quickly
might create social problems if the higher education system were not expanded to absorb the higher number of
secondary school graduates. We think that this is a misplaced concern for three reasons: first, 12 years of secondary education is needed to introduce the educational
competitivenessand flexibility needed for the 215' century; second, 12 years is valuable in its own right-not

just as a path to higher education but because the economy of the 21st century will find the higher-levelskills
more valuable than those obtained after nine years; and
third, we think that higher education should also be
expanded in any case; see Chapter 4.
The target of nine year compulsory education for all
is seen as a way of reducing poverty and of helping economic growth, but, as we noted in Chapter 2, the policy
is being implementedat differentspeedsacross the country, largely because the poorer provinces have greater
needs but fewer resources. For example, by 1996, about
one-third of the counties had still not achieved the nineyear target and most of these were counties with low percapita income. But this is not the whole picture; there are
also differencesin the quality of provision that result in
differencesin outcomes such as exam results,the rates of
progression from one level of education to the next and
the employment of graduates.
There are thus inequalities of access,of funding, and
of quality as between provinces, counties, urban and
rural areas, males and females, income groups, and ethnic groups. Parents are keenly aware of the differences
between schools (and of the implications for their children's future) so they compete to enroll their children in
the best schools. This competition has negative implications for children's study patterns-which is likely to
increase with the growth of private schools. The results
are especiallyclear in higher education, in which there
is a disproportionate number of children from higher
socioeconomicbackgrounds and from urban areas.
Government leaders have voiced concerns about the
impact such inequalities might have on society-or
even the perception of such inequalities; they have
referred to its contribution to social tension and possibly to instability.To reduce inequalities in the provision
of education, we think the Government should definea
minimum level of provision for all children and should
then ensure that there is adequate funding for the provision of this in order to overcome the disparity of needs
and of resourcesbetween richerand poorer areasacross
the whole country.
The current system of education financing relies
heavily on local resources, and so the poorer areas have
great difficultyin finding enough resources even to provide the nine-year compulsory education. We have
argued above that the children in the poorer provinces
should not have to wait for local economic growth to
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finance the basic nine-year level of education but should
be assisted with a policy of investment through intergovernmental transfers.
While MOE in the current 9thfive-yearplan has earmarked 3.9 billion yuan to assist compulsory education
in the poorer areas, it still requires matching funds from
the provincial and county levels, which may be difficult
for them to find; in any case the funds are small compared with the financial needs of these areas. We think
that the central and provincialgovernments should substantially increase the earmarked intergovernmental
funds for compulsory education in the poorer counties,
as part of the policy to achieve nine-year compulsory
education throughout the country by 2010-or preferably earlier.As indicated earlier in this report, we believe
this to be the first priority in education to be addressed
by the Chinese Government. We develop this recommendation in more detail, including specific financial
targets, in Annex 6.
This means there must be adequate funding mechanisms to ensure that sufficient funds are available at
each tier for the tasks which are the responsibility of
that tier. For instance, in the United Kingdom, over 70
percent of school finance is provided by the central government via local authorities. In the Republic of Korea
the central government provides 85 percent of funding
for schools-through regional authorities-with the
remaining 15 percent coming from local government
and parents. In the Netherlands, central governmental
funds are paid directly to the school boards except for
accommodation costs, which are paid by the local
authority. In some other European countries, some of
the funds from central or regional government are paid
directly to schools (or paid to staff directly) and bypass
local authorities (e.g., Germany, France).
There may also be lessons from the Russian experience. Since 1992, Russia has attempted to develop a fiscal equalization mechanism to help preserve a minimum
level of educational funding per student across its
regions. These attempts have been relatively ineffective
because of the low level of funds available for redistribution; as a result many areas have been unable to meet
the costs of basic education. For China, central funding
to achieveresource equalization will only work if the tax
collection system is strengthened and if national revenues are increased. Although reform of the tax collection system is outside the control of the MOE, strong

support for such reforms should be given in order to be
able to put in place an effectivefinancialtransfer system.
The lesson of the Russian experience is that China cannot wait for the full developmentof a robust tax system
to produce sufficientrevenues for fiscalequalization and
therefore must use, in the short to medium term, existing national revenue sources.
Hence, we think that the Government should:
* substantially increase central and provincial earmarked education funds to poor counties to ensure that
all the poor counties meet minimally adequate levels of
per-student spending in compulsory education (see
Annex 6 for an estimation of earmarked funds needed);
* improve the current scheme for the distribution and
use of earmarked funds, in particular by requiring a
reduction in the financial burden on poor households
and by ensuring the prompt payment of earmarked
funds;
* after achieving universal nine-year compulsory education, maintain the intergovernmental transfer scheme
in order to promote 12-year basic education for all; and
* eventually establish a regularized intergovernmental
grant system in education to provide assistance to poor
areas, assure minimally adequate funding for all areas
and maintain regional disparities within a socially
acceptable level.
For particularly vulnerable groups, the Government
could also designspecific interventions, for example:
* programs designed to help disadvantaged students,
through early childhood education and accelerated
learning;
* the system of preferences in admissions to higher
education for disadvantaged groups; and
* programs to ensure there is access to schools for all,
regardless of income or background.
Combining all the above structural changes with
these funding changes, central government's role
would then be to provide education support to the
provinces and to concentrate on policies and financing
of education matters of national interest. For example,
it would set the national core curriculum and a
national base level of per-student public spending for
primary education and for lower-secondary education
to guarantee the financing of the nine-year compulsory
education in all areas (allowing for the different costs
of educational delivery and other needs such as special
education).
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Adding funds from its own resources to those it
received from the national government, each province
would similarly provide support for primary and secondary education to its counties. Each provincial government shouldguarantee a levelofper-student funding
("base" level) for all its counties, at leastat primary and
secondary levels. It should also limit the differences in
per-student public spending between counties through
equalization support and through capping expenditure
by high-spending
counties.
At the lowest tier, each county would be responsible
for planning, providing and funding primary and secondary education using the support funds it received
from the province and adding its own funds (including
those collected by the township level). Total public
resources in a county should be distributed among
schools by an equitable method. The boundaries and
numbers of counties within a province may need to be
adjusted to enhance the effectiveness of educational
management. In some cases, it may be desirable and
feasible that logical-size school districts may cross or
split county lines for the purposes of educational
administration.
Curriculum
As China approaches a market economy, the only certainty about the curriculum and how it is taught is that
it will need to be constantly changing at all levels.
Changes at the school level will be needed both in the
nationally determined core and in the locally determined parts. Both parts will need to put more emphasis
on basic skills and on general competencies, and reduce
emphasis on job-specific requirements-not least
because the future jobs will not be known. It may be
appropriate for the local component to be more directly
related to local needs in less developed areas.
Other market economieshave shown that the school
curriculum needs to put more emphasis on concepts
such as problem-solving, teamwork, communication,
social and market skills and the practical applications of
theory. These should not be seen as new disciplines to
be added to the curriculum; they are different
approaches to the concept of teaching in which students
really learn new skills rather than just learn knowledge.
To develop such an approach to teaching will require
help from outside education in order to ensure that cur-

riculum design is influenced by economic and social
needs and not just by academic concerns. It will also be
important to recognizethat the current curriculum contains many strong areas such as teaching foundation
skills and balancing the new approaches with traditional strengths.
We think that the changesin content and method will
requiredifferent styles of teaching, for example through
discussionsin the classroom rather than the teacher simply explaining facts: the challenge to teachers will be to
find ways to help students learn how to learn. The nature
of examswill needto changetoo, sothat they are not simply a test of students' knowledgeof facts and of what the
teacherhas said;they needto be a test of students' understanding and of their ability to think for themselves.
The policy responsibilitiesof each tier of government
for curricula and exams must avoid conflicts of responsibility, and must ensure there is coherence and consistency between the tiers-for example, in setting
standards and targets and in ensuring that there are adequate quality assurance processes in each tier.
Experience in OECD countries varies (seethe OECD
matrix in Annex 3), although it is evident that the predominant trend is to decentralize decisions on curriculum, albeit within a national framework. Japan has a
national curriculum for all subjects at the elementary
level (grades 1-6) and for core subjects in grades 7-9;
these stipulate objectives, content and standard time
allocation by grade; in contrast, the Republic of Korea
is intending to decentralize decisions on many aspects
of the curriculum. In Australia, each separate state is
responsible for decisions on curriculum, with schools
having considerable choice as to curriculum content
within broad subject areas; there is now an effort to
develop a "National Curriculum Framework" to
increase consistency between states, which is seen to
require a high level of investment to secure adequate
cooperation. Strong local control of the curriculum
occurs in Finland, which does not have a national curriculum although curricular guidelinesare issued by the
National Board of Education and local authorities
work with schools within this framework.
There is an important social dimension to the curriculum too. Perhaps as a result of growing economic
differentiation and shifting values, teachers have voiced
concerns about the increasing personal, social and economic problems of their students. Some speak of a
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growing "selfishness" of students who are concerned
only with their own welfare and of the new social pressures on children; others have hinted at tension between
ethnic or class groups. The response has been to
strengthen moral education, for example through
extracurricular activities with an emphasis on traditional Chinese values, love of country, love of the Party,
and respect for the rule of law. Internationally there
have been efforts by some professional educators to
establish a set of standards for civics education, which
the Government might find helpful to improve moral
and civic education.
Outputs and quality assurance
The setting of standards and targets must be the role of
the tier(s) above the schools, it could be done at the
county, province or national level (for different targets).
Hitherto the emphasis has been on input standards, for
example the target to have a fully qualified teaching
force, targets for pupil-teacher ratios, books, equipment and curriculum coverage. Whether such input
standards are met is mainly a function of whether sufficient resources are made available for them; in other
words, the achievement of input targets is more a reflection of the consistency of government funding rather
than an indication of education performance. Suchconsistency is not always present; for example, we have
noted that the target of nine-year compulsory schooling
cannot be met in the poorer Provinces because intergovernmental transfers are too small and require
matching local funds.
Using inputs as an indicator of quality (for example
expenditure levels per pupil) has other problems too: it
may stop attempts to increase the efficiencyof using
resources. Many OECD countries try to reduce expenditure per pupil as a way of encouraging greater efficiency-rather than increase such expenditure as an
indication of improved quality. The concept of efficiency has not been well developed in China, partly
because of the use of input measures for quality. We
think that pressuresfor efficiencyare urgently needed to
ensure that public resources are used as efficiently and
effectively as possible; we suggest this should be a matter for further study.
More generally,we think that, alongsidesome input
standards, it will be important to develop output targets

for education achievements, for example the level of literacy, enrollment levels in primary and secondary
schools, the proportion of the age cohort who successfully graduate from secondary school. The important
point about output targets is that they are dependent
not only on the provision of resources but also on the
system performing well. Output indicators are important to gauge both the efficiencyof schools in delivering
education to children and for local governments in supporting the education process. Unlike input targets,
their use can positively encourage efficiency,for example by aiming at better outputs for the same level of
inputs. We think that more emphasis should be given to
output targets: each tier should set output performance
targetsfor the tier(s) below it and then measure achievements against them. The results should be known publicly, but should also be used to help identify those
aspects of the education system that need strengthening
with specificstrategic funds.
At the level of the individual school, there are various
ways of assessing output quality, for example, pupil
performance in exams can be an indicator of a school's
performance, although it is better to use the concept of
"value added." But while quantitative output targets
can givesome indications of the quality of delivery,they
will not be enough; there also needs to be a means for
assuring the quality that is provided to the pupils within
school. This requires quality assessment inspection
teams who observe school processes in practice.
Applying the concept of "value added," the teams
would judge a school's success by its ability to raise
pupil achievement over a given period of time with a
given amount of resources rather than more simply
judging successby the student achievement scores at the
end of the period.2
In addition to assessmentmechanisms at the level of
the individual school, we suggest that all tiers of government should be subject to a process of quality audit.
The province should check that each of its counties has
a means of assessing the quality (and the efficiency)of
the schools within its responsibility. A quality audit
means that the province would check the quality assurance processes of the county, not what the county itself
does. Similarly,the state should establish quality audit
mechanisms for the provinces.
There is a variety of experiencesof other countries on
quality assurance (see OECD and transition economies
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matrices). In the Republic of Korea, local education
boards are responsible for quality assurance, although
the results are not made public (yet); there are also plans
for an evaluation system with its results linked to funding, although there is a danger that it would be the
schools with less able students that might be penalized.
The United Kingdom has a concept of "whole school"
inspections every 4-5 years, which can lead to the identification of "failing" schools. The too rapid decentralization of the Hungarian education system has lost the

teachers, are weak. Given the changes needed in both
content and style in primary and secondary schools, we
think that a major program to retrain teacbers will be
needed-and quickly. Funding such a program will be
largely a provincial and county responsibility, but we
suggest that the national government should fund specialized training for defined national needs.

nation-wide quality assessment system, which has led

1. In this context "privatization"
meansmovementtoward accessto
quality senior-secondaryeducation based on ability to pay higher
tuition rather than access to schools closest to where they live, the

to serious concerns about equity and the comparative
performance of schools.
For schoolsto deliverimproved standards, the quality

of teachersis crucial, requiringprofessionaldevelopment
and sometimes retraining-as well as improvement to
the working conditions of rural teachers. The current

mechanisms for upgrading teachers, including minban

Notes

increasedprivate managementof government-supported
schools,
schoolsenabling,for example,the hiringof superiorteachersbyoffering substantially higher salaries, etc.
2. For example,when comparingtwo schools and the "value added"
providedby the schools, a school that raised the test scoresof its
poorly prepared entrants a greater amount than schools that took in

brightwell-prepared
studentswhosescoreschangedonlymarginally
would bejudged to provide greater "value added."
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Strategies for Higher
Education

#e think that the policy responsibilities for
higher education should be held at the national
level by MOE, at the province level by the provincial (or
municipal)education commission and at the level of the individual higher education institution. Public universitiesshould
belong either to MOE, if they are national universities,or to
the relevantprovincial or municipalauthority. We suggestthat
all line ministry higher education institutionsshould be transferred to the provincial education commission, including the
current "motherless" institutions. The levelsof funding these
institutionshad previouslyreceivedshould also be transferred
to the provinces to enable the provinces to fund their new
responsibilities.This funding transfer would probably need to
be made at the national level.
a

Structureand responsibilities
For issues of strategic importance, the state would set the
overall framework, for example policies on the overall size
29

and shape of the system, on some aspects of the curriculum, and on arrangements for cross-provincemovements of students. The state would also retain
responsibility for administering the nationwide 211
Project. The main policy roles for each province would
be to interpret and implement state policies and to
developpolicies and plans for its circumstances.In particular, we suggest that each province should produce
an overall strategic plan to rationalize the structure of
its higher eduication.
Suchstrategic plans would have three purposes. First,
there are many institutions, especiallythose that would
have previously belonged to line ministries (or still do),
that are too narrowly specializedand too small; few of
them are appropriate for the future-although there
may be a need for a few very specializedones if they are
of high enough quality (e.g., for Defense).
The need for a greater breadth of provision of education (see below) means that merging small institutions in similar fields will rarely be appropriate. It
would be better to build on and broaden the stronger
ones by adding subjects close to their current specialty, in steps toward expanding them to a more
comprehensive or multi-discipline university. For the
less strong institutions, mergers in complementary
fields might be appropriate-again
as a step to
expanding them toward a comprehensive or multidiscipline universities. Each of these approaches was
successfully adopted by Japan after the second World
War as it developed its system away from narrowly
specialized institutions. Weak institutions could
either be merged with strong ones in their own field
or they could be closed. Each province's plan should
analyze all these options and produce a plan as a
result, once the line ministry universities have been
transferred to them.
The second purpose for the provincial strategic
plans would be to reduce the fragmentation and overlap between the different types of institutions. For
example, separate adult education institutions, "normal" universities and self-taught provision all sit
alongside more standard higher education provision.
These institutions could be developed or extended to
become more like comprehensive or multidiscipline
universitiesor, for the weaker ones, merged with other
institutions or closed. The provincial plans would
address this issue.

The third purpose of the plans would be to ensure
that each province had developed objective criteria for
such changes, had mechanisms to process them, and
had the means to implement them. This would help
clarify the distinction between institutions of higher
education at the national level that would provide a
national focus and provincial institutions that would
have a more provincial or local orientation. We propose
that MOE should request each province to develop
such strategic plans. MOE approval of a province's
strategy could bring some additional state funding to
help the province implement the strategy. As a step
towards this, we suggest that one province be selected
as a pilot to develop such a strategic plan, perhaps with
external assistance.
The above has been concerned with public sector
higher education, and China's higher education system
has, until recently, been the exclusive concern of the
public sector-like in most other countries. But there is
a growing international trend for countries to enable, or
even encourage, private sector provision of higher education. We refer to the private ownership of institutions
rather than to the private funding of publicly owned
institutions. (Either public or private funds can be used
to fund either type of institution; for example, universities in the United Kingdom are, in effect, private universities that are nevertheless predominantly publicly
funded.)
Many countries are facing difficult policy questions
about the role and relative size of privately owned
higher education, including the question of how to distinguish public from private provision in ways that justify public funds being used to support one and not the
other. Several countries have found themselves facing
policy and funding tensions as a result of not adequately
considering this question before encouraging private
provision of higher education. The issue does not arise
in countries where the two types of provision have
grown side by side over many years-for example, as in
the United States.
It is not sufficient simply to view private institutions
as being able to absorb excess demand for higher education, as this raises questions about which types of
demand are to count as the "excess." A second point is
that, if there is an ability and willingness from students
(or parents) to pay, whether such private funds should
be encouraged into helping to improve and expand the
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public system. We think that the policy toward private
higher education requires urgent analysis and more
thought; the current approach will not meet the needs
of the emerging economy. An earlier Bank study, China:
Higher Education Reform' has usefulcomparative data
and recommendations that should be taken into consideration when the analysis is undertaken.

To increase further the efficiencyof universities, and
to enable them to focus better on their educational
tasks, we think that HEIs should cease to manage (and
to subsidize) staff housing, catering, institution owned
schoolsand health centers-and in the long run perhaps
student accommodation too. We recognize that these
responsibilities are part of a wider pattern of social
arrangements in China, but in other economies in tran-

Institutionalmanagementand

sition, such responsibilitiesare beinggraduallytrans-

increasingefficiency

ferred either to the municipal authority or to the private
sector. We think higher education institutions should
have such responsibilities lifted from them (with the
appropriate transfers of public funding).
We suggestthat there is also scope for yet further efficiencygains as a result of simplifyingmany of the administrative procedures in higher education institutions.
"Process reengineering"studies to identify the scope for
such efficiencygains in United Kingdom and United
States universitieshave typically identifiedsavingsof 1015 percent on running costs.With increased freedom to
change administrativeprocesses,the scope for savingsin
many Chineseinstitutions should exceedthese levels.We
suspect that there are other institution expendituresthat
could also be reduced to make savings, simply because
such costs are not well-controlled at present-because
there is no incentiveto do so; examples include the costs
of the consumption of water and electricity.
To manage universities in the above manner will
require a very different form of management from the
present one-in almost all institutions. Changes will
include:
* the need for the rector and senior managers to be
able to make decisions about how the institution's
resources are to be used;
* the need for the management to know the true costs
of their activities in order to know what "full cost"
really means;
* the need to pay attention to external markets-students, labor markets and other potential "customers"
* the need to prevent abuse of the university'sfacilities
for activities that are inappropriate for a university to
undertake; and
* the need to prevent abuse of their time by staff who
undertake "private" work to an extent that interferes
with their teaching and other duties.
Some Chinese universities are experimenting with
external Boards of Trustees to help provide overall pol-

Greater managerial, financial and pedagogical autonomy at the institutional level helps increase responsiveness to markets and hence increases the value of
institutions to the society and to the economy. It is also
an effectiveway to increasethe efficiencywithin the system, and hence provides the opportunity to increase the
number of students in an institution with little increase
in costs. We suggest that higher education institutions
(HEIs) should operate with a greater degree of autonomy. However, increased autonomy can only be effective if the financial and educational management
capacity is assured. We recommend that substantially
increased attention be given to increasing this capacity
within all HEIs.
Such managerial autonomy would mean that a university would be able to:
* determine its own student numbers-as long as it
recruited a defined minimum in exchange for the public
funds it received;
* decidethe numbers and grades of staff it employedboth academic and nonacademic and make decisions
about hiring and firing staff; and
* decidewhich degrees to stop and which to start without prior authorization-but subject to the proposed
quality assessment processes.
We would also expect to see public universities generate an increasing proportion of their funds from private sources, for example from entrepreneurial
activities such as short courses at full cost, full-cost
research and consultancy, and from rental income
from their physical facilities (e.g., for conferences).
Although this can be expected to accelerate in the
future, universities should develop professional management capacity in order that the goals of education,
training and research are not subjugated to the goals
of financial profit.
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icy guidance for the institution. We think that these
experiments should be strengthened and accelerated.

Volume and funding

The institutions should ensure that the Board of
Trustees consists mainly of people from outside the
institution, drawn from the wider community that the
institution serves.
These and other managerial changes (e.g., a staff
appraisal system for accountability and promotion,
and a management information system) should be
made in parallel with giving increased autonomy to
institutions. A key aspect to the exercising of successful autonomy will be the means by which funds are
allocated to the institution and the flexibility allowed
to management in being able to use those funds as it
thinks appropriate. The quality assurance process
and post hoc audits should ensure that public funds
are not misused.

In China, the gross enrollment rate for higher education institutions is only 9.07 percent (which includes
adult education, self-study and graduate equivalent).
This is one of the lowest percentages in the world and
even the current MOE proposal to increase this rate by
50 percent in six years will still leave China behind
many other nations. (See Figure 2, which shows the
ratio of tertiary-level graduates to the population for
China and various other countries in 1996.) Given
China's aims to be a middle-income country, we think
that this level is still too low.
More graduates will be needed to improve the productivity and quality of labor. It is quality that will supply much of a country's competitive edge for
development in the 215t century. We think that the state
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should set highernational targets for participationrates
in higher education for young people-and should also
set targets for those returning to higher education for
lifelong learning. When producing their strategies, the
provincesshould show how they will contribute to these
national growth targets, for example by encouraging
high quality institutions to increase their enrollments.
We think that expanding the system of highereducation is an important priority. The first step would be to
expand the enrollment quotas for the maximum number of students that the better institutions could enroll
with government support. In fact, the quota system
could be used to require such expansion (without extra
cost; see below). As China begins to increase enrollments we recommend that they monitor the composition of incoming classes of university students to
ensure that access for poor students is supported and
the gender balance is maintained.2
To enable such an expansion to happen will require
three policy changes. First, the definition of quality
needs to change to a concern about processesand outputs rather than quantitative inputs. The use of input
definitionsmeans that an expansion in student numbers
would need to be accompaniedby an equivalentincrease
in inputs, which is unnecessarilyexpensive and, in any
case, is no guarantee of quality; see next section.
Second, the policythat all young people in highereducation must be resident in university accommodation
would need to be changed;the expenseof this policy also
restricts expansion. Such a policy is not necessary for
pedagogicalreasons as there is no such requirement for
mature students in the adult education programs-and
virtuallyno other country operates such a policy.For student accommodation, at least in urban areas, some students could live at home while studying, and a rental
market could be encouraged for some others.
The third policy change concerns the occupational
classificationsystem with its rigiditiesabout the qualifications that are needed for eachjob-even if other skills
or qualificationswould be equally appropriate. This not
only inhibits expansion of the system, but also encourages students to have inappropriate expectations about
their jobs-for example, reinforcing their (incorrect)
perceptions of the status of jobs in service industries
(and in the poorer provinces). We have discussed the
need for a more real labor market in more detail in
Chapter 1.

The high levelsof graduate unemployment in the late
1980s can be attributed, at least in part, to the absence
of such a market for labor. The danger of a return to
those unemployment levelswould be significantlyless if
a labor market for graduates were allowed to operate.
For such a market, prospective graduates need to
understand what is meant by a market for labor and
what it implies for them and for their expectations. A
career guidance and advisory service available to students at the end of their secondary education and again
at the end of their higher education would help provide
this information.
These three policy changes would clear the way for
expansion of public higher education; we believethat a
considerable expansion of public higher education
could be achieved at substantially lower cost simply by
increasing the efficiencywith which higher education is
provided. Most of higher education's resources seem
underused, including academic and nonacademic staff,
buildings and equipment. Such spare capacity provides
an almost cost-free way of expanding public provision
with little threat to quality-as long as quality is judged
on processes and outputs and not on inputs. Making
better use of academic and other staff by increasing student numbers, even if some extra pay were needed,
would be a better use of such staff than that they take
on unskilled jobs to filltheir time (and so increase their
pay)-as sometimes happens now. We think that the
potential for such cost-free growth could be as high as
50 percent in some institutions.
We think there is also scope for further expansion at
limited cost from the substantial efficiencygains that
could be achieved by rationalizing institutions that are
small and specialized-as part of a provincial strategy.
Institutions need to recognizethat efficiencygains from
mergers usually require a reduction in the number of
staff, with all the difficulties associated with redundancies.The above efficiencypoints should form part of the
analysis in each province's strategic plan; these points
should be explored within the pilot we have suggested
in the previous section.
We think that the mechanisms for funding individual
institutions, as well as those for student support, need to
be reconsidered. A key principle for public funding is
that it does not need to be restricted to public institutions. The funding mechanism should be arranged to
encourage increased efficiency-as long as there are adeStrategies for Higher Education 33

quate safeguards on quality-and should also encourage expansion of the system where this can be done at a
low marginal cost. The way in which public funds are
allocatedto each individual institution should provide it
with a high degree of autonomy in the use of those
funds-both managerial and pedagogical. This would
enable the institution to be flexible and to respond to
local needs, markets and changes while also allowing it
to make efficiencygains and to keep the benefit of them.
For charges to individual students, we think that any
loan orgrant system for students should be primarily the
responsibilityof the province (and not of the individual
institution). Income contingent repayment systems for
such loans are superior to any other. Australia's recent
experience with their income-contingentrepayment system would be a useful model for China to study
although it is dependent on a sophisticated and equitable taxation system,which does not yet exist in China.

Curriculumand quality assurance
As for schools, there will need to be major changes in
the content of higher education; in particular we think
that there is a need for greater breadth and more flexibility in the curriculum. Recently announced reforms in
the disciplines structure indicate that progress is being
made in this area, but we encourage individual institutions to accelerate the implementation of these reforms
on their own campuses. This change would mean that
various ministrieswould no longer certify courses (e.g.,
the Ministry of Finance for accountancy qualifications);
the change should be made at the same time as the
changes we have already proposed for the occupation
classificationsystem.
With fewer and broader categoriesof discipline,it will
be easier for institutionsto developmore market-focused
courses. We emphasize that it is at least as important to
develop new-market oriented approaches to existing
courses as it is to develop specificallymarket oriented
courses: it is as important to adapt a physics course to
include a market-facing tone as it is to develop a new
course in, say, public relations. Now that most universities no longer need prior approval for new courses, adequate quality assurance mechanisms at the institution
level,as well as at the province level (see below), will be
increasinglynecessaryto make sure of the quality of any
new course.

Even with fewer categories of disciplines, students
should still be able to follow mixed courses across (the
new) disciplineboundaries. The flexibilityneeded to do
this would be much greater than is available at present:
it should be possible, for example, for an ordinary student to undertake a mixture of courses in physics, business studies and English. At present this is extremely
difficult.
Chinese universitieswill also have to offer an increasing array of courses that more effectivelyexploit technology in order to deliver education in the 215' century.
This will be critical not only in the use of technologyto
increase efficiencyin the teaching and research, but also
in distance education so that expensive university
resources, of personnel and services,can be shared over
a wider study body and geographical area.
The above has been concerned with initial qualifications, but the changes of the 21st century will also
require people to return to study in order to update and
refresh their qualifications, and sometimes to retrain
completely.The provision of various forms of life-long
learning are likelyto become a major part of the higher
education system. At present, there is little such provision nor do the funding mechanisms encourage it. This
will need to change, either through changes in the funding mechanisms or through arrangements that enable
individuals to arrange, and perhaps pay for, their own
continuing development.
We suggest that the province has two major roles in
quality assurance:to ensure that there sufficient checks
that what is being offered in higher education is of adequate quality and to ensure that public funds are being
spent in an efficient and effective manner.
As we noted above, quality assurance is currently
exercised by referenceto levels of inputs, for example by
applying quotas to the number of students able to attend
each institution as a way of maintaining fixed staff-student ratios and floor space per student. There are two
fundamental problems with this approach. First, it provides no guarantee of quality-it is not the level of inputs
but how they are used that makes the quality difference
to students' learning experiences.Second,it prevents the
search for increased efficiencythrough trying to make
better use of inputs, for example, by increasingthe number of students per staff member.Box 3 illustratesa number of quality assurance mechanisms used in several
OECD countries.
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BOX3

OECDcountryquality assurancemechanisms
UnitedStates:Thereare no nationwidemechanismsin place.
Privateregionalaccreditingbodies are the principal evaluators
of academicquality; mostprofessions(e.g., law) also havetheir
own accreditingbodies.Manyinstitutions also undertakeperiodic peer reviewsmadeup of visiting faculty from comparable
institutions. Competitionfor researchfunding at the federaland
state levelspromotesquality in research.Statesare increasingly
using output measuresin funding to reward quality and
effectiveness.
Japan:New programsand institutions are subject to approval
fromthe Ministry.Thereareno formalsystemsof accreditationor
performance
reviewfor establishedprogramsor organizations.The
University Councilhas initiated a numberof reformssince the
early1990sincludingthe promotionof self-evaluation;60percent
of universitiesnow publishtheir results.
UnitedKingdom:All HElsaresubjectto assessment
of research
and teaching quality once every 4-5 years.Research
funding is
closelytied to the outcomesof the researchassessments;
a proportion of funding for teachingwill be allocatedon the basisof
quality audits in the future, The sector is also consideringthe
establishmentof a professionalbody to safeguardstandardsin
universityteaching.

We propose a change to a process-based approach
for assessing quality that would require greater use of
peer review judgments about the teaching process. The
organization undertaking the inspection process should
be independent both of the province and of the institutions themselves. The results of any quality assessment
process should normally be made public, both to provide accountability for the use of public funds, and also
to provide information about the institution's quality to
prospective students and to employers. A similar, or
even the same, organization might also be appropriate
to accredit private providers and to determine the classification of (e.g., senior-secondary schools) institutions
within a regulatory framework.
Role of research
About 15 percent of China's researchis conducted in universities, sinilar to that in major OECD countries.
Privatizingthe laboratories of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences(CAS)and those of most line ministries could
meanthat some researchresourcescould be transferredto
universities.There is also a good possibility of more
researchfundingcomingfrom industry,although industry-

Australia:Research
programsare evaluatedby the funding bodies (e.g., AustralianResearchCouncil), often with referenceto
overseasacademics
to ensurethat Australianinstitutionskeepin
line with good internationalstandards.Professionalbodiesare
alsobecomingincreasinglyinvolvedin the approvalof degreeprograms.TheHigherEducationCouncilhas introduceda numberof
initiativesto promotequalitysince1992includinga fund of A$75
million to reward institutions for effective practice in quality
assurance.In 1996,the Government
announceda new approach
to quality with the introduction of a nationwidequality assessmentprocessandthe establishment
of a newagency.
Republicof Korea:Verysimilarto Japanbut without the reforms.
Thereis discussionabout somemoreregularand rigorousaccreditation system.
Netherlands:All HEIs are subject to a reviewof teaching and
researchevery6-7yearsby visiting committees.The Inspectorate
of Education reviews the assessmentsand the institutional
response.
TheMinistrymaydecideto closea departmentthat has
beenjudgedto be performingbadly.Thereis no formalaccreditation systemfor coursesin universities;higherprofessional
education colleges (HBOs) have begun to experiment with the
accreditationof professionalprogramsby professionalbodies.

commissioned projects should be arranged to allow
researchersto developexpertisein specificareas of science
and technologyat their own speed.Researchersalso need
to developan understandingof the dangersboth of over
reliance on industry-sponsoredwork and, on the other
hand, of leading a sheltered academic life with limited
involvementwith the real economy.
Chinese universities are facing pressures to do
research with a view to financial gain-both for the university and for the individual. These pressures have, in
some cases, distorted the fundamental role of the university,which is to provide education and training while
supporting research. The hunger for income can place
educational goals in a secondary position to greater
goals of income generation. High levels of contract
research can increase such pressures for income generation, diverting laboratory resources away from educational and training activities. We therefore recommend
that universities create guidelines that establish a prudent balance between contract funding and grants
which universitiesreceivefrom government bodies.
One developmentthat could assist the incorporation
of academic science into work for industrial contracts
would be a form of research grant that provided public
Strategies for Higher Education
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funds to match those provided by industry. This would
allow an industry-funded project to be expanded into a
more comprehensive (and perhaps more academic)
study-with the possibility of eventual publication.
Such grants have been used extensivelyin some OECD
countries with positive results.
For several years, Chinese universities have created
new businesses to generate revenue from their research
and similar activities. Some of these have been very
successful, others less so. Increasing market competition will test the viability of these businesses and in
many cases will show that they are really liabilities
rather than assets. We think the individual investiga-

institution and that those that currently have such
companies should sell them in the next 10-15 years,
either to the present principals or to outside corporations. We recognize that progress in this direction will
require the development of stronger intellectual property rights (IPR) legislation and control. Without a
robust IPR regime, universities will be reluctant to
share the fruits of their research with industry because
they are unlikely to benefit financially from such transfers of research results to the market.

tor should develophislherown relationshipswith the
market and that the university should simply collect

1. World Bank, China: Higher Education Reform,1997, p. 41-64
2. In research
for the policynote by Bejing NormalUniversity,it was
evidentthat the percentage of rural college entrants frompeasant

whatever royalties it negotiates. We suggest that uni-

family backgrounds has been decreasing over the last five years.

Notes

versitiesshould,generally,no longerform a newcom-

institutions

pany for each new technological development in their

Survey Report on the Fairness of Higher Education," 1998.
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alsoseemsto be declntrantsXinto the manst
competitive

Strategies for Vocational
Education and Training

_ o develop the future of a socialist market
economy,the VET systemwill need to produce people who are versatile and adaptable, and who are able to
make informed choices about their future jobs. The VET system must help provide the flexibilityto underpin the growth
and diversificationof the economy-not least that of the service sector. (Table 2 shows the evolving structure of sample
economies and the resulting changes in the labor market
skills mix.) The curriculum and how it is taught should promote these ends. The need for greater flexibility also means
that students should take greater responsibility for their own
VET, including choosing what to study and where.

Labormarket context
At present, MOE and MOLSS are responding to these challenges by providing more skills training, especially in the
rural areas. The guiding intentions behind current develop-
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TABLE2

Distributionof grossdomesticproduct
(percent)
Agriculture
1980
1994
China
HongKong,China
Singapore
Indonesia
Philippines
Korea,Rep.of
Malaysia
Thailand
Japan
Australia
Argentina
France

30
1
1
24
25
15
22
23
4
5
6
4

21
0
0
17
22
7
14
10
2
3
5
2

1980

Industry
1994

49
31
38
42
39
40
38
29
42
36
41
34

47
18
36
41
33
43
43
39
40
30
30
28

Manufacturing_
1980
1994
41
23
29
13
26
29
21
22
29
19
29
24

37
11
27
24
23
29
32
29
27
15
20
20

Services
1980
1994
21
68
61
34
36
45
40
48
54
58
52
62

32
82
64
42
45
50
42
50
58
67
65
70

a Becausemanufacturingis generallythe most dynamicpart of the industrialsector, its share is shownseparately.
Source:World
DevelopmentReport1996.

ments are to establish a well-coordinated VET system,

of iob categories is also under way in China. We strongly

to increase the proportion of secondary school students
in vocational education to 60 percent, to encourage stu-

encouragethis job categoriesreduction process and recommend that the pace of implementation be accelerated.

dents to acquire proficiency in more than one skill area,
and to encourage institutions to develop short-cycle
training programs and employment assistance services.
As we noted in Chapter 1, a prior condition for a successful education system is that there should be a labor
market to which it can respond. This is especially true
for the VET component. We have noted that a labor
market needs wage differentials to provide incentives to
individuals to seek training, it needs to encourage geographical and job mobility and it needs to avoid rigid
job classifications. At the moment, these are weakly
developed in China.
We also noted in Chapter 1 that there is a need to
streamline the job classification system with its associated specific qualifications. The current focus on narrow
ranges of skills produces narrowly skilled people-often
for jobs that no longer exist-as opposed to people with
the skill combinations required in a market-oriented
economy-particularly
for the service sector. We are
aware that the number of occupations has already been
reduced from 4,800 to 3,700, and is currently being
reduced to 1850. Most OECD countries have about 1020 job categories; Eastern Europe and Russia have made
considerable progress in reducing their numbers of classifications (e.g., Russia reduced theirs from 1,250 to
about 250 and is planning to move to 100). Recent
MOLSS announcements indicate that such a reduction

The skill groupings emerging in the growing service
sector should be evaluated and used to test the effectiveness of the existing structure of qualifications. This
should be complemented by a similar analysis of the
skill groupings in organizations regarded as the most
productive in their industry. It might be that reclassification can initially be carried out most easily in areas
with rapidly developing new skill areas such as the service sector.
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Structureand responsibilities
The current division of responsibilities for VET is split
between MOE, MOLSS and various line ministries; this
makes strategic planning, resource allocation and priority setting very difficult. We think that there should be

a single national body responsiblefor setting the main
policy directionsfor vocational education and training.
Its responsibilities should be to set priorities for investment across provinces and between industry sectors.
An early task for this body would be to conduct a
national audit of VET investment and its distribution
across industrial sectors. This would provide information about any need to allocate additional investment to
growing sectors of employment and/or to reduce it in
declining sectors. Such a body could also rationalize the
cumbersome process of dual certification (covering skills
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and education separately) so that they came under the
one body. Both the New Zealand Qualification
Authority and the South African QualificationAuthority
(a model based on those of several other countries) is
such a singlepolicy body; we suggesteach would be worthy of study.
At the deliverylevel,there would seem to be little difference in the services provided by the Secondary
Technical Schools (STS),the SeniorVocational Schools
(SVS)and the SkilledWorkers Schools(SWS).Their differences derive primarily from the line ministries to
whom they have been responsible and which have provided both the budget inputs and the system of job
placements. In addition to forming the above single
national body, we think that the idea of unifying the
management of VET provision at the provincial level is
also worth considering.
Many of the current regulations for VET providers
do not encourage efficiency and sometimes even promote the under utilization of fixed and human
resources.As for the other sectors, we think that greater
managerialautonomy for providers would help address
this problem, perhaps even more so than for schools or
higher education as the VET market changes the fastest.
Only with the flexibilitythat such autonomy offers can
VET institutions establish the relationships with their
markets that are needed to enable them to adjust both
the courses they offer and the personnel they use to
teach them.
As the economy becomes more sophisticated and
the private sector assumes a more important economic
role, private sector initiatives can be expected to
develop to support market-oriented training systems.
Eventually, the Government may be able to leave
much of the training provision to the market, while
assuming a strategic steering role designed to reduce
market failures, to improve efficiencyand to promote
investment.
In Russia, the federal government has been reducing
its contributions to the funding of vocational schools,
which has led to interesting experimentswith joint public-private provision of training. The steps toward a
market economy has reduced the importance of the traditional public provision of training; as a result, new
information technologies are now being used to bring
together the world of production and the world of justin-time learning and training.

Curriculumstructure
The VET delivery system needs to provide opportunities for trainees to learn by doing and to combine work
with training. The system should encourage lifelong
learning and so should have a structure that would
enable this to happen through the working life: VET
training cannot, in a market economy, be delivered just
once at the start of a person's career. In this context, we
doubt that the current intention of upper-secondary
schools being 60 percent focused on VET will be appropriate for the 211tcentury. Such an arrangement will not
address the current problems of narrow skills training.
In no other country is so much of the upper-secondary
provision in VET (seeOECD matrix). For example, only
24 percent of the UnitedKingdom's upper secondary students attend vocational schools-and even then only
around half of the teaching hours are in vocational subjects. In France, approximately 30 percent of the pupils
in upper-secondaryschools specializein vocational subjects.In Australia, there are now no "stand-alone" VET
secondary schools, although a few senior-secondary
schoolsare developinga stronger focus on VET.
In fact the trend in most OECD countries is very different from that currently being developed for China;
most are seeking to develop a strong general secondary
education system to provide a broad base for lifelong
learning, and to move specializedVET education into
post-secondary schools or to on-the-job training programs. The goal is to provide secondary students with
core skills that will enable them to adapt and flourish in
an ever-changing labor market, rather than to try to
provide them with more specific skills. Core skills
include both the "hard skills" of basic numeracy, literacy, problem solving and, increasingly,the ability to use
computers, as well as the "soft skills" of the ability to
work in groups, to be able to communicate effectively
and to have positive attitudes to work.
An approach that develops this broader approach to
skills and knowledge in secondary VET institutions
shiftssome of the responsibilityfor specificskilltraining
on to the individual and to enterprises and employers.
This increases the need for individuals to make their
own decisions about the training they receive; it also
movesthe skill training closerto the needs of the market.
We suggest that, over the next 20 years, the proportion of separate VET secondary schools be reduced subStrategiesfor Vocational Education and Training 39

stantially according to local conditions. Additionally, we
suggest that the VET curriculum content in comprehensive, general and diversified secondary schools be
reduced over the longrun with the parallel development
of two-year post-secondary vocational provision
instead. We suggest that plans to reduce this early VET
provision might begin in fast-growing and fast-changing
urban areas. In other areas, we suggest strengthening the
basic subjects (language and mathematics) in the curriculum of vocational-technical schools and substantially reducing the proportion of upper-secondary
students enrolled in these schools. These strategies
should form part of each Province's strategic plans for
education and training-mentioned
above in Chapter 4.
Because students will increasingly need skills that
have to be delivered at the post-secondary level, it will
also be important to introduce ladders for students to
be able to move from the vocational stream to thie academic one at various points. Such flexibility will be critical as the job demands of the 215' century will
increasingly need higher-level skills. Thus the above
changes should be complemented by the further development of higher-level vocational provision, which
should be built on some of the current adult higher education institutions. Caution should be exercised in this
process so as not to develop a post secondary system
that is meant only for the current graduates of VET secondary schools. VET graduates should have equal
access to all types of tertiary education.
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The progressive transfer of VET provision to the
post-secondary level will mean that increasing responsibility for choosing a career path will rest with the individual student. The VET system needs to respond to thi s.
Over time, we would expect providers to place increased
reliance on the individual paying for at least part of their
training. However, we think that increases in student
fees should start at the tertiary level as it is from that level
where the individual is most likely to benefit personally.
One of the implications of providing more broadly
based curricula at the secondary level, coupled with
more vocationally specific training at the postsecondary level, is that the larger employers will need to
develop training plans for their employees. Job-specific
skills training, as has become the case in almost all
OECD countries, will increasingly be seen as the
responsibility of the individual firm, building on the
foundation skills provided by the education system.
In many countries, such plans are already required:
for example, Korean firms with over 100 employees are
already required to spend at least 2 percent of their
wage bill on training and France requires all enterprises
employing more than ten people to allocate 1.5 percent
of their wage costs to VET and a further 5 percent to
apprenticeships. The current guideline in China that 1.5
percent of the wage bill should be allocated to training,
both within and outside the enterprise, could be made
law to ensure that those resources were available for
skill training.
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Implementation

ost of what has been contained so far in this comprehensive policy note has been concerned with
the shape of the system at least 5-10 years from now and in
some cases longer. There are some actions that can be taken
quickly that are consistent with the longer term picture. The
Ministry of Education should:
Request each province to develop a strategic plan to rationalize the structure of higher education in that province. All
plans should deal specificallywith the issues of institutions
that are too narrowly specializedand too small; reduce the
fragmentation and overlap between different types of institution; and ensure that each province develops objective criteria for such changes, has mechanisms to process them and
has the means to implement them.
* Identify the inefficienciesin the education system and make
the necessarychangesso that resourcescan be used more wisely
and effectively.Accurateand sharp output indicatorsshould be
the developedto monitor the establishmentof the efficiencies.
41

* Increase the earmarked grants for nine-year compulsory education. These intergovernmental transfers,
from the national to the provincial and county levels,
and within provinces, municipalities and counties, help
equalize the access of quality education for poor children in both rural and urban areas.
* Publish school inspection reports and extend the
inspection system. In order to make the education system more transparent and increasethe accountability of
the education policymakers, the school inspection system should be strengthened and the results of their
work be made public. This will help administrators to
target resources on schools that need assistance,parents
to choose schools with a better understanding of what
the likely educational outcome may be for their children
and students in choosing institutions of higher education or training institutions.
* Use university quotas for recruitment to increase
enrollments: Granting more autonomy to institutions
of higher education, especiallythe first-rate public institutions, to increase enrollments and determine the curricula that these new students can choose to follow,
while holding university costs relatively steady, will

increase efficiencyof the higher education system and
unleash the creative forces in the universities.
* Set up a high tech advisory panel to advise the MOE
on developments,in the fast-moving knowledge economy, especiallyin the areas of science, technology and
informatics. This panel could well include prominent
members of the international academic community.
* Reverse the policy on the 60 percent target for VTE
at the senior-secondary level. Senior-secondary programs should focus on providing high-quality comprehensive skills, which will increasinglyprovide the base
for technical skill development at the post-secondary
levels.
* Acceleratethe current reform of the job classification
system. As outlined in earlier sections of this paper, this
highly detailed and minutely differentiated system is a
vestige of the planning system, which is no longer useful in a market economy where flexibility and adaptability are qualities employers are looking for and a
worker can expect to have multiple jobs with differing
skill needs over a lifetime of work.
* Establish task forces to take forward the ideas in this
paper.
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ANNEX 1: DISPARITIES IN PRIMARY AND LOWERSECONDARY EDUCATION IN CHINA
This annex summarizes the findings of a study' of disparities in primary and lower-secondary
education among counties in China. The study employed a representative sample of 511 counties,
with educational and financial data provided by the Ministry of Education, China. The objective
was to document educational disparities in 1997 (the most recent year for which data are
available) and how they had changed since 1994. Information was available for nationally
designated poor counties and nonpoor counties, rural counties and urban counties, as well as
minority counties and nonminority counties. Disparities were assessed in terms of per-student
recurrent expenditure and other measures of educational development, with county as the unit of
analysis. The study did not examine disparities within counties.
Dispairities in Terms of PerStudent Recurrent Expenditure

TABLE 1.1: DISPARITIESIN PER-STUDENTRECURRENT
EXPENDITURE,1994 AND 1997

Table 1.1 shows that perstudent
recurrent
expenditure Per-student recurrent expenditure
(PSRE) of nationally designated (yuan/student)
poor counties was significantly
PrimaryEducation:
lower than that for the national
Nationalsample
sample, at both the primary and
Poorcounties
lower-secondary levels. In primary
Lower-SecondaryEducation:
ed,n tNationalsample
education, the ratio of PSRE
Poorcounties
between the two sets of counties

1994

1997

293.8
239.8

438.0
359.8

543.9
457.4

718.4
622.9

Gini Coefficient for Distribution of
Per-Student Expenditure

was basically unchanged between
1994 and 1997. However, in lowerPrimaryEducation
0.24
0.25
secondary education, the ratio of
Lower-SecondaryEducation
0.23
0.24
PSRE for the national sample to Ratio of Per-Student Recurrent
PSRE for the nationally designated Expenditure
poor counties dropped from 1.19 in
PrimaryEducation
1994 to 1.15 in 1997.
NationalSample/PoorCounties
1.23
1.22
Top 10%/Bottom10%
4.20
4.54
For the national sample, there
Urban/Rural
1.28
1.46
was a moderate increase in
Minority/Nonminority
0.98
inequality based on PSRE. The Gini
Lower-SecondaryEducation:
coefficient rose from 0.24 in 1994
Nationalsample/poorcounties
1.19
1.15
to 0.25 in 1997 for primary
Top 10%/Bottom10%
4.04
4.69
education, and from 0.23 in 1994 to
Minority/Nonminority
1.01
0.24 in 1997 for lower-secondary education. However, there was more obvious widening in
Snanghai Institute of Human Resource Development (1998).
Education in Poor Areas in China (Part I). Shanghai, China.
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disparities among subsamples of counties. For example, in primary education, the ratio of PSRE
of the top 10 percent spending counties to that of the bottom 10 percent spending counties
increased from 4.20 in 1994 to 4.54 in 1997. In lower-secondary education, the same disparity
measure increased from 4.04 in 1994 to 4.69 in 1997. The gap between urban and rural counties
was also widening. In 1994, the PSRE of urban primary schools was 1.28 times that of rural
primary schools; the ratio rose to 1.46 in 1997.
In 1997, the PSRE of minority counties was about the same as that of nonminority counties,
at both the primary and lower-secondary levels in the national sample. It may be noted that,
within nationally designated poor counties, minority counties had significantly higher PSRE than
nonminority counties. This is because minority poor counties received additional education
subsidies from higher levels of government than nonminority poor counties and that minority
poor counties had to incur additional education costs due to their more difficult geographic and
natural environment.
Disparities in Terms of Other Measures of Educational Development, 1997
Findings from the analysis of the data in 1997 show that, when compared to the national
average, nationally designated poor counties were disadvantaged in terms of the common
measures of educational development, such as measures of access, teacher quality, and physical
conditions of school.
Consider the net enrollment ratio at the primary level in 1997. In the national sample, 65.2
percent of the counties had achieved a net enrollment ratio above 99 percent; and 26.8 percent of
counties had a ratio between 95 and 99 percent. Within the nationally designated poor counties,
47.8 percent of counties had achieved a net enrollment ratio above 99 percent; and 39.7 percent
of counties had a ratio between 95 and 99 percent. Minority poor counties had the lowest
enrollment ratio.
Boys had a higher enrollment ratio than girls. The gender gap in enrollment ratio at the
primary level also varied between nationally designated poor counties and the counties in the
national sample. For example, in the national sample, 88.7 percent of counties had a gender gap
of less than 1 percent; and 3.6 percent had a gender gap of over 5 percent (Table 1.2). Within the
nationally designated poor counties, 71.5 percent had a gender gap of less than 1 percent; and 9.2
percent had a gender gap of over 5 percent. Gender inequality in enrollment was particularly
serious in minority counties in the western part of the country.
TABLE 1.2: GENDERGAP IN ENROLLMENTRATIO IN PRIMARYEDUCATION,1997

Gap in enrollment ratio
between boys and girls
Gap less than 1%
Gap between I & 3%
Gap between 3 & 5%
Gap above 5%

Percentage distribution Percentage distribution in nationally
in national sample
designated poor counties
88.7
71.5
5.3
14.8
2.4
4.5
3.6
9.2

In lower-secondary education, 49.5 percent of the national sample had a gross enrollment
ratio above 95 percent; and 20.9 percent of the same sample had a gross enrollment ratio between
85 and 95 percent. But within nationally designated poor counties, only 26.2 percent had a gross
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enrollment ratio above 95 percent; and 14.4 percent had a gross enrollment ratio between 85 and
95 percent.
Inadequate teacher quality, in terms of not meeting educational qualifications, is a more
serious problem in lower-secondary education than primary education. But at both educational
levels, nationally designated poor counties had lower teacher quality than other counties in 1997
(see Table 1.3).
TABLE 1.3: DISPARITIESIN TEACHERQUALITY,1997
Percentage of teachers
meeting qualifications
Percentage at 100%

Percentagebetween90 and 100%
Percentagebetween80 and 90%
Percentagebelow 80%

Primary Education
National | Poor Counties
2.2
1.7

71.4
21.5
4.9

48.9
34.8
14.6

Lower-secondary education
Poor Counties
National
0.0
0.0

8.4
41.3
50.3

4.3
25.8
69.9

Although it is a national education policy that all schools should have at least the most basic
physical facilities (no dilapidated school buildings, each class has a classroom, and each student
has a desk and a chair), such minimum physical standards were not achieved in rural schools of
many counties, especially poor ones. For example, 13.7 percent of counties (national sample) had
a dilapidation rate above the 5 percent level in rural primary schools, and 25.4 percent of poor
counties had a dilapidation rate above the 5 percent level in rural primary schools. Similarly, poor
counties were much below the standards for the provision of library books and school equipment.
Major Conclusions

*

Although universal access is almost achieved in primary education, problems of lower access
and significant disparities in access between boys and girls are concentrated in poor minority
counties in the western region of the country. In lower-secondary education, universal access
has not been achieved in about half of the counties in the country, with the most difficult
challenge in poor counties.

*

Compared to other counties, poor counties were significantly disadvantaged in terms of perstudent recurrent expenditure and other measures of educational development related to
access, teacher quality, and physical conditions of school.

*

Between 1994 and 1997, there was widening educational inequality among counties in the
country, based on per-student recurrent expenditure. Widening inequality was especially
obvious between urban and rural counties, and between high-spending and low-spending
counties.

ANNEX 2: EAST EUROPE AND RUSSIA-EDUCATIONAL REFORMS OF THE LAST
FIVE YEARS IN TRANSITION ECONOMIES: CHANGES AND/OR USEFUL
OPERATIONAL MODELS-SUCCESSES OR WEAKNESSES
(1993-98)
(Abbreviations and acronyms used in this matrix are found at the end of the document)
General Education
1. Extentof autonomousdecisionmakingin compulsory
education (CE)

Russia
Hungary
9-10yr. CEis mandatory;overallrespon- CEhas beenchangingfrom 8 yr. to 10
sibilty is shiftedfroin centralto regional yr. since 1996/97.Schoolshave
(Oblast)and subregionallevel.Generally considerablefreedom,whilethe state
usesnationwideuniformsyllabusto
schoolcan (1995/96)makemarginal
adjustmentto approvedcurriculum,such balance(1997).Parentschooseschools,
as choiceof books,andother teaching but pay moreif outsidetheirdistrict.
Thereis nationalexamat end of
activities
Issue 1: All 3 administrativelevels(mut- secondary.Schoolsenjoyindependence
icipality,region,federate)canpass laws, in makingfinancialdecisions(1995)
which are not always consistent
Issue 2: many schools/local government
lack adequate resources and shillsfor the
newly increased retponsibilities,
disparities are growing

Issue: there is not a clearly set structure
monitoring quality and equity in the
newly highly decentralized education
system

Romania
CE lasts8 yr.; thereis virtuallyno
autonomyat anylocal level;remains
highlycentralized,dictatorialcurriculut
(i.e.,class hours), schoolsare only freeto
chooseteachingstyle(1998);now has
strongintentionin reformingthe system
(1998),a new educationact is expected
due in fall 1998
Issue: educationalreformhas lagged

Poland
Czech Republic
CE changedto 9 yr. attendancesince
8 yr. of CE; yr. of CEfrom age 7-15;
regional-leveladsninistrationhadbeen
1996/7;self-govemingthroughcomiiuuabolshed and districtschoolofficesare
nityrepresentationandregionaleducadirectlyunderMOE(1995); However,may tionalcouncil(1996).Schoolprincipalis
be reinstitutedon a broaderlevel.Schools onlyresponsiblefor the inplementation
ofcarricula, standardsofthe school's
haveno power in hiring anddismissing
performance,implementingthe budget.
staff, in drawingup and carryingout
schoolbudgets.Schoolmanagement
Regionaleducationalauthoritiesoversee
differsvastly amongcommiuaities,
but are schoolactivities,Which in tum are under

strictly controlled through financing and
behind most of the transition-economy
countries because of lack of consensus on staffing mechanisms of centrll govermnent
changes
Issue: Lack of legislative procedures; there
has been a retreatfrom regional autonomy
due to quality and disparity concerns
(1996)

direct MOE's supervision
Issue: Number of years of CE was
reducedfrom IO to 9 since 1989 mainly
because offinancial constraints

Regional authority maaages schools'

2. Mechanism forfunding

It is unclear which level of the Federation MCE provides funds from state budget,

Funds come from state through Judets to

schoolfor such decision

is responsiblefor financingeachlevel of
education;thereis no grant-matching
mechanismat centrallevel (1997/98)
Issue. budgetpolicy is notcoordinated
withfunding capacity;federallevel i,
unable to pay its mandated obligation;

schools,Judeasdo not providecompensa- fundingto schoolsat all levelsincreased recurrentexpenseswith fundsfrom the
tory funds(1998);budgetis rigidly con- from 19%ofthe total fundingin 1989up state,whilethe conimunitiespay for
trofledbythe systemwith MOE,MOF to 80.3%in 1996,whilefunding from local purchaseand maintenanceofbuildings
andthe Parliamenton the top; schools level, onthe contrary,shrank from81% in and equipment(1996)
and the budgetarycenterof the schools 1989down to 19.7%in 1996
have littlefinancialautonomy

localauthoritiesare supposedto complementeachother,dependingontheir
fnsancialcapacity;local authorties
run,and
(municipalities)own,mnaintain,
adviceschoolsaccordingto the needsof
theirclients(1997)

The central government's portion of

regional inequities will mean growing
regional disparities in education
adequacy and quality

a

Curriculaare preparedby teams of
30% ofthe curriculuni is developedat the Yes. substantial input at the local author- Highly centralized; a new curriculum is Not a sufficientlyhigh priorityto MOE;
3. Process for curriculum
local(Oblast)level;federallevel devel- ity level;a nationalcore curriculumis in still in process(1998) aining at alowing the work of curriculumreformwasin 1993 educationspecialistsandacademicsin
design for compulsory school
transferredfrom MOE to the Institute for cooperationwithteachers and related
place, which imposes no single ideology 30Y/local content aswell as setting up
level including incorporation of ops federal components with proposed
localcontent

for school-leavingand
draft stateeducationalstandards;regional orreligion,andallows individualschools nationalexanms
higherentrance
leveldevelopsnationalandregionalcom- to adapttheirown curricula.Schools'
Issue: there is a lack of motivation and
curricula will be fumishedby school
ponents of state educational standards;
schoolsandteachersadaptthe curricula boardsand approvedby localauthorities. incentives to produce local content. all
parentsare stiotverysupportiveto
coniingfromabove intoclass teaching; Schoolboardsconisistofmembers
incorporationoflocal contentsis desired electedfromthe teachingstaff,the
localizingcurriculabecauseof itspotential limitations to students adoptability
but far from present practice, dueto lack parents' organization and the
of active involvementofrepresentatives ouiniclpality
and mobility
from local communities (1995)

Issue: there is dasiger of grosvirsg disparity among school types, especially at the
upper-secondary level. However, these
disparittes mnaynot develop because of
core curriculum atndfinal ecants as end
of secondary and nutional voraitonal
education standards

EducationalResearch,a semiautonomous
institutefollowingthe changeof the
govemment; in designof curriculumthere
is input fromthe outsideon the vocational
educationside and thereis a tripartite
Councilfor OccupationalStandardsat

professionals;inust be approvedby
MOE,but schoolprincipalcan make
adjustmcnt at about 40% at Grade 4.
Then teachersare allowed33% flexibihtty

in usingschoolsyllabusfrom the
principal(1996)

t'
Z

MOE
Issue: there is no national-level agency
representing the main stakeliolders as well

X

as enjoying the political support of the
government
'

O

A0

Romania
Hungary
Russia
GeneralEducation
approvedlist oftextbooksis Cornpetitivesuppliesfromcentraly
for the
A federallist of approvedtextbooksfor A centraDly
4.Framework
annuallyapprovedopen list;amepurproductionofschooltextbooks the corecurriculumisprovidednation- usedas guidance.Thestatesets the
chasedby the governmentusingdonor
ceilingpricefor the approvedbooks;
wide;provisionisstiDrestrictedto
to
national
funds;books are distributedlargelyby
provisionis not restricted
nationalpublishersexceptforeignpublishers;school/parentsmakechoices. statepublishers.Mosdy notaffordableto
languagebooks;choiceby schoolsis
Conimercial
publishermarketpenetration bothparentsand the govemenwtat
allowedbut in practiceoftenonly one
Sufficienttextbook existinglevelsof qualityandchoice
is (1997) increasing.
textbookis available,Someregions
reducetextbookcosts throughreuseand printingcapacityand initiative.Private (1995).Paperprices are high andqualty
distnbutors.Curriculumreformis still in not alwaysgood. Morethan 90%are
loaningbooks (1997)
Issue:financingpolicyand distribution progress.Laws andregulationssupport- producedin the country.Curriculum
ive to commercialtextbookdevelopment reformis underway for secondary
are bigproblemareas;government
schools.There is no solidbasisfor
textbooks
producedonlyhalftheneeded
textbookpublishingindustryto develop.
in
dueto shortfallsoffederalfunding
1996/97
Sone relevantlawshave been
establishedbutmostlyare highly

Czech Republic
Poland
Opencompetitionwithoutapprovedhsts
No approvedlists;publishersget their
Provisionis not restricted
textbooks'approvalfrom MOE,teachers or constraints.
to nationalpublishers.Schools/parents
choose,parentspay 100%of the price.
Commercialpublishermarket penetration make selections.Parentsand regional
governmentpay.Booksare distributed
is limitedbut increasung.Secondhand
booktrade, in which
books availableto reduce cost.Curriculum throughconmmercial
privatebookshopsare activelyinvolved.
underrefomnsupportscompetitive
publishing.Legalframeworkhas been set The reformedcurriculum,relevantlaws
arenowin placeand
andregulations
up and islargelysupportive
is
have beenstable in supportingtextbook
Issue:themajoroutstandingproblem
policies(1997)
(1997)
pooraffordabilityof tertbooks

>

4

restrictive

Teachersare hired by schoolprincipals Teachersare poorlypaidwith eamings Salariesare subjectto public sectorwage Teachers' salariesare set onthe basisof
5. Teacher
training,teachers' Teachersare recertifiedevery 5 yr.;
teachersare reensitedby heads educationattainedandteaching
teacherseamabout2/3 the averagewage whoare employeesof the local govem- less thanskilled workersthoughall have regulations,
qualificationsandrelative
experience(yr.);those in privateschools
ment.Thestatesets nifinnuensalary for had at certainpointof time qualification of schools(1996/97)
in industry,andare paid,on average,
payment
are exclusivelydetemiinedby the
training;this leadsto negativerecmits,
teachers(1996/97).Thenetworkof
about2 monthslate(sum=er 1997),
principals(1996/97)
teachertraining collegesandprograms whichmeansqualty of newlyrecruited
curTentworkingconditionsmakethe
has recentlybeenupgraded(at leastfor may notbe ofthe best (1996/97)
professionless desirable;teachersare
teacbers)
vocationaleducation
leavingtheirprofessionand thereis a
problemof attractingqualifiededucators
for teacher training
Historicaly,pupilswere overtestedbut Assessmentand qualitymonitoringare Assessmentandexaminationsare school- No effectivelegal frameworkfor employ- Strong,centralizedsystem.TheCzech
6. Quality
the overall mentand schoolassessrsent,lack of clearly SchoolInspectorate,a bodyof state
situationhas not
identifiedas one of the keyproblemareas basedand teacher-controlled;
process underevaluated;
assessment/inspection
changed
much lately;(1997/98)lack of ofthe highlydecentralizedsystem;center qualty monitoringresponsibilityresides definedobjectivecriteriaand instronents administrationdirectlycontroled by
for schools
standards,
for measurementof the qualityof thework MOE,monitorseducational
clarityas to roles andresponsibilitiesof has the mandatebut notthe budget;Act withinMoNE;thereis a Councilfor
staffand materialconditions,efficiency
of the school.Matura(school-leaving
StandardsandTesting.
differentlevelsof govemnient;although on PublicEd. providestheframework Occupational
the
observance
of
ofthe
use
of
finds,
and
exams)is the onlyregularform ofnational
doing
(1995/96);Center forEvaluationStudies Judetshave groupof inspectors
MGPEoverseesnationaleducation
relatedlawsand regulations(1996)
for student ofthe Istitute of PublicEd. is one ofthe inspectionon andmakingdecisionsfor assessment(1996/97)
qualty, it has no mechanism
schools;a NationalCenterfor Educaassessment;notrustednationalservice key players
tionalAssessmenthas just establishedto
with adequatecapacityto address
do qualityassessmentandto administer
nationalequivalencyissue;collegesrin
nationalexams(1998)
theirown entranceexams
Czech Republic
Poland
Romania
Hungary
Russia
VET system
(1) secondary vocationeducation: three (1) secondary vocationaltechnicalstarts
7.At what levelsin the educa- (1)primaryvocational(PTU)orsecon- After 8 yr. of generaleducationthereis: (1) secondary vocationaleducation
at age 15/10"grade; from4 yr. technical/
(1) secondary vocationaleducation: the (includingapprenticeship):startedafter kinds:3 yr. basicvocationalleadingto
daryvocationaltechnicumafter9 yr.
tion system is vocational
spec to 2-3 yr. vocationalschools;gradu2 yr. certificate,3 yr. Certificateappren- completionof lower-secondaryschool. skilledworkercertificates;4-5yr. tech
educationand training offered? basic generaleducation;(2) special
schoolsleadingto Maturaand/ortechni- ates eligibleto highereducationor postGraduateswouldget diplomaafter3-4
secondaryeducationorpostsecondary, ticeship school,and 4 yr. certificateor
cian qualificationsand;2-3 yr. postsecon- secondaryextensioncourses(2 yr.)
yr. CourseworlcThesystemis being
4+1 yr. programsare being phasedout
some graduatesare ehgible to enter
(1996/7)(2) postsecondary:Thiereis
and replacedwith a more generaleduca- refonmedwith a movementtowardmore darytechnicalcoursesleadingto higher
colege and university(1995) after
10
and
technicianor teacherqualifications,open to very littleavailablefor adulteducation
education
for
grades
9
and
general
passinggraduationexanmsand universi- tion programfor grades9 and 10and
arldtrainingas wellas littlerefoms in this
ties'/colleges'
entranceexams;however, vocationaltrainingin grades II and 12. vocationaltrainingin grades11and 12. both generalandtechnicalsecondary
area
in practiceit israrefpr a votech graduate (2) postsecondaryvocational:a natonal (2) postsecondary:thereis a networkof graduatesare being phasedout and
replacedwithmore generaleducationt
networkof regionallabordevelopment regionaltrainingcentersbeingformed
to enterhighereducationinstitution
programsfor grades9 and 10. (2) pos and trainingcentershas been formed
secondary:Poland isuniquein that it
already has a well-developed and

establishednetworkofadult educationand
training

system

PI

O

Higher Education
8. How is VETmanaged
generally?ministry?level of
government?

Hungary
Secondaryvocational schools:MOE
has managementresponsibility.
schoolsat regional(Oblast)level,but
MGPEholds strongcontrolofthe votec Postsecondary: MOE hasmanagernent
budget;
responsibility.However,thereis a
. Postsecondaryat the nationallevel;a NationalTrainingBoardand a network
ofregionaladulttrainingcentersrun by
largenumber ofsectoralministries
diectly overseethe operationsof voca- tripartiteboards for postcompulsory
schoolsand adulteducationandtraining
tonal educationinstitutions;MGPE
approvesgeneralcomponentof colleges' that bring education,laborand industry
togetherin the decisionmakingprocess
cuariculumr,
while lineministriesthe
vocationa component
Of all VET institutions,60°%are federal,
40! are regionalormunicipal

9. Whatare the mechanisms!
linkagesforfeeding labor
market informationinto
vocationaleducationsystem
includingcurriculumdesign?

Is ill equippedto respondto marketsignals;the system is quitefragmentedas a
largenumberof sectoralministries
directlyoverseethe operationsof vocationaleducationinstitutions(1996/97);

Russia

* Fundingof some priiary vocational

.___________________________

Romania
Secondary vocationalschools:MOE has
managementresponsibility.Posisecondary: Nationaltrainingboardestablished
and linkedto MinistryofLabor and
nationalnetworkof adulttraining
institutionsbeing developed

Czech Republc
Poland
Secondary vocationalschools:at central In 1996,responsibilitiesfor secondary
level, MOEdefinesvocationalclassifica- vocationaleducationwas transferred
from MinistryofEconomyto MOE,
tion forschoolsystemand vocational
schoolinspectorate,thenschool
profiles,andtogetherwith Ministryof
Labor andSocialPolicy, setsup rules for principals
upgradingvocationalqualifications;
some line ministies run and control
relatedvocationalschools.Next is the
provincialofficesofMOE doing
supervision,coordination,etc. Then
schoolprincipais'Postsecondary:there
is alreadya sophisticatednetworkof
private,professionalassociationand
NGO insttutesthat provideadult
educationandbtainingbutthere is no

natonaltraining board

____________________________

Secondary vocational: Hungaryis
movingto a more generaleducation
systemfor grades9-10 witha broaderbasedcurriculum.However,forselect
clustersof coursesemployershave been
employmnentservice centers help, but the involvedin curriculus reforn. Labor
form is erratic;vocationaltraining institu-marketsurveyshave alsobeen usedat the
tions (VTis)now are experiencingenor- secondarylevel.
mousdifficultyadaptingto currentlabor Postsecondary: tripartitemechanismat
marketneeds.The newlyemerging
both nationalandregionallevelsthat
businesscommunityis reluctanteitherto developscurricula.Labormarketsurveys
invest in or hiregraduatesfromthe VTls. and occupationalstandardsarealso used
to feedinformationto adulttraining
Specialstsnationwideinvolvedbut
mainlymandatedby MGPE,national- centers.Therehas alsobeen extensive
evaluationthrough a net impactstudy
and
enterlevel linkagesto industries
prisesare weak; labor marketdeniands that was conducted
are reflectedto schoolsandteachers
niainlythroughstudentsand parents.
There is very poorhlikageandpoor
knowledgeof what labormarketmight

Thereis a tripartiteboardat the nationai
level to developpolicy. Secondaryvocational:there is a Councilfor Occupational
Standards
Postsecondary:thereis also a Councilfor
Occupation Standards

Secondary vocational:in early 1990s Secondary vocational:nosystematic
most enterprisescould not affordto sup- collaborationbetweeneducational
authorityand industryonnationallevel;
portthe vocationalschoolsaffiliatedto
cooperationbetweenschooland enterthem;now(1997) the potential
employersseemstil very passivein the prisesis spontaneous,mostlyfocusingon
practical training locations and advice on
labor market and lack interest in
curriculumand specialization.
vocationaleducation
Postsecondary:thereis alreadya sophis- Postsecondary:CzechRepublic
ticatednetworkofprivate,professional participatesin a net impactstudy
associationandNGO istitutes that provideadulteducationandtrainingthat is
marketdriven.The Polishstatistical
agency(GUS)has well-developedstatistics for labormarket signals.At the adult
educationlevelthe institutionsare very
responsiveto thesestatisticalsignals
becauseofthe nationallaborforce.
Polandalso participatedin net impact
studythat indicatedthat individual
trainingwas significant

Z.

require
Percentage of vocational
schools enrollment at
secondary-level education
programs

secondary
total
gen sec
3-4yr.voc

1989
100
31.3
36.9

1996
100
38.3
33.5

Note:In most all countries

1-3yr tec

31.8

29.2 1-3yr.

IO.

:s

secondary
total
gen sec
3-4 yr.

1989
100
23.9
32.3

1996
100
27.1
42.4

secondary
total
gen sec
3-4yr voc

1989
100
4.0
76.2

1996
100
32.8
41.7

upper sec
total
gen sec
3-4yr voc

1989
100
22.5
37.2

1996
100
31.1
41.3

upper sec
total
gen sec
3-4yr voc

1989
100
17.8
27.4

1996
100
21.2
31.9

43.9

30.5 1-3yr tec

19.8

25.5 1-3yrtec

40.2

27.5 I-3yr tec.

54.8

46.9

Z

there is movement toward more
general education

11. What are the unit costsof
VET?as a percentof com-

Muchhigherthan generalsenior.
secondary(gymnasium)that leads to

parahle levels ofeducation?

university entrance

1995

991-95 Lowerthangymnasiumin seniorhanoes secondary

1-2 yr.
appmtshp
gen. sec.

$993
$1,215
$1,060

sec voc

$1,134
$3,774

tertiary

+10%
+6%
-11%

Lowerthan gymnasmisrm
nseniorsecondary

Lowerthangyninasiumin seniorsecondary

O
a

>J

21%

22%

i

c:,

Russia
Thefederalgovenunentfunds 95%of

Hungary
Secondaryvocational:Statebudget

Romania
Secondaryvocational:StateBudget

Poland
Secondary vocational:StateBudget

Czech Republic
Secondary vocationial:statebudget

for VET (i.e., privsate
corporate, government)?

vocatiousia schools/institotions, but in
1995/96, federal allocatiooi to these
institutions was only 67.6% of their
minimum financial need

Postsecondary: (I) State Budget; (2)
Employer contracts; anid(3) Emiiployment
fund. Poland also has a formal training
levy of approximately 2%, which is

Postsecondary: (1) State Budget; (2)
Employment fund; and (3) a small
amount of direct e;nployer training

Postsecondary: (1) State Budget; (2)
Employmiient fund; and (3) a snaall
amount of direct entployer training

covers almost all cost of technical
schools, 70% vocational schools; also
provides suppofl to private vocational
schools at about 60-810%of their total

13. What are the results of the
former VETlsystem with an

Percent unemiployment to total populationiwith the same level of education

VET system
12. Funding mechanismsused

budgets

different fronmthe cmiiploynient tax
Percent unemploynient to total population with the same level of ediucation

IPercentunemploymniit to total population with the same level of educationi

attainmoent
(1997):

attainment(1997):

Primary or less: 14.3
Secondary: 10.4
Vocational: 13.5
Tertiary: 3.7

Pruliary or less: 13.4
Secondary:2.S
Vocational: 3.9
Tertiary: 1.2

Secondary vocational: Refonm is just
Secondary vocational: Reform is just
coming. The first cohort with more general conting. The fast cohort with more
general educationi cunTiculumhas not yet
education curriculunn has not yet

Secondary vocational: Refomi is just
coming. The first cohort with niiore
general education cuniculum has not yet

Postsecondary: The net impact study
shows that retraining lias had a significaist positive impact on employmcnt

graduated
graduated.
Postsecondary: Reformshavestarted and

graduated.
Postsecondary:The net impactstudy

andeaming

there is beoter placement with
approxinately 70% after six months
._____________________

shows that retraining has had a sigrificant positive impact on employment and
earning

Percent tiuemployiinent to total population Percent unemployment to total popuwith the samnelevel of education attainoment lation with the sanse levelof education

average age of35 yrs. in terms attainment(1996):

(1997):

attainnent(1997):

ofernployment ofgraduates?

Pruimaryor less: 16.0
Secondary: 6.1
Vocational: 10.6
Tertiary: 1.9

Primary or less: 5.3
Secondary: 9.1
Vocational: 7.1
Tertiary: 1.9

Printary or less: 13.0
Secondary: 11.6
Vocational: 8.5
Tertiary: 4.4

14. What are the results of the
new reformed VET systems in
terms of etployrmtent?

15. Percent of seconidary VET
schools directly tied to
industries, factories, or
manufacturing utnits

50% arid falling

Data unavailable; but the number of
training positions in companies for VET
students dropped by 50% from 1990 to
1996; linkages are mostly based on
unofficial bilateral talks for funancial
siupport and employment

Actual data unavailable however, nurmber
Data unavailable; in the absence of a
of vocational schools attached to
legal framework, business is poorly
motivated to invest in vocational training; enterprises has declined dramatically
enterprises are only occasionally
involved

16. to lineministries?

20%andfalling

FaUing

Falling

17. Percent of VETsecondary
school curricula devoted to

60% but falling

Grade 9-10 very little with more general
education increasing.

Grade 9-10 falling with general education 1-2 yr. vocational schools 60%; 3-4 yr.
vocational schools 55%. However, fall
increasing. Grade 11-12 40% teaching

Grade 11-12:60%

hours for practicaltraining,24% for

percentageswith reformsand the

specialty knowledge and rest for
comprehensive

introduction of more general education

skill development?

Secondary vocational in 13 broadly
18. Number of specialization in Reduced from 1,250 down to 257 in
1994. Now it is planned to reduce further defined areas
Secondary VET
down to a nwnber in a range of 80 to 100
(1996)
19. Types of tertiary VET
institutions

2-3 yr. accredited higher vocational
Postsecondary vocational training leads
to higher-level technician (teacher, nurse) training is offered at postsecondary level
joinfly by vocational secondary
qualification; system is either 9+4 or
11±2

20. Size (participation rate) of
postsecondary level VET
institutions

Enrolls about 15% of high school
graduates; 566 HVIs (2.642 million
enrolled) owned by state, 193 (0.135
milion) by nonstate (1996)

_

ti

Falling

There exists overspecialization, number
fhe training system was providing for
over 300 occupations but is being revised of occupations at skilled worker level
was 250, and at junior technician level
to niore broadly defined areas
was 300. This is being revised to more
broadly defined areas

Data unavailable; enterprisesare not
regularly involved; no systematic
arangement between educational
authority and industries;but in recent
years enterprises have increased their
interest in being involved

(
(0
x.

(0

Falling
40% of teaching hours are devoted to
general leaming and the rcst to skill

leaning

320 specializations. The Czech Republic
is still adding and deleting specialties in
vocational schools, which, therefore, has
not resulted in any overall change of the
system

Postsecondary vocational training leads
Postsecondary vocational training leads
Postsecondary vocational training leads
to higher-level technician (teacher, nurse) to higher-level technician (teacher, nurse) to higher-level technician (teacher, nurse)
qualification
qualification
qualification
The participation rate in adult education:
Male: 15.4%
Female: 12.6 %
Total: 14%

M

c-

Russia

VET system

Hungary

Roniania
inspectorateshave advisorygroupsthat

ninistries;at provinciallevel MOE's

level cooperativebodybetween

invite line ministries and enterprises;
school inspectorate monitors school

office "Curatoria" ensures pedagogic
supervision; at school level, headmasters

ministerial departments; at the seconid
level is school offices (are in fact MOE's

compliancewith trainingstandards,
budgeting,etc.

are responsiblefor qualityassuranceas
well as net impactstudy

fieldoffices);who took over secondary
vocatiomalschoolsfromMinistryof
Economyin 1996,and nowdeal with
ahmostall types of vocationalschools;
thenis the school inspectorate.Thenet
impactstudyis alsobeing usedas a
qualityassurancemechanism
Czech Republic
Over 15%percent of 18yr. ofage
enrolled;more that40(/1oftotal appli-

Tripartite system; 16-18 annual NRC

Tripartite system; both MOE and school

anism usedfor tertiary VET

abouthowqualityof tertiaryVET is

meetingwillreviewreportsfrom key

(including government and
nongovernment approaches)

monitored or if there is any assurance
except that the schools are struggling for

industries and put findings into consideration in future policy decisions. National

survivaLwhichis determinedlargelyby
employmentof its graduates

Trainingboardparticipatesandtherewas
alsoa net impactstudy

government spending it attracts

school graduates go to H.Ed institutions;

H.Ed takes 17.8% expenditure, while

CzechRepublic
Central level is MOE; there is no national

At present there is not a clear picture

Russia
Hungary
Higher Education
24. Size (participationrates) of Thereare S66 stateinstitutionsand 244 25%of age cohortis in H.Ed.;of govH.Ed. Andproportion of
nonstateinstitutions;about20-25%high emmentcurrenteducationexpenditure:

Poland
At central level, MOE consults line

21. Quality assurance mech-

Poland
Romania
14%of age group(18-22 yr.)(95/96);Of Of govermnmentcurrenteducation
govermmentcurrenteducation
expenditure:H.Fdtakes 16%expendi9
expenditure: tiEd takes 15. %/o

tare, while prinsary takes 49.7%, and

in 1996,total educationbudgetrepresents primarytakes 54.1%,and secondarytakes expenditure,whileprimarytakes44.9%. 20.5% is for secondary;totaleducation
23.0%;H.Edspendingin 1996is 0.9%of andsecondarytakes23.8%;total
spendingis 3.8% of GDP
3.7% of GDP, ofwhich 17.8%is of
federaleducationbudgetand 82.2on
GDP(1,2%in 1991),whiletotal edstcation educationspendingis 3.5-4.0%of GDP,
whileH.Ed.budget is 0.5-0.6%ofGDP
regionalbudgets;H. Ed. spendingtakes spendingis 6.0-7.0%ofGDP

cants; of government current education

expenditure:H.Ed takes 14.7%
expenditure,whileprimarytakes29.2%
and secondarytakes53.5%

25.6% of federal education budget
Since 1992 MOE introduced a funding
Establishing new universities and
algorithm based on number of students
transfomning some technical schools into
postsecondary professional colieges
aiming at encouraging expansion, but
results are mixed; up to 1996, the small
size of institutions has not stimulated any

25. Mechanism usedfor
expanding H.Ed

None; there has been a slight decline in
overall enrollment in the past few years
(1995/96), even though the enrollment
was relatively at very low level

Mainly through integration and growth of
T'echnical Ed. (i.e. TVl ); some new
institutions recently established by private
business and churches (which amounts to
about 10% of H.Ed institutions)

Massification, increased private
education; funds increasing from both
public and private

26. Quality assurance mechanism for HEd. (including
accreditation and other government approaches)

Goversment-controlled; but has no
tradition of wide-scale application of
assesansent instrments based on research
and intemational experience; in 1994/95
there had been a checkup process cailed
"attestation" for accrediting new and

The system is changing from being elitist
to being more democratic; but now still
under central control that seeks to ensure
quality; there is no formal accreditation
system; the H.Ed and Scientific Council is
now (1998) preparing to play inportant

Govenment-controlled; there is no
A national-level 'Council of Academic
Evaluation and Accreditaton" supervises assessment system and no monitoring of
courses offered; central regulations are
the only guide the insitutions have,
which by no means guarantees standards
or quality

reaccreditingexistinginstitutions

role in assessmentand evaluation

integration
The Council of H.Ed Instiutions,
consisting of academic seniate from
individual universities, serves as a
consultant to MOE. The Accreditation
Commission advises on establishment of
new H.Ed institutions

Q,

becomes extremelyproblematic when
new types of courses are established
27. Degree ofuniversity

Changes started in 1986, strengthened by The autonomy of H.Ed. has been widely

High degree of autonomy, especially in

autonomy

thepassingof Law onH.Ed and
PostgraduateEducation(1996),which
fiurtherdelegatesauthorityand responsibilityto individualinstitutions
regardingcurriculumdevelopment,
teachingmethodsand intemal

acceptedandassuredbylegal means,and
nomm-budgeting
is nowgradually
substitutedby a mixedbudgetingprocess
that grantspartof the budget(researchand
maintenancefunds)on a competitivebasis;
now (1998)85%budgetfromstate, 7%

the privatesector.Law of 1995gives
collegesconsiderableautonomy.But
nowthe collegeshave to developtheir
ownmanagerialskillsand capacity

management

frons sale of service, 8% from others (i.e.,
rental of real estate)

R&D expenditure accounts 0.7% of
GNP; managed by Ministry of Science

Yes-centralized; R&D expenditure
accounts 0.8% of GNP

28. Seting andfunding of
nationalprioritiesfor researcit

-g

Issue: the lack of an evaluationsystem

Relatively high

Relatively high. The 1990 Act restored

autonomyof H.Ed institutions.Each
universityhas a electedAcademicSenate
makingbasic decisionson activitiesof its
own institution,suchas budgeting,
personnel,researchand teaching
programs
t2

Yes-centralized; finds come from dte
State and be allocated through 3 national
level agencies: Ministry of Research and
Teclusology; Acadetty of Science;
University Research Council; R&D
expenditure accounts 0.7% of GNP

R&D expcnditure accounts 0.7% of GNP R&D expenditure accounts 1.2% of
GNP; Grants for Educational Research
are awarded by MOE (such as school
rcsearch and school development fund,
I i.Ed development fund) and by thce
Government Research Grant Agency

>

Government
29. Nature of any intergovernmental transfer schemesfor
"equalization " purpose

Poland
Romanla
Hungary
Russia
There is an estinated 20% ofthe reallo- Blor-75% of local budgetcomesfrom 3.8% of GDPwasspent in education1996 Yes-eanmarked. 5.4% of GDPis on
cation of federal funds to poorer regions,

whichis supposedto be spenton education; in 1996,total consolidatededucationalexpendituretakes 3.7%of GDP
(3.8%in 1991),and is sharedbyfederal
goverusnent(17.8%)andregional
(82.2%)
govenmments
30. Mechanism of quality audit Thereis no suchmechanismin place,the
from one tier of government to relationshipsbetweencentralauthority
andregionalgovemmentsvaries from
the lower one
loose linkagesto serioustensions;
especiallybecauseof(l) shrinkageof
centralfiuding in the last few years did
not allowthe federalgovemmentfulfill
its obligatorysupportto regions;and(2)
the shifltingof primeresponsibititiesfor
general educationto local govemments
put some ofthem intoextreme
difficultiesin securingresourcesand
manageriaicapacity
31. Mechanismfor encouraging Thereis not a nationwideinstitutionalized mechanismto encourageunproved
improved efficiencies in the
efficiency(I 995)
system

*
*
*
*
*

the center, which must then decide how it (2.2% in 1989)

wil be spentin all areas including
of GDPis on education
education.5.0%/6
in 1996(4.8% in 1990).Financing
educationis basedon a nonnative,per
capitagrant system

public spending in education 1996 (4.8%

Czech Republic
5.8%of GDP is on public spendingin
education 1996 (4.0% in 1989)

in 1990).No transfers

Thereseemsno suchmechanismbutthere
Statefinancingfor education,of which Directsupervision,verycentralizedcontrol No suchsystemin place,cooperation
in financialtemis; local governmentis held betweencentrallevel andlocal levelof existsdirectandstrictcentralcontroland
90t%is throughMinistryof Home
Affairs,is notseparatedfrom its whole responsibleto the Courtof Auditorsand govenamelttshas beenweak andsome- supervisionover schoolinspectorateand
educationalinstitution
timesdifficultbecauseof unclearly
allocationto localgovemmentswith no the MinistryofFinance
definedfinancialandoperational
specificoperationalorgoal requirement,
responsibilities
Littleroom is thereto enforcespecial
sectoraldemands.Responsibilityof
dealng with specialneedsand inequafity
is notclear at centrallevel.Fundsfor
suchpurposeinvolveseveralministries.
Localgovemmentsare seen asthe main
agentofadministeringthe educational
resources
Thereis not a nationwideinstitutional- Thereis not a nationwideinstitutionalized
There isnot a nationwideinstitutional- in 1992,MOFcut 20%offthe H.iEd.
improved
izedmechanismto encourageimproved budgetbut at the same timeasked for20% izedmechanismto encourageinproved mechanismto encourage
efficiency(1995)
growthof enrollment,and it provedviable efficiency(1995)
efficiency(1995)
sincealluniversitieswere forcedto take
nwasurestowardthe extremelylow
teaching-hourrequirementand high
redundancyin facultynumber
offering 2-3 years postsecondaryspecial coursesleading to a diplomain certainfield neededat the labor market.
HVIs: Higher vocationalinstitutions,
MGPE: Russia's Ministry ofGeneral and ProfessionalEducation;MCE: Hungary's MinistryofCulture and Education;MoNE: Romania's MinistryofNational Education;MOE: MinistryofEducation, ML: Ministryoflabor;
NRC: Hungary's NationalReconciliationCouncil
voc:vocational/vocation;votec: vocationaland technical;tech/tee: technical/technology;see:secondary;gen: general;schl(s): school(s);yr.(s): year(s); H.Ed: highereducation
TechnicunnPTU: in Russia technicum schools offer 2-4 years vocationaland technicaleducationprograms for those havingcompleted It or 9 yr. general schooling,the program leads to certificatesfor becoming technicianssuch
junior engineer,librarian,etc.; PTU offers 1-2 year coursespreparingskilled workers
Hungay, Poland and Czech Republicale members of OECD.
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ANNEX 3: OECD-EDUCATIONAL REFORMS: CHANGES AND/OR USEFUL
OPERATIONAL MODELS-SUCCESSES OR WEAKNESSES
Country
Schools

United States

Extent of autonomous Levels of autonomy at the
school level vary between
decisionmaking
states. In general, school
districts (rather than
schools themselves) are
responsible for developing
and implementing annual
operating budgets and
longer-term capital projects as well as negotiating
local wages and working
conditions with unions.
Schools may hire or fire
staff within the budgetary
parameters set by the
school districts.

Japan

United Kingdom

Australia

Korea

Netherlands

Other European

Schools have little autonomy over school budgets
with funds allocated on a
line-item basis by the local
education boards. Districts
(or prefectures) are responsible for recruiting new
teachers; schools make
recommendations regarding promotion to deputy or
principal position to be
approved by municipal
and/or prefecture boards.
In terms of educational
content, schools are
required to develop
"school educational plans"
along central govemment
curricula guidelines for
approval by the boards.
Issue: Limited flexibilityat
the school level to respond
to institutional needs by
shifting resources between
budget lines and staff
appointments

The Local Management of
Schools (LMS) scheme
was introduced in 1988.
Under LMS, schools are
responsible for all personnel and spending via delegated budgets. They may
vary between budget headings. In tenos of educational content, they are
required to follow a
national curriculumn(see
below) but are responsible
for the mode and timing of
delivery.
Issue: Needfor strong
,,agernent capacity

This varies from state to
state. Victoria State is the
most decentralized with
the delegation of "global
budgets" to schools. Other
states are moving in this
direction

Very limited with most
decisionmaking powers
regarding budgets, curriculuimand staff appointments
held by the provincial and
metropolitan education
authorities. Govenmment
reform proposals indicate a
move toward greater
decentralization and the
establishment of "School
Management Committees"
in the future with responsibilities such as the hiring
of teachers and principals.
The principle of decentralizing some components of
curriculum design and
delivery has also been
established although not
yet implemented

Schools are managed by
the "competent authority"
(or school board). This is
the municipality in the
case of publicly run
schools and the board of
association in the case of
private schools (which
represent some 70% of the
total). The boards are
responsible for most management decisions relating
to budgets, curriculum
delivery, the choice of
teaching materials, school
plans and timetables, staff
appointments and pupil
admissions. Central govermnent control is increasingly confined to the area
of broad policymaking and
to creating the right conditions for the provision of
good-quality education

Germany, Austria, France,
Sweden and Finland are
moving toward greater
institutional autonomy at
the school level although
this varies between regions
and is typically less extensive than in the UK. In
France, school decisionmaking is restricted to
control over nonstaffing
current costs

withinschools

X'

Australia

Country

United States

Japan

United Kingdom

Funding mechanisms

In almost all states, public
schools are fuided by local
real estate taxes, which are
divided between schools
on the basis of pupil numbers. In somc states, public
schools also receive support from the state, often
targeted at underfunded
urban school districts that
lack a strong tax base.
Some schools are also supported by local corporations and foundations concerned about the quality of
public education. Several
states are experimenting
with the use of "vouchers,"
which permit individual
students to select a public
or private school and apply
a given value of public tax
dollars to the cost of their
education.
Issue: Wide variations in
per-pupil expenditure
between districts results in
long-standing tension
between more affluent
suburban andpoorer
urban schools

Local education boards
provide funidinigto schools
on a line-item basis-with
funding parity at the
national level maintained
through national subsidies.
Private schools (which
represent 1% of primary
and 5% of secondary
schools) receive subsidies
directly from central
govemment

State Education DepartOver 70% of school
finance is provided by cen- ments have financial
tral govemment via local responsibility for school
educationianidgenicrallydo
authorities. Undcr LMS,
local educationiauthorities niotreceive subsidies from
central government. They
allocate funds to schools
on a per-pupil basis adjust- typically fund schools on a
ed for factors such as size per-pupil basis adjusted for
indicators of inicreased
of sciool and socioeconomic deprivation. There need (e.g., percentage of
is no national funding for- childreinfrom parenits of a
noni-Englishspeaking
mula and, in principle,
local authorities canlallo- background)
Issue: As with the UK
cate funds according to
their own priorities. Since
1988, a simiallminority of
schiools(known as Grantmaintained schools) have
received per-pupil funds
directly from central
govemment.
Issue: Needfor pupilfunding system to be sufficientlyflexible to reflect cost
differentials associated
with individual pupils (e.g.,
costs related to learning
difficulties)

Korea

Netherlands

Central govemment pro- Central government funds
vides 85% of funding for are paid directly to the
school boards with the
schools; the remaining
15% is provided by local exception of primary
govemment and parents. accommodation costs,
(Tuition fees are charged which are paid to the local
in urbaismiddle and high education authority. Funids
schools.) Ceintralgovem- are allocated according to
ment funds are distribuited the same criteria for public
to the regioital authorities, and private schools. The
school boards are required
whicihthen allocate
to distribute funds between
resources to individual
individual schloolson a per
schools. Funds are allocated on a line-item basis pupil basis according to a
with tight conitrolsthat do nationalfusndingforniula.
not provide much scope for In 1996, a block grant sysautonomous decisionmak- tem was introduced for
funding secondary schools,
ing
which allows schools a
higher degree of discretion
as to how the budget is
spent on staffing and
operation costs. Pfimary
schools are still funded on
the basis of earmarked
budgets but are preparing
to make the transition to
block grants.
Issue: Limited capacity for
municipalities (or school
boards) to redistribute
fuids according to local
priorities due to national
funding formula

Other European
Inl many Europeani cousitries, a large proportion of
finds from central or
regional government are
paid directly to schools (or
to school staff) anidbypass
local authorities (e.g.,
Germany, Austria, Italy,
France, Ireland and Spain).
In other countries, local
governient plays a more
important role in distributinigresources (e.g.,
Sweden, Finiland). In
Swedeis, somc local
authorities operate a pupil
funding system similar to
the UK and have also
experimented with the use
of vouchers. In Germany,
funding mechanisms vary
between proviices, some
of which are moving
toward the use of global
budgets

Japan

Country

United States

Process of curriculum
design for compulsory
level including incorporation of local
content

A national curriculum
There are no national
requirements for curricu- exists for all subjects at the
elementary level (grades 1lurn content or "Out6) and core subjects
comes." In some states,
(grades 7-9) stipulating
state agencies develop
curricula and mandate its objectives, content and
standard time allocation by
use (including the mode
and timing of delivery); in grade. The content is
others, agencies set more revised every 10 years
with the guidelines develgeneral standards as a
guide for school districts to oped by the advisory council and content written by
follow. Most districts
allow for the inclusion of subject specialists in
local content developed by Mombusho (the central
the individual schools. In Ministry for Education and
Culture).
the absence of any state
mandates, private schools Issue: Lack of scopefor
local content. The Central
develop their own
Educational Council
curricula.
recently recommended a
Issue: A recent effort to
reduction in curricular
establish national stancontent to allow more time
dards was rejected by
for "individual learning"
Republicans as Federal
intrusion into state
activities
autonomy
Textbooks are developed
The textbook market is
driven by those states that by commercial publishers
mandate a set curriculum on the basis of the puband select texts to support lished curriculum and are
reviewed by Mombusho
them in public schools.
Textbook publishers work for approval. Mombusho
closely with state agencies also compiles some textbooks. Textbooks are
and school districts to
selected by the school
develop materials
boards with advice from
individual schools

Framework for the
production of school
text books

United Kingdom
A national curriculum was
introduced in 1988 cornprising compulsory core
subjects (English, math
and science) and a range of
optional subjects from
which schools have limited
choice. Schools can also
add subjects. The content
of national curriculum
subjects is prescribed by a
national agency. Schools
have freedom over the
mode and timing of delivery provided the content is
covered by the end of the
prescribed "key" stages.
Issue: Limited scopefor
schools to devise their own
curricula with local content as opposed to choosing between prescribed
options

Australia
States are responsible for
devising curricula; schools
have considerable choice
as to curriculum content
within broad subject areas.
Efforts are currently being
made to develop "National
Curriculum Frameworks"
to enhance consistency
between schooling in different states.
I
Iss
High I
ig eve of nvesttof
tate
mereqire
cooperation between states
on curriculum development in thejfture

Korea
Education Law 155 prescribes the curriculum for
each school level in some
detail with limited provision for the inclusion of
local content. Curricula are
revised on a periodic basis
by the Ministry of Education; there have been six
revisions since the Republic of Korea was established. It is intended that
ae:
apects of curriculum
decisionmaking will be
decentralized in the future.

Textbooks are produced by
private companies working
in close collaboration with
the national body responsible for cuniculum developmenL Central government and local authorities
do not prescribe textbooks

As in the UK, textbooks
produced by commercial
publishers in cooperation
with the state administrations. Schools are free to
select textbooks in line
with their needs and
preferences

The Education Law 155
prescribes the criteria for
the development of textbooks by publishers. All
textbooks have to be
approved by the Ministry
and fall into three
categories:
- those whose copyrights
are held by the Ministry;
- those authorized by the
Ministry;
- those recognized by the
Ministry or superintendents as usable

Issue: As with Japan

Netherlands
Central govemment prescribes the broad subject
areas that must be covered
by schools (excluding
religious education);
schools are free to select
the curricula content and
the mode of delivery provided they comply with
basic attainment targets. At
the secondary level, 20%
of the total curriculum is
made up of optonal
subjects selected by the
school and individual
ils
PUP

Other European
Finland does not have a
national curriculum per se
(as in the UK) but curricular guidelines are issued by
the National Board of Education. Local education
authorities work within
this framework to design
the local curriculum in
consultation with schools

Textbooks are produced by
commercial publishers.
They are not prescribed by
central govemment.

O
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Country

United States

Quality assessment(
Since there are no national
inspection process for standards nor a uniform
schools
process for the assessment
of schools nationwide.
States require public institutions to demonstrate that
they are following state
guidelines and in session
the required number of
days per year in order to
qualify for state support.
Most states also require
standardized tests for
pupils at certain levels.
Some states have passed
legislation to permit the
state to place a "failed"
school district into "receivership" replacing the
adinistration. In terms of
private schools, many go
through a formal accreditation process administered
by private nonprofit
accreditation organizations.
Issue: Lack of national or
state wide inspection systems makes it difficult to
udge/compare the relative
erformanceof different

Schools

Japan

United Klngdom

Austrahla

Korea

Netherlands

Local education boards are
responsible for quality
assurance and "supervision" although the results
are not made public.
Teaching supervisors
under the boards (often
teachers on leave of
absence) provide guidance
and coaching.
Issue: Possibility of a
confict of interest where
school supervisors are
responsiblefor both
inspection and guidance!
coaching

Since 1992, schools have
been subject to "whole
school" inspections every
4 to 5 years. These cover
all dimensions from curriculum delivery to financial
management and are managed by a national agency
(Ofsted). Schools are
required to develop acton
plans to address any identified areas of weakness.
Comparative "League
Tables" are published
nationally to show the
relative perfornnanceof
individual schools (on the
basis of pupil results in
standardized tests and
exams).
Issue: Dijffculties involved
in assessing "value
added" in school performance.Value added indicators are currently being
developed by the national
agency responsiblefor
quality assurance

The quality assurance
arrangements vary
between states. In Victoria,
schools are required to
develop three-year performance plans. The State
Departinent for Education
assists School Councils in
reviewing progress against
plans by funding extemal
consultants to work alongside the school management. Consideration is
being given to the publication of "League Tables" in
the future

A comprehensive school
evaluation system is
planned to be inroduced
during 1998. The intention
is that the results will be
linked to finance to
encourage competition
between schools
Issue: Danger that, in a
competitivefunding system, high-performing
schools with less able students will be penalized

Most schools are inspected
yearly by an inspector
employed by the government inspection body
reporting to the Ministry.
There are also thematic
visits of schools, often by a
team of inspectors who
evaluate recently introduced government regulations or look at a specific
practice. The results of all
inspections are published
in a yearly report. Other
tasks of the Inspectorate
include the provision of
advice to schools and
dealing with complaints.
League tables of schools
have recently begun to be
published in national
newspapers.

Other European
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Country
VET
% of secondary
education devoted to
VET

Mechanisms for feeding labor market information into the VET
system

United States

Japan

United Kingdom

Australia

Korea

Netherlands

Other European

No public schools are
designated as separate
vocational schools
although some schools
offer more vocational
courses than others. Private schools generally do
not offer vocational
courses. In 1992, about
12% of school graduates
reported that they were in
vocational programs. This
figure has declined since
the early 1980s in line with
a policy trend toward an
emphasis of academic core
courses

No explicitly vocational
subjects are taught during
compulsory educationi (up
to age 15). 24% of upper
secondary school students
attend vocational schools
where 50-70% of the
teaching hours are allocated to vocational subjects. Since 1994, there
have been efforts to
increase curricular choices
offered to students through
new "comprehensive"
schools that offer both
general and vocational
subjects and through
"sharing" of courses
between schools

All secondary schools
provide some vocational
subjects and most have
arrangements for pupils to
gain work experience. No
schools are designated as
vocational schools per se;
upper secondary students
can attend further educalion colleges if they wish
to pursue vocational programs alone. New national
vocational qualifications
have recently been introduced, which may be used
for entry into higher
education.
Issue: Vocational qualfications are still perceived
to be less prestigious than
general academic qualif cations despite thefact that
they now qualify pupils for
entry into higher education

Following the amalgamation of technical and high
schools in the 1980s, there
are no "stand alone" VET
secondary schools. A small
number of senior secondary schools are developing a stronger focus on
VET. As in the UK, there
is strong push to offer VET
subjects are a part of the
senior-secondary certificate but the approach
differs between states

There is no VET provided
for lower-secondary
pupils; upper-secondary
pupils can attend vocational, teclnical, commercial, fishery/marine or
agricultural high schools.
Comprehensive high
schools provide a combination of both vocational
and general study

France introduced a vocational baccalaureate (BAC)
in 1985, which allows
students wishing to pursue
vocational subjects to
remain in school for longer
and to have access to
higher education. About
30% of pupils in uppersecondary school specialize in vocational subjects

Arrangements are typically
informal. Some school
districts undertake labor
market surveys. Entrepreneurial public and private
institutions respond to
local market needs in order
to attract funds from
students.
Issue: Need to improve
labor niarket information
to allow students to make
informed choices about
investment in training,
Thisis particularly important in the context of a
relativelyfree market of
training providers

The Ministry of Labor has
a tripartite advisory council with expert panels to
review the content of skills
qualifications

Research is undertaken by
local Training and Enterprise Councils and VET
providers (e.g., FE colleges). A UK-wide new
initiative has been
launched to develop "skills
strategies" on a regional
basis. Enmployersare also
increasingly involved in
defining vocational curricula and qualifications. For
example, the new system
of National Vocational
Qualifications is founded
oii competence standards
defined by employers

National Industry Training The VET curricula are
Boards advise the National widely perceived as being
too theoretical with a lack
Training Authority on
training needs and issues. of real work experience on
State-based Industry Train- the part of VET teachers.
The recent introduction of
ing Boards advise the
state-based training
school-university cooperaagencies. In addition, state- lion programs is designed
based training agencies use to help address this. There
labor forecasting models is also a proposal to intro(e.g., SYNTECH) as a
duce a Vocational
source of information. At Resource Development
the institution level, local Unit to accredit institutions
whose programs are
business people are
closely aligned to the
members of the Council
needs of industry. A committee to facilitate college/
industry cooperation has
also been established

Designated VET secondary schools exist for
lower-secondary pupils
(VBO) and for uppersecondary pupils (MBO).
However, all VBO schools
are required to provide
three years of basic educationiwith no strict distiiction between general and
vocational subjects. In
1997, about 12% of lower
secondary pupils enrolled
in VBO. After VBO,
pupils may either enter
senior vocational education (MBO) or enter the
apprenticeships system.
Students who complete 3-4
years of MBO can enroll in
tertiary VET (HBO).
Issue: Early streaming
into vocational and general schools can limit
opportunities and choices
The Education and Industry Committee (BOOB)
holds regular consultations
with business. The Minister for Education establishes a national examinationiboard annually for
each sector, which draws
upon advice from both
education arid business
groups. Each business sector has its own national
apprenticeship agency with
representatives from
employers' associations,
trade unions and schools

In some countries (e.g.,
Italy, France, Gemmany,
Finland), employers are
closely involved in the
definition of curricula and
qualifications. For
example, in France, social
partners are presented on
the Commission Professionelles Consultatives. In
Germany, some 50% of
initial VET is delivered by
employers via the "dual"
system
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Country

United States

Fundinigmechanisms
for VET (othserthani
fromilgovemmeint)

No fonnal initiatives to
T!iereare no training
stimulate pfivate investlevies or tax exemptioni
imienit
in VET. However,
schemiiesto promote
US businesses are consimit- inivestmenitin vocationial
ting an increasing propor- training by businesses alid
tion of their own resources individuals. However,
to specialized training for there are subsidy seltemes
new employees. Private
funded by the general budphilanlthropicsupport for get to promote certain
professionialtrainiisgis
types of employer-based
substantial in some areas training (e.g,, in small- and
partictlarly law, medicine medium-size firms)
and business

Number of specializa- Varies froni state to state.
tions in VETI
At a federal level, there are
nine main groupings such
as agriculture, business,
marketing, health, occupational home economics,
trade anidindustry, communications

Shape and size of any Provided both within the
two-year public and pritertiaiy VET
vate "juniior" colleges and
nonprofit and for-profit
vocational institutions
Issue: Rapid growth in the
for profit sector over the
last decade has created
mounting tension between
fo- profit alndtraditional
institutions

Higher Edtication
Proportioti of 18-21
years olds enrolled in
university level education_._________

21.9%

Japani

Uniited Kingdom

Australia

Korea

Netherlands

The goverinmncitseeks to As in the UK, niewuiiceia- Firmusof over 1,000
Enisployersconitibute to
encourage inivestmentby
iisms to fomially recog- emiiploycesare required to VET by providing practibusinesses throtigh nonnize competeniciesgained spenidat least 2% of their cal on-the-job training to
monetary awards (e.g.,
on the job are expected to wage bill on trainiing
apprentices, MBO and
Investors in People stan- promote more individual There is also a schoolHBO studenits
dard) aisd the initroductioni aitd business investmiienit
it industry partnershiip
of qualifications that
trainiing
schemiiesimilar to the "dual
recognize competencies
system" in Germany
gained on the job (NVQs).
(aldiough niotas comapreThere are also loan
hensive) whereby firms
schemes to help small
provide on-the-job training
firms to invest in training
to vocatiottal high school
and career developmnetit
studeists anidjunior college
Loans for individuals at
students on a voluntary
reduced interest rates
basis
Issue: Level of private
investment in VET is low
by European standards
despite various ince,itive
schemes
Similiarto Japan but there I 8 broad specialization
There are over 300 skills About 20 standard occupa- 15 broad fields of study
that have formal qualifica- tionialclassifications
is a proposal for the Govfion tests run by various
emment to move out of the
govemment departments
certification process for
(e.g., Ministry of Labor,
very specialized sills due
Ministry of Health, etc.).
to the rapid changes in
These tend to be discrete
skill requiremenitsand to
skills and do not correspass the responsibility to
pond to occupations as is
private organizations
the case in most Westem
systems
With the exception of the Polytechnics previously
Tertiary VET is provided Tertiary VET is provided Tertiary VET is provided
by TAFE Institutes. Sonme by junior vocational col- by HBO colleges (higher
60 collcges of technology, provided tertiary VET;
thtereare ito fonnally
these have since beeni
states are cotisideriig the leges with two- or threcprofessionialeducation
given "university" status amalgamation of VET
year postsecondary procolleges) covering seven
designated tertiary VET
institutions. There are
and so tertiary VET is pro- institutions and universi- grams. Some professional sectors: agriculture, educamaniy private trailsiig
vided withinlthe uTliversity ties in the future. Greater education is provided by tion, tecltiology, ecoioinuniversities
ics, social aiid cultural
cooperatiomihas beeni
sector.
providers that provide
welfare, health care and art
Isstie: There is debate ov1er achieved throtigh the initroVET to postsecotidary
tie ettenlt to shicJI tue Cx- ductiots of credit trTaisfer
students
polytechnirs shl(ild iilot - seltettes, whicil allow
studenitsto transfer front
take research as opposed
VET to
sion-VET instittitofocusitg oniteachinig
tioiis (atid vice versa)
N/A

20.9%

21.1%

21.5%

23.2%

Other European
France requires all eniterprises employing more
titan 10 people to allocate
1.5% of their wage costs to
VET and a further 0.5% to
apprenticeships. Similar
levies are in place in
Denmark, Spain aiid
Belgium. Some German
Lunder have introduced
laws to establish individual
rights to take "trainiiiig
holidays" during whichi
they continue to be paid by
their employers; others
have introduced laws to
ensure diat employers
reward employees for
investing in training with
pay inerements

In contrast to the UK,
souse European cowuitries
are movimigtoward the
separate provision of
tertiary VET and nonVET. For example,
Finland iitroditced polytechnics on an experimtcittatbasis in 1991.
Other countries tave also
recetitly introditeed tertiary
tcctitical institutions (e.g.,
Spain)
Denmark- 7.9%
Spaiti - 24.9%
Geimisaiiy
- 7.9%

t

Country
Higher education
expenditure as a % of
total govemment
spending

United States
3.3%

Japan
1.5%

Extent of autoniomyin This varies between states |There are three categories
higher education insti- and public and private
of institutions with differtutions
institutions. All institutions ent levels of autonomy.
must meet Federal anid
NatioTialpublic universistate regulations (e.g.,
ties are not legally separate
equal opportunity polifrom central government;
cies). Public iinstitutions other public universities
have less autononsiysiiice belong to either prefectures
they are govemed by state- or municipalities, These
appointed or elected gov- face budgetary as well as
eming bodies and are more administrative controls
dependent on state fund- froni govemrment(e.g.,
ilg. Private institutionis
approval required for the
are, ii principle, free from appointment of presidents).
direct state control but
Private institutions are
their autonomy is restricted legally independent but are
by their dependence on
subject to institutional and
state and Federal funds
curriculum standards (e.g.,
Issue: Private institutions physical space, program
have begun to question the content) if they receive
impact of state and Fedgovemment subsidies
eralfunding on their
autonomny

United Kingdom
2.7%

Australia

Korea
3.9%

HE-lsare independent
As in the UK
private bodies. However,
they are largely goveniment funded aiid so
accountable to govemnment
for the use of public
inoiiey

Netherlands
1.4%
2.9%
Note that the university
system is dominated by
private universities (enrolling about 75% of students)
so government expenditure
is only a small proportion
of national expenditure
All private institutions
There are two types of
must receive a license to higher educatiios institube a university for which tioins:higher professional
there are criteria. These are education colleges (HBOs)
related to inputs rather than of which some 70% arc
process. Most of the public private anid wilversities, of
universities are "national" which 3 ouitof 13 are priin that they are owned and vate. Both private and pubfunded by central govem- lic institutions are funded
ment (mainly MoEd but
by the State and accountaone or two fall wider the ble for the use of public
Mibiistryof Science &
funds. They have a tradiTechnology). t'here are
hion of academic freedom
also a few provincial uni- and autonomy and assume
versities. All staff in public responsibility for the conuniversities are civil sertent of their degree provants on set pay scales.
grams. Block fwindingwas
Govemment sets studeist introduced iii 1993 based
quotas and staff numbers, on criteria for the number
appraises any new courses of students and performand provides virtually all ance (e.g., retentionirates
the fundiisg. Iiistitutional aiid outcomes of perfonnautonomy is very limited ance reviews)
although there is an
intention to change this

Other European
Denimark- 3.3%
France - 1.8%
Germany - 2. 1%

The trend across Europe
has beeii toward greater
institutional autonomy
(e.g., France, Genmany,
Spaiii) altliougli to a lesser
extent than in the UK and
the Netherlands

CN
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Country
United States
Mechanisms used for Growth it state funding,
private philanthropic supexpanding HE
port and increases in tuition fees. While some
states have reduced expenditure (e.g., Califomia),
overall state funding has
increased by 8.5% since
1996.
The developnmentof distance leaniing programiis
has also increased the
scope for future expansion
at lower cost

Japan
Postwar expansion has
relied heavily upon private
provision and financing
facilitated by a policy
framework that penmits
private (nionprofit) eintry
itito the market. The number of students in private
insbtutioiis has grown by
40% over the last decade
amotnting to 70% of total
student enrollments. Botlt
public aiid private inistitutions rely increasingly on
tuitioii fees; these have
grown by ten times over
the last 20 years in public
itistitutions

United Kingdom
Reductioiis in unit costs
have allowed for sigiificant expansion in receiit
years. Current targeted
growth is being achieved
through the introductioniof
student tuition fees alid
small real increases in
funding

There are no nationwide
Quality assurance
mechanisms (including mechanisms in place. Priapproaches to accredi- vate regional accrediting
bodies are the principal
tation)
evaluators of academic
quality; most professions
(e.g., law) also have their
own accrediting bodies.
Many institutions also
undertake periodic peer
reviews made up of visiting faculty from comparable institutions. Competibon for research funding at
the Federal and state levels
promotes quality in
research. States are
inereasingly using output
measures in funding to
reward quality and
effcctiveness

New programs anidinstitutions are subject to approval from the Ministry. There
are no formal systems of
accreditation or performance review for established
programs or organizatioiis.
ITheUniversity Council
has initiated a number of
reforms since the early
1990s including the promotioti of self-evaluation;
60% of universities now
publish their results

All HiElsare subject to
assessment of research aiid
teaching quality once
every 4-5 years. Research
funding is closely tied to
the outcomes of the
research assessments; a
proportion of fundinig for
teaching will be allocated
on the basis of quality
audits in the future. The
sector is also considering
the establishment of a
professional body to
safeguard standards in
university teaching

Australia
The Higher Education
Contribution Scheme was
introduced in the 1980s
whereby students contribute to the cost of their
studies during their working life, provided their
income reaches the
national average

Research programs are
evaluated by the funding
bodies (e.g., Auntraliaii
Research Council), often
with reference to overseas
academics to ensure that
Australian institutions
keep in line with good
intemational standards.
Professional bodies are
also becoming increasingly
involved in the approval of
degree programs. The
Higher EducationiCowicil
has introduced a number of
initiatives to promote quality over since 1992
including a fund of
A$75M to reward institubons for effective practice
in quality assuratice. In
1996, the govemment
aiinounced a new approach
to quality with the introduction of a nationwide
quality assessment process
and the establishnient of a
new agenicy

Korea
Government policy has
consistently beets that the
expanisioniof the system
should be almost exclusively within the private
sector; hence the dominance of pivate institutions. t here are thus many
small, fairly new institutioinsoffering courses
nmainlyin ttsose subjects
that are cheap to provide.
Students at both public and
private iistitutionispay
fees although public uiiversity fees are less than
half of those in private
universities where fees are
set at full cost

Netherlands
After a period of significant expanisioniin the
1970s and 1980s, the I i
sector continues to grow,
although more slowly.
This has been allowed by a
reduction in per studeint
expenditure (unit costs),
increases in tuition fees
and a reduction in the
number of years in which
students are eligible for
financial assistancc. This
Itisiit is still comparatively
high at 6 years for fulltime and 9 years for parttime coiurses

Very similar to Japan but
without the reforms. There
is discussiots about some
more regular and rigorous
accreditation system

All HEls are subject to a
review of teaching and
research every 6-7 years
by visiting committees.
The Inspectorate of Educahon reviews the assessments and the institutional
response. The Ministry
may decide to close a
department that has been
judged to be performing
badly. There is no formal
accreditation system for
courses in universities;
liBOs have begun to
experiment with the
accreditation of professional programnsby professional bodies

Other European
The introduction of govemmeintstudent loan
schemes has facilitated
growth in many countries.
The Scandinavian countrics are leaders in this
area, having had loans as a
key component of their
student support systems
since the niid-1980s
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Country
Setting and funding of
national priorities for
research

Government
Nature of any intergovenmmcntaltransfer
schemes for "equalization" purposes

Mechanisms of quality
audit from one tier of
govemment to the
lower one

Korea
Australia
The Australian Research The govemment has a
Council provides policy
clear policy for research in
advice to nationialgoveri- the science, technology
ment and makes recomand engineering areas as it
mendations on the
believes that this will prodistribution of research
vide the engine for ecofunds. A competitive
nomic growth in the early
bidding system is in place part of next century. Fundfor Research Council funds ing is primarily by means
of competitive peerreviewed bidding but govemment does not cover the
full costs of the research.
This puts the less wellfunded institutions at a
disadvantage. The govemment is currently canying
out a siiversity-ratng
project and there is an
intetiion to focus the
research effort on a few
number of institutions in
the future

United States
Federal agencies which
fund research (e.g.,
National Science Foundationi)set general priorities.
Funds are generally allocated on the basis of peer
review of individual faculty nenihbersapplications.
Corporations also fund
research and contract with
institutions for particular
research projects
Issue: University research
partnerships with corporations have led to questions
about the traditional role
of universities in basic
research and the free
ublication of research
results

Japan
There are multple sources
of research funding
including Mombusho, the
Agency for Science and
Technology and the Ministry for Intemational Trade
and Industry. Funding is
niotspecifically allocated
on the basis of research
performance.
Issue: Ahe institutional
arrangements for competitive and performanceorientated research are
weak

United Kingdom
HEIs are graded according
to the quality and volume
of research undertaken-evaluated in research
assessment exercises held
every 5 years. This ranking
determines the allocation
of baseline research funds.
Other research funding is
bid for on a competitive
basis.
Issue: Concern that, to
date, thefunding systent,
which rewards excellence
in research, has accentuated a bias toward research
(as opposed to teaching)
within i,istitutions

Some states have sought to
introduce equalization
schemes to assist districts
with weaker tax bases.
These initiatives are very
controversial

Central government subsidies for salaries and capital
projects are eanmarked and
allocated on the basis of
inputs (e.g., number of
teachers employed). Central govemnmentalso
makes provision for the
economically disadvantaged via multipurpose
block transfers

Some Federal "special
The Revenue Support
Grant distributes resources inihatives" target addibetweeti local authorities tional fuilds to states to
according to need. How- help states meet any speever, funds are allocated in cial or additional educational needs
a block grant and local
authorities are not bound to
spend education related
allocations on education.
Issue: Fquality in levels of
education expenditure
between different areas not
guaranteed

There are no quality audits
There are no nationwide
systems of quality audit. for local education boards
Some states have passed
legislation to permit the
state to put a "failed" pubtic school district "into
receivership," removing
local leadership and
administration

Local Education Authonties are not subject to audit
and iiispection in teniis of
value for money or contribution to educational
perfonmance

In the VET system, a federal agency sets delivery
targets and monitors
annual state delivery
against the targets. Work is
under way to develop
national agreed performance ildicatos

Central govemment transfers cover over 90% of the
costs of provision. Separate education branches of
local govemrnent are also
responsible for providing
some resources but autonomy over schools is held
by the provincial and
metropolitan authorties
Issue: Local education

Netherlands
Other European
Govemnienitresearch
funding is allocated on the
basis of an ex-post assessment of research quality.
In addition, institutions can
bid for individual grants
fronmthe national research
councils.
Issue: Concern that the
research funding mechanism may place too much
emphasis on the volume as
opposed to the quality of
uublication

Central government funds
are allocated to each
school board according to
same criteria (e.g., number
of pupils)

;

ment allocations do seek to
redress inequalities but

authorities are typically
reluctant to raise funds for
a service they do not
control
The Ministry of Education
conducted evaluations of
15 metropolitan and provincial offices of education
in 1997 and provided a
budget of 80 billion to
reward offices that performed well in the evaluations

Norway: Central funding
allows for higher levels of
expenditure in areas with
very sparse populations.
France: "Education
priority zones" receive
supplementary funding
from central govemment.

there is no guarantee that
these funds will be used
for schools since they are
not earmarked
School boards may be
audited/inspected by the
govemment financial
conitrol agency (Algemene
Rekenikanmer)

1
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Country

United States

Japan

United Kingdom

Australia

Korea

Netherlands

Other European

Mechanisms for
encouraging improved
efficieniciesin the
systesll

Some cities have conitracted with private, forprofit companies for the
operation of their public
schools. Some larger
schools have attempted to
enhance autonomy and
parenrtalparticipatiols by
dividing into "charter
schools" or "schools
within schools"

Budgetary controls and
standardized costs are used
to ensure cost efficiency
by ensuring tranisparenicy
anidprevenitinigwaste
Issue: Centralized conitrol
nmayinhibit capacity of
itidividual schools to getnerate efficiencies through
local initiative

Since 1988, schools have
been able to retain any
savilsgs gencrated through
efficiency gainis. Per-pupil
funding promotes competibionbetween schools to
attract students (and hence
fusids).Output futding lias
been introduced to varying
degrecs at the postcompulsory level. For example,
govemrnent fundinigfor
aduilteducation is triggered
by the achievement of
results in teniiisof enteri!sg
emnploymiient
or securing
qualifications.
Issue: "Competition"
between schools depends
upon ability of partentsto
exercise choice

Most states have applied
annual efficiency savings
(i.e., cost cuts) to budgets
for several years

Very little except very
directly as government
controls both numbers and
funding and so can reduce
unit costs by specification.
Issue. There is a danger
that the low unit costs have
an adverse effect on quality (e.g., very high papil
and student to staff ratios,
which have reached over
30:1 it public universities)

Schools are able to retain
any savings generated
through efficiency gains.
The funding mechanismii
for higlier educationiinstitutions provides incentives
to minimize the number of
dropouts and to promote
rapid graduation. It also
penalizes poor performing
institutions by cutting
fundiisg

Sweden introduced output
funding in higher educabion in 1993 with 60% of
govemmnentgrants to HEls
related to the number of
credit points earned by
students and 5% as a
'-qualityprenmium."OtlIer
countries that have introduced elements of output
funding include Germany
(selected Lanider)anid
Denmark where funding is
tied to the number of
studenitscompleting their
degree progralss
d
r

Source: OECD 1998, Eduication at a Glance. Table c5.2b and Table B2. 1.
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ANNEX 4: OECD STUDY OF EDUCATION POLICY
CHANGES IN TRANSITION ECONOMIES
The Center for Cooperation with the Economies in Transition of the OECD prepared a report'
in 1996 that looked at the recent experience in the development of education policy at the
secondary school level in a number of Eastern and Central European transition economies. The
objectives of this project were to make a survey of general secondary education in the 11
participating countries,2 summarize the main issues and policies in each of the countries and
gather ideas for further work to be undertaken over the next two to three years.
The major themes and findings are taken directly from the report and are included here as
they provide a number of useful comparative examples of problems faced and solutions sought in
education policy as these countries made the transition from centrally planned to more marketfocused economies. It cannot be expected that all of these examples will be or even should be
found in the China situation, but the summaries of the study are offered for reference use by
Chinese education policymakers.
FIVE MAJOR THEMES

The findings (detailed in the next section) fall under five major themes that appear to cover
all or most of the region's systems: decentralization; curriculum change; standards, assessment
and quality assurance; issues in teaching and learning; and the new role of the school principal or
head teacher.
Decentralization and School Autonomy
As in some Western countries, education systems in the region are decentralizing their
authorities and responsibilities. Naturally, this process is not the same in all countries. The aims,
however, are similar: to increase decisionmaking at the local level and to grant degrees of
freedom in planning, executing and evaluating education. Systemic change in administration and
control is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the democratization of schooling. Several
countries covered here have recognized this, and their new laws and regulations strengthen the
autonomy of schools. However, there is a price to pay: decentralized systems place much greater
demands on local resources and school leadership, both of which are currently strained.
Curriculum Change
Two broad types of change are taking place in the region: first, the content, aims and methods
of teaching are being renewed; and second, both the concept and meaning of "curriculum" are

"Secondary Education Systems in PHARE Countries: Survey and Project Proposals"; OECD, Paris, 1996. This
annex was taken in its entirety from this report.
2

Albania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and
Slovenia.
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evolving. Decentralization brings more local responsibility and power, and more freedom at the
school level to make decisions about curriculum and its variants.
One common feature among countries in the region is an increased number of new
curriculum subjects such as civics and environmental education, ethics and philosophy. History
is, naturally, taught from a new perspective and a wider selection of foreign languages is offered
to students. In mathematics and science curricula, changes appear to be fewer.
The way in which these countries view the teacher's role in the development of the
curriculum varies considerably. Some countries seem to have chosen a more centrally directed
approach, with greater emphasis on fixed and state-controlled curricula. Schools and teachers in
these systems may still choose appropriate teaching methods but have little scope to influence the
content of the curricula or the objectives of teaching. This approach is suitable when it is
important to ensure that all students have access to a particular subject, such as civics, languages,
and so on.
The shortcomings of a rigidly conceived, centralized system where teachers have no true
control over planning are, however, obvious. A rapidly changing social environment requires
flexibility and adaptivity from schools. Moreover, top-down curriculum structures tend to give
teachers only the narrow task of implementation, while the planning and formulation of goals are
not in their hands. As John Dewey (1901) wrote, "if teachers do not have a clear and central role
in curriculum planning, it is likely that the curriculum will not have substantive meaning for
them."
Standards and Examinations
In a well-ordered system, curriculum and assessment go hand in hand: both are based on the
same set of educational aims and objectives. Their functions, however, are quite different, and
their relation to each other is undergoing a profound change. One particular feature of the pre1989 systems in the region was that curriculum, textbooks and teaching processes were strictly
and centrally controlled, but that assessment and exams were school-based and teachercontrolled. The emerging post-1989 systems, by contrast, are increasingly diversified, especially
at the secondary level: this raises questions about standards and quality that now require, perhaps
for the first time, some kind of external monitoring. Paradoxically, the more varied, "free" and
individualized education becomes, the greater the need to monitor quality to ensure that all
children receive an education that meets an acceptable standard.
One recurring issue to mention here relates to students' much-praised success in international
competitions or Olympiads. It might be claimed that high rankings in such competitions indicate
high-quality teaching. Indeed, in some Western countries the argument is turned upside-down:
low rankings are interpreted to indicate low-quality teaching. However, general conclusions
cannot be drawn from specific students' test scores in, for example, Science Olympiads.
Teaching in schools may emphasize quite different things than do the tests. It is true that success
in Olympiads shows that an education system is able to support talented individuals by
recognizing their abilities and fostering their development, often in special classes or schools.
What the authors wish to stress here is that the quality of education in general cannot be judged
by the achievement of top students; rather, the evaluation methods used should be valid and
broad-national in scope and taking into account the wide spectrum of abilities, skills and
attitudes shown by all children in schools.
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Teaching and Learning
One of the liveliest topics in education-not only in thisregion, but anywhere in the worldcenters on the way teachers teach, and how teaching methods influence student learning. In the
schools that were visited, teaching seemed to be based on teacher exposition and student learning
appeared to be limited to receiving information and memorizing facts. It is essential for the
development of more democratic schools and higher-level thinking skills-such as applying
information and solving problems-that a wider variety of teaching methods should be used. This
will mean a significant shift in the role of the teacher in the classroom, from being the main
information provider to being a "facilitator" helping each student to take an active part in his or
her own learning.
School Management
The new autonomy of schools brings more responsibility and more possibilities for principals
or head teachers. School-based curriculum planning is a case in point: this requires both
pedagogical and managerial skills from the head of the school. Schools are also increasingly
more responsible for their own budgets, and for the results they achieve through economic
decisions. School heads will need a great deal of support in defining their new roles and
developing appropriate skills. Consequently, one urgent focus of the project recommendations is
on management training for principals and key school administrators.
Conclusion
The main purpose of a regional analysis such as the present one is to help those involved in
school improvement and policy decisionmaking choose paths that are appropriate to their specific
situation but also "right" in a wider educational sense. All the changes and reforms observed in
the course of this study are taking place within a wider context of social evolution. Real change
in school culture requires more than change in individual cases: it requires a sympathetic climate,
a coherent educational philosophy within which teachers, principals and students can make
appropriate decisions about how their schools and classrooms should be run. At present, that sort
of framework is still "under construction" in the counties throughout the region.
Such sweeping change as that occurring in the education systems of PHARE countries
requires a complete transformation in the social organization of schools. In his widely cited book,
The Predictable Failure of Educational Change, Seymour Sarason (1990) writes that most school
reforms fail when they avoid confronting existing power relationships and because avoiding
those relationships is precisely what reformers tend to do, they ensure that "the more things
change, the more they stay the same." In order to last, change also requires more than quick
standard remedies. Far from standardizing the ways and means to effect change, regional
cooperation may help both to broaden discussion around common problems and to find solutions
to individual challenges facing these countries. In this context, it is hoped that this 1I -country
survey report will promote a clearer picture of what is needed in the short and medium term.
FINDINGS

The study teams identified a number of themes or issues shared among most, if not all, the
countries visited in the course of the mission. In summarizing these findings, it should be
underscored that each issue must be understood within the context of the distinctiveness of each
country and the great variation among the countries in history, culture and specific concerns.
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Changes in education are taking place in the context of severe economic constraints and
highly dynamic-in some cases unstable-political situations.
Frequent changes in education ministers, key personnel and policy direction have the effect
of creating a culture of caution and uncertainty. In some countries, school-level change is
proceeding in spite of the national-level uncertainty, but in time this may lead to efforts to
reassert national control. From a practical standpoint, several countries are undergoing changes in
the structure and financing of local and regional governments. The resulting regional tensions and
shifts in financing responsibility are having a direct impact on general secondary education.
These countries are experiencing intense debates about issues common throughout the world.
Examples include proposals to close or consolidate small secondary schools that are too costly
and cannot offer the necessary curricular breadth; struggles of rural communities to maintain
schools in the face of declining economy and population; imbalances in resources between and
among regions and between growing urban areas and rural communities; conflicting priorities
within the sector itself, such as budget allocations to basic, secondary, and higher education.
Having enacted laws stressing decentralization and school autonomy, a number of countries
are now debating how to redefine national and regional responsibilities in education.
In some cases these debates clearly reflect recent political changes; in most, they represent
searches for new approaches to national standards, curriculum, examinations, oversight and
accountability that represent an appropriate balance between central and devolved functions. All
the new education laws set forth national expectations and legal obligations such as the nation's
commitment to educational opportunity for all citizens. There is no guarantee that a highly
decentralized system of general secondary education, with each school pursuing its own course,
will result in a school population prepared to meet national or international expectations. The
challenge for all the countries is to carry out these national obligations without reasserting the
previous centralized, bureaucratic and ideologically based methods of control.
Three traditional and legitimate national concerns are the source of tension in most of these
countries: national curriculum, standards and examinations, and the culture of state oversight.
Specifically these challenges include:
*

Developing a new approach to national curricula that will not dictate exactly what must be
taught and how, but will set forth frameworks and objectives, give concrete guidance on
evaluation and permit choice of textbooks and materials.

*

Developing new examination systems to replace outdated "maturity" or school-leaving
examinations. These new systems set clear standards, are linked with curriculum, are valid
and reliable, reduce duplication with university entrance exams, provide information for
policy and are supported by teacher preservice and inservice education.

*

Changing the culture of national and regional (district) agencies and staff from "inspection"
and "control" to advice, technical assistance and support for school-level change. At issue are
(1) whether teachers and school leaders trust the entities outside the school, and (2) whether
these entities have the necessary competence to fulfil their new role.

The reality of "decentralization" does not match the initial expectations, especially with
regard to responsibility for curriculum and pedagogy.
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Most new education laws place greater responsibility on the individual school (and especially
on the teachers as a group) for shaping at least a portion of the curriculum. Strengthening of
general secondary education, especially implementation of new curricula and development of
new pedagogical approaches, depends greatly upon realization of this school-level responsibility.
Even in countries where changes have been under way for several years, traditional approaches
remain strong: school leaders employ authoritarian leadership styles and teachers function
individually rather than assuming group responsibility for school-level education issues. In
several countries, laws and policies related to teacher autonomy reinforce individual teachers'
isolation.
In virtually every country the status of teachers and lack of incentives for them to participate
in the changes are major barriers to improvement in general secondary education.
Low salaries and competition from other sectors are important but not the only problems. In
most cases, the core teaching force is composed of persons who have spent 20 or more years in a
highly controlled system characterized by compliance, drill-and-practice teaching, conformity
and lack of individual responsibility. Little, if any, motivation exists for these teachers to
participate in school-level decisionmaking and to learn new curricula and teaching methods.
Compensation is not only exceptionally low but there are few incentives for teachers to involve
themselves in inservice education. Where countries have established incentives for inservice
education, these are generally for individual advancement (such as advancing a teacher's position
on a salary schedule). They are not designed to prepare teachers to participate in school-level
teams to revise curricula or pedagogical methods. Some governments are actively seeking
participation on task forces to develop new curricula or assessment policies but they give the
teachers few incentives or rewards for doing so.
Universities and teacher training colleges appear to be largely disengaged from change in
general secondary education and appear to be barriers rather than constructive forces for
change.
The situation may be getting worse as universities focus on their own internal priorities in
difficult economic conditions. Granting universities greater autonomy was one of the earliest
significant actions taken by most of the countries. While these changes were clearly justified and
important, they are having an unintended consequence in encouraging the further isolation of
these institutions and their faculties from the practical issues and concerns of the schools. A
strong emphasis on individual disciplines, limited attention to pedagogy, persistence of rigid
pedagogical methods (large lectures, limited active learning) all run counter to the need at the
general secondary level for new interdisciplinary curricula and new pedagogical methods. In
some cases, teacher training colleges, which used to be able to emphasize pedagogy and working
with the schools, are being drawn closer to the university model. The result is that faculty
members will increasingly be rewarded for research and advanced study and less for teaching and
preparing their students for service in the schools. These conditions have a profound impact on
the preservice preparation of teachers. But they also affect the capacity and willingness of
colleges and universities to assist in meeting the overwhelming demands for inservice teacher
training. And they have an indirect impact on the capacity and incentives of general secondary
schools to adopt new curricula and methods. Recognizing this situation, countries are using-or
exploring-alternatives to university-based teacher education reforms, including independent
national or regional pedagogical institutes, inservice training institutes or even nongovernmental
organizations and associations. Whether bypassing the universities will be a successful long-term
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strategy remains to be seen. Few countries appear to have policy mechanisms for bridging this
growing gap.
The collapse of highly specialized, rigid vocational training programs is placing new and
largely unresolved pressures on general secondary education.
The dimensions of the problem are multiple. Because this project focused on general
secondary education, it only touched the surface of the broader problems. As narrow vocational
training for ailing or defunct large state-owned industries declines, students must be given
alternatives. A significant number of these students are now entering general secondary
education. Schools and teachers may not be prepared to meet the needs of this more diverse
student population. The curriculum and pedagogical methods may not be adequate to give these
students the necessary skills to enter a changing workforce. At the upper secondary level, an
increasing emphasis on preparation of students for universities could detract from the need to
prepare students for entering the work force. In specialized upper-secondary vocational and
professional programs, more emphasis should be given to new curriculum and pedagogy
necessary for the students' participation in a democratic society and a market economy.
The needs to reassert national identity and to strengthen language and cultural
distinctiveness present special challenges for countries that also seek to develop a European
dimension within their general secondary education systems.
However, an encouraging development in virtually every country is that nongovernmental
organizations, informal networks among students, teachers and school leaders, regional
associations and other informal mechanisms are fostering these broader dimensions in curriculum
and in teacher and student experiences. Examples include networks among foreign-language and
mathematics teachers, informal communication among ministry officials on new curriculum
frameworks, opportunities for teachers, school leaders and students to visit other countries and
engage in exchanges with colleagues elsewhere through Internet and similar new means of
communication.
The availability of materials-textbooks and other important resources-remains
issue throughout the region.

a critical

It is especially severe in countries with comparatively small populations who seek to reassert
the importance of their own language and culture. Again, an encouraging development is that a
number of nongovemmental organizations and informal networks-many involving international
contacts-are devoting considerable effort to meeting these needs. Alternative, private sources of
textbooks and materials are expanding. The legal and financial support and the availability of
technical expertise for such developments remain uncertain, and should be strengthened if the
growing needs are to be met.
Two areas-civic education and environmental education-should have a stronger and more
visible presence in the curricula of these countries.
The needs cut across virtually every dimension of change in general secondary education.
The issue is not simply one of materials. Areas affected include: new curricula; new pedagogical
methods; new partnerships with communities and social partners; new approaches to school
governance; new national curricula; revised "maturity" or school-leaving examinations; and
needed changes in university entrance requirements, curricula and pedagogy. Teachers and
school leaders at every level need concrete ideas and models for change.
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ANNEX 5: GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE ON
EDUCATION
Low Government Expenditure on Education in China
Table 5.1 shows that government expenditure on education as a percentage of gross domestic
product (GDP) in China in the 1990s ranged between 2.44 and 2.86 percent. This national-effort
indicator actually dropped from 2.86 percent in 1991 to 2.49 percent in 1997.
TABLE5.1: GOVERNMENTEXPENDITUREON EDUCATION,1991-97
1991

1. GDP,billionyuan
2,161.8
2. Government education
61.8
expenditure,billionyuan
3.

Ratio of(2) to (1), %

2.86

1992

1993

1994

4,500.6

1995

5,773.3

1996

6,779.5

1997*

2,663.5

3,451.5

7,477.2

72.9

86.8

117.5

141.2

167.2

186.3

2.74

2.51

2.61

2.44

2.47

2.49

* Preliminaryestimatesonly.
Source: Ministry of Education, China.

Government Expenditure on Education in Other Asian Countries
Table 5.2 presents information on government expenditure on education over time in a
number of east and southeast Asian countries. It shows government education expenditure as a
percentage of gross national product (GNP), government education expenditure as a percentage
of total government expenditure, and total government expenditure as a percentage of GNP.
Consider first government education expenditure as a percentage of GNP. Table 5.2 shows
substantial variation in government spending on education. The Republic of Korea, Japan and
Malaysia were among the top-spending countries during 1980-95. Japan is a high-income country
(based on per-capita GNP), and the Republic of Korea and Malaysia are middle-income
countries. In contrast, Hong Kong and Singapore are two high-income cities with relatively low
spending on education. On the other hand, Indonesia and the Philippines are low-income
countries with low level of educational spending.
While countries do vary in their level of government education expenditure as a percentage
of total government expenditure, their differences are smaller than those for government
education expenditure as a percentage of GNP. Except for Indonesia, most of the countries did
spend about 17 to 20 percent of their total government expenditure on education most of the time
during the 1980-93 period.
For total government expenditure as a percentage of GNP, Malaysia and Singapore were the
top-spending countries during the 1980-93 period. These two countries consistently devoted 22 to
30 percent of national output to government spending. For the other countries, total government
expenditure ranged between 15 and 20 percent of GNP.
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TABLE 5.2: GOVERNMENT EDUCATION EXPENDITURE IN EAST AND
SOUTHEAST ASIAN COUNTRIES AND REGIONS
1980
GNP Per Capita
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Japan
Korea, Rep. of
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Govt. Exp. % of GNP for Education
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Japan
Korea, Rep. of
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Govt. Exp. % of Total Exp. for Educ.
HongKong
Indonesia
Japan
Korea, Rep. of
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Total Govt. Exp. % GNP
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Japan
Korea, Rep. of
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

1992

1993

1994

16,370
740
29,120
7,220
2,790
780
17,500
1,900

18,510
810
32,060
7,720
3,090
810
19,660
2,110

20,660
880
35,330
8,460
3,470
910
23,340
2,360

--4.7
4.0
-2.9
--

2.8
2.2
3.6
4.2
5.5
2.0
3.2

--

4.0

2.8
1.2
3.8
4.5
5.2
2.4
3.1
4.1

-1.3
-3.7
5.3
-3.3
3.8

--

17.4
9.8

17.0
10.0

--

9.1

19.6
-16.9
18.1
20.1

15.8
-16.1
19.9
20.2

16.2
19.6
15.0
22.9
21.1

16.8
20.3
15.9
22.3
21.1

--

20.4
16.7
15.7
31.3
19.8
23.3
15.1

20.7
15.8
17.3
30.6
19.1
22.1
15.5

19.2
15.8
17.6
29.4
19.4
22.7
15.4

18.9
-17.1
26.7
18.1
19.7
16.3

--

1985

1990

1991

5,790
500
10,390
1,770
1,800
690
5,130
720

6,080
530
10,900
2,260
1,900
520
7,570
810

12,680
620
26,410
5,770
2,370
730
13,210
1,520

14,310
680
27,210
6,670
2,490
730
14,940
1,680

2.4
1.7
5.8
3.7
6.0
1.7
2.8
3.4

2.8
-5.0
4.5
6.6
1.4
4.4
3.8

2.8
1.1
4.7
3.5
5.4
2.9
3.1
3.6

14.6
8.3

18.4
11.3

17.4
8.4

17.1
18.3
13
14.6
19.8

18.4
-20.1
20.2
19.5

23.1
18.4
17.9
29.6
13.4
20.8
19.0

20.2
17.8
18.4
-10.8
26.3
21.8

--

-----

-----

---

Sources:
World Bank, Education Statistics (Version 2.0), Washington, D.C. [Note: EdStats (short for Education Statistics) is a component of
the Knowledge Management System of the World Bank's Human Development Network. It is a product of collaboration

betweenthe Networkand the DevelopmentData Groupin theBank's DevelopmentEconomicsVicePresidency.]
World Bank. 1995. World Development Report 1995. Workers in an Integrating World. Washington, D.C.: Oxford University for the

WorldBank
World Bank. 1994. World Development Report 1994. Infrastructure for Development. Washington, D.C.: Oxford University for the
World Bank
World Bank. 1993. World Development Report 1993. Investing in Health. Washington, D.C. Oxford University for the World Bank
World Bank. 1992. World Development Report 1992. Development and the Environment. Washington, D.C. Oxford University for the
World Bank
World Bank. 1987. World Development Report 1987. Barriers to Adjustment and Growth in the World Economy Industrialization and
Foreign Trade. Washington, D.C. Oxford University for the World Bank
USAID. Global Education Data Base. Data provided by World Bank and UNESCO designed by the Economic and Social Data
Service.
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The Need to Raise Government Expenditure on Education in China
China needs to substantially increase its govemment expenditure on education in the coming
years to: (1) address educational deficiencies as a result of a long period of low educational
investment in the past, (2) meet the current educational needs of an expanding economy; and (3)
develop a comparative advantage in human resources so that China can more effectively compete
in a knowledge-based global economy.
Consider govemment education expenditure in China around the year 2020. To be
comparable to other Asian countries, we need to define govemment education expenditure and
total government expenditure in China. In this analysis, govemment education expenditure in
China refers to education expenditure made through the govemment financial system. It includes
educational spending financed by the govemment education budget ("in-budget educational
spending"), education surcharges and levies, education spending by state enterprises, govemment
tax subsidies for enterprises run by educational institutions, and other govemment education
resources (that is, most of the "out-budget educational spending," but not including tuition and
education fees). In 1997, govemment education expenditure amounted to 2.49 percent of GDP.
Similarly, total govemment expenditure includes both in-budget total govemment expenditure
and most of the out-budget expenditure (out-budget expenditure made within the govemment
financial system). Although a precise figure is not available, total govemment expenditure
amounted to about 19 to 20 percent of GDP in 1997.
To provide an approximate guidance to government education spending in China in 2020,
this analysis suggests that the experience of Malaysia and the Republic of Korea (and possibly
Japan) is more relevant to China than that of Hong Kong and Singapore or that of other lowincome Asian economies. If economic growth averages 6 to 7 percent annually, China's GNP
will be around US$3,000-3,500 by the year 2020. At this income range, Malaysia spent 5.2 to 5.3
percent of GNP on education; and the Republic of Korea spent about 4.0 to 4.5 percent of GNP
on education. Since education demand is likely to become more intensified in the global
economy, a higher level of govemment education expenditure is more likely to be required in the
future.
Thus, one can reasonably propose that, in the year 2020 in China, govemment education
expenditure be about 5.0 percent of GDP. Total govemment expenditure can be raised to about
25.0 percent of GDP, a level between that of Malaysia and most of the east and southeast Asian
countries. In that year, then, govemment education expenditure will amount to 20 percent of total
govemment expenditure, a level similar to that of other east and southeast Asian countries. In the
interim, the target for govemment education expenditure can be set at 4.5 percent by year 2010.
Changing Financing Sources for Education in China
Table 5.3 shows the amount and percentage distribution of financing sources for education in
China in 1991 and 1997. It shows that: (a) the share of budgeted resources has decreased
significantly over time, from 62.85 percent in 1991 to 53.63 percent in 1997; (b) much of the
corresponding increase in the share of extrabudgetary resources has come from tuition and other
education fees charged at the institutional level; and (c) since extrabudgetary resources are raised
and utilized at the institutional and township levels, the increasing reliance on these resources has
contributed to substantial financial disparities among educational institutions in different parts of
the country.
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TABLE5.3: SOURCESOF EDUCATIONAL
FUNDING(BILLIONYUAN), 1991 AND 1997
Sources

1991
Amount
45.97
7.52
4.27
3.72
6.28
3.24
2.16
73.15

% of Total
62.85
10.27
5.83
5.09
8.59
4.42
2.95
100.00

Government education budget
Levies and surcharges
Enterprise-run institutions
Institution-generated resources
Social contributions
Tuition and other education fees
Others**
Total
* Preliminary estimates only.
** Include resources from institutions run by NGOs and individuals.
Source: Based on information from Ministry of Education, China.

Amount
135.77
26.78
11.94
9.91
17.07
32.61
19.10
253.17

1997*
% of Total
53.63
10.58
4.72
3.91
6.74
12.88
7.54
100.00
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ANNEX 6: ESTIMATION OF EARMARKED FUNDS FOR
COMPULSORY EDUCATION IN POOR AREAS
This annex summarizes the findings of a study that estimates the magnitude of earmarked
funds needed for compulsory education in poor areas. The estimation is based on the assumption
that earmarked funds from central and provincial levels will be distributed to poor counties to
ensure that all the poor counties will meet the minimal recurrent spending levels deemed
necessary for effective schooling. The study includes 520 nationally designated poor counties in
1997 and the analysis covers the 1997-2020 period. It consists of three parts: (1) defining a
minimal level of per-student recurrent expenditure at the primary and lower-secondary education
levels; (2) projecting enrollment and the earmarked funds needed for primary and lowersecondary education for the 1997-2020 period; and (3) distributing the financing of the
earmarked funds among central and provincial levels. Note that the study does not estimate
capital costs (which will be financed primarily by governments at and below the county level and
by the local communities); it also does not consider variation among schools and areas within a
county.
A. DEFINING A MINIMAL LEVEL OF PER-STUDENT RECURRENT EXPENDITURE

Recurrent expenditure in primary and lower-secondary education consists of spending on
teachers and retired staff, direct subsidies for students, school maintenance and minor repairs,
and other nonpersonnel items. The key parameters for defining the minimal per-student recurrent
expenditure in poor counties are listed in Table 6.1. It is assumed that the basic personnel and
nonpersonnel inputs will be provided as necessary conditions for effective teaching and learning
in primary and lower-secondary schools in poor areas in China [see Chapter 3 of Shanghai
Institute of Human Resource Development (1998) for an explanation of how the parameters are
selected].
TABLE 6.1: KEY PARAMETERSFORDEFININGMINIMALLEVELOF
PER-STUDENTRECURRENTEXPENDITURE
Components of Recurrent Expenditure

Student-teacherratio
Averageannualsalary (yuan)
Salary of retiredpersonnelas % of total salary
Administrative& instructionalcost (nonpersonnel)per teacher(yuan)
Maintenance& minorrepair cost as % of fixed asset
Per-studentsubsidy(yuan)

Primary
Education

Lower-Secondary
Education

22
4,829
16.9
93.3
7.6
6.2

16
5,665
10.7
166.5
7.5
10.4

In 1997, the minimal per-student recurrent expenditure in poor counties was estimated to be
324 yuan at the primary level and 523 yuan at the lower-secondary level. Because of tremendous
diversities across regions and areas in China, a single minimal amount at each education level is
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inappropriate. Additional analysis suggests that the minimal level should be higher for Han
counties in the mountainous areas of northwestern China (1.3 times the national level) and for
minority counties in the mountainous areas of northwestern China (1.4 times the national level).
Minimal per-student recurrent expenditure is then assumed to increase by 7 to 8 percent in real
terms over time.
B. AMOUNTOF EARMARKEDFUNDSNEEDED TO MEET
MINIMALRECURRENTSPENDINGLEVEL

Analysis of 1997
In 1997, 40 percent of the 520 poor counties did not meet the minimal spending level at the
primary level; and 34.4 percent did not meet the minimal spending level at the lower-secondary
level. To meet the minimal level, 1.012 billion yuan were needed in primary education and 0.382
billion yuan in lower-secondary education. The total gap of 1.394 billion yuan amounted to 1.14
percent of the total budgeted education expenditure of the country. If the concerned counties had
increased the proportion of education expenditure in their budget to 3 percent, then the gap would
have been reduced to 0.698 billion yuan. This gap could have been addressed by additional
central and provincial earmnarkedfunds for this year.
Analysis of the 1997-2020 Period

In this analysis, projections were made about: (a) the number of school-age children based on
a population model; (b) the number of students based on assumptions regarding educational
coverage; and (c) the funding gaps based on assumptions on recurrent education revenue and
expenditure [see Chapter 3 of study by Shanghai Institute of Human Resources Development
(1998) for details]. The results are shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
TABLE 6.2: FUNDING GAP IN COMPULSORYEDUCATION, 1997-2020

Year

1997
2000
2005
2010
2020

Minimal
Minimal
spending
spending lower- Education spending
primary
secondary
of county as % total Funding gap
(yuan/student) (yuan/student)
county spending (billion yuan)

324
408
628
966
2,086

523
641
941
1,383
2,986

27.6
35.6
35.6
35.6
35.6

1.349
2.792
4.933
13.172

(1997 PRICES)
Funding gap as % of
total national budgeted spending on
education

0.81
1.20
1.51
2.05

Table 6.2 shows that the gap in recurrent funding increases from 1.349 billion yuan in 2000
to 13.172 billion yuan in 2020. Over the same period, the funding gap as a proportion of total
national budgeted spending on education will rise from 0.81 percent to 2.05 percent.
Disparity in per-student recurrent spending among counties will decrease during the 19972020 period. For example, Table 6.3 shows that the "10-percent ratio" (spending of top 10
percent counties to bottom 10 percent counties) will drop from 4.56 in 1997 to 1.97 in 2020 in
primary education, and from 5.94 to 2.99 over the same period in lower-secondary education.
Similarly, the standard deviation will be reduced from 0.49 to 0.34 in primary education, and
from 0.67 to 0.57 in lower-secondary education.
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TABLE6.3: REDUCTIONIN DISPARITYIN PER-STUDENTRECURRENTSPENDING
AMONG COUNTIES,1997-2020
Year
1997
2000
2005
2010
2020

"10-%" ratio
Primary
4.56
2.60
2.48
2.37
1.97

"10-%" ratio
Lower-secondary
5.94
3.28
3.28
3.28
2.99

Standard deviation
Primary
0.49
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.34

Standard deviation
Lower-secondary
0.67
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.57

Financing Responsibility of Central and Provincial Governments

It is assumed that earmarked funds for compulsory education from central and provincial
governments will be allocated to fill the gap in recurrent spending in poor counties. The financing
responsibility for the two levels of governments is shown in Table 6.4. Two scenarios are
considered: (a) a one-to-one matching ratio between the two levels of governments; and (b) a
two-to-one match ratio between the two levels.
TABLE6.4: AMOUNTOFEARMARKEDFUNDSTO BE FINANCEDBY CENTRALAND
PROVINCIALGOVERNMENTS,1997-2020 (BILLIONYUAN)
Year
1997
2000
2005
2010
2020

Total earmarked
funds needed
1.349
2.792
4.933
13.172

Scenario One
Central
Provincial
0.675
1.396
2.467
6.586

0.675
1.396
2.467
6.586

Scenario Two
Central
Provincial
0.899
1.861
3.289
8.781

0.450
0.931
1.643
4.391

Funding Gap Based on Alternative Assumption

The above analysis assumes that poor counties will raise their share of education spending to
35.6 percent of total county spending. Table 6.5 indicates what the funding gap will be if the
county education spending remains at an average of 27.6 percent of total county spending. Since
the central government plans to raise education spending significantly in the next several years,
Tables 6.2 and 6.5 indicate that, in the near term, it is quite feasible for the central government to
meet the funding gap in recurrent spending.
TABLE6.5: FUNDINGGAP BASED ONAN ALTERNATIVEASSUMPTION,1997-2020
(1997 PRICES)

Year
1997
2000
2005
2010
2020

County education spending
as percent of total county
spending
27.6
27.6
27.6
27.6
27.6

Funding gap
(billion yuan)
2.750
5.202
8.672
20.974

Funding gap as percent of
national budgeted spending
on education
2.03
2.22
2.69
3.26
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ANNEX 7: NATIONAL EDUCATION WORKING
CONFERENCE
The State Council and the Chinese Communist Party jointly hosted the National Education
Working Conference in Beijing on June 15-18, 1999. The third of its kind since China began its
reform and opening policies in the late 1970s, the conference was chaired by Premier Zhu
Rongji, and Vice Premier Li Lanqing presented a report entitled "Deepening Educational
Reform, Promoting Quality-Oriented Education and Striving for China's Revitalization." At the
end of the meeting, the Central Committee of the Communist Party and the State Council issued
the Decision entitled "Further the Education Reform and Promoting Quality-oriented Education"
(a brief summary of this decision follows).
DECISIONON "FURTHERTHEEDUCATIONREFORMAND PROMOTING
QUALITY-ORIENTED
EDUCATION
(PRELIMINARYDRAFT OUTLINEONLY)

The decision reconfirmed the targets promulgated in the Action Plan for Education
Development issued by the State Council early in 1999. The decision differs from the Action
Plan by stressing changes of education ideology, that is, away from the exam-oriented education
toward quality-oriented education.
To promote the fundamental change, the Decision pointed out some practical directions,
targets and measures:
*

Quality-oriented education should be implemented at all stages of the education system,
namely, kindergarten, basic education, vocational education, adult education and higher
education.

*

Teaching methodology should be reformed and changed. Heuristic and discussion method
should be used widely to cultivate the independent thinking and also the sense of creativeness
of students. The teaching quality should be improved through fostering the students' capacity
in collecting and processing information, gaining new knowledge, analyzing and solving
problems, expressing clearly and team working spirit.

*

National Compulsory Education Program in the Poor Areas (aimed at providing financial
support to the poor areas in universalizing nine years' compulsory education) should be
sustained after year 2000 with increased levels of funding.

*

The enrollment size of high schools and universities should be enlarged to ease the pressure
on lower secondary and primary schools. By year 2010, the enrollment rate for higher
education should be around 15 percent.

*

Provincial governments will have more power with higher education affairs, especially with
the two- and three-year colleges (in terms of enrollment size and college entrance
examination). To quicken the development of tertiary vocation education, the provincial
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governments will have full authority in establishing vocational colleges, entrance
examinations and enrollment size, etc.
*

The education system should be more open and flexible to satisfy the people's life-long
education needs. For example, vocational colleges could admit graduates from all kinds of
high schools, and the graduates of vocational colleges should have access to other
universities; the students of university and vocational secondary schools should enjoy the
flexibility in choosing the best time for them to graduate, etc.

*

The development of private schools should be encouraged to provide alternatives to parents;
the entrance examination of universities should be reformed, and twice yearly exams should
be piloted. Local governments should enjoy the power of conducting graduation tests for
primary and secondary school students. A new mechanism for education quality evaluation
should be developed.

*

Teacher education should be reformed by encouraging the non-normal universities to set up
teacher colleges, and the qualification standards of teachers should be increased to the
college level, also by the year 2010 in the areas with good conditions.

*

New laws and regulations should be drafted and promulgated to promote quality-oriented
education.

*

The allocation for education from the central budget should be increased by 1 percentage
point annually from 1998 to 2002, and the provincial governments also should increase their
budget allocation for education in consideration of their own actual situation.

